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Abstract 

 

International immigration already becomes a hot and always a sensitive issue as well 

in Europe. Actually different parts of Europe present different kinds of immigration 

cases. The Central and Eastern Europe first played as a transit of immigrants and then 

soon became a destination of immigrants mainly for those who come from the former 

communist countries, such as Ukraine, Vietnamese, Chinese and so on. After 1989, 

the Central and Eastern European countries (CEECs) became democratized and 

opened their society to outside world. From this moment, this area became a new 

destination for Chinese and other peoples‟ immigration. I use the empirical and 

comparative methodologies to explore my research problematic. As for the empirical 

approach, I conduct questionnaire surveys and in-depth interviews, and as for the 

comparative methodology, I compare Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants because of 

their similar cultural, political and economical backgrounds. In addition, the effect of 

generation is another vital concern. In other words, due to the longer term of their 

living in the immigration country since their birth or the time of their coming to the 

CEECs or the Czech Republic, I make the research hypothesis that they differ from 

their parents or the first generation of immigration regarding the cultural or national 

identity. I conduct the sampling survey for four groups of interviewees, including the 

first generation of Chinese, the first generation of Vietnamese, the second generation 

of Chinese and the second generation of Vietnamese. I choose the Central and Eastern 

European Countries as my area of research interest, because first this is a new 

adventure land for Chinese emigrants since 1990s, and secondly recently or after 

twenty first century the CEECs and China are getting in the rise of their national 

power in the regional and global field. Among the Central and Eastern Countries, I 

take Czech Republic as my case study. 
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Abstraktn 

Přistěhovalectví se stalo velice horkou a vždy citlivou otázkou také v Evropě. 

Rozdílné části Evropy představují různé druhy případů imigrace. Střední a východní 

Evropa nejdříve hrála tranzitní roli, ale později se stala také konečnou destinací pro 

imigranty především pocházející z bývalých komunistických zemí jako Ukrajinci, 

Vietnamci, Číňané a další. Země střední a východní Evropy se po roce 1989 staly 

demokratickými a otevřeli svou společnost vnějšímu světu. Od této chvíle se tato 

oblast stala novou destinací pro Číňany a další národnosti. Je použita empirická a 

komparativní metoda k výzkumu zmíněné problematiky. Co se týče empírického 

přístupu, bylo použito dotazníkové šetření a hloubkové rozhovory. Komparativní 

metodou byli srovnáváni čínští a vietnamští přistěhovalci z důvodu podobného 

kulturního, politického a ekonomického prostředí. Kromě toho, dalším důležitým 

problémem je vliv generace. Jinými slovy, z dlouhodobého hlediska jejich pobývání v 

hostitelské zemi od jejich narození nebo příchodu do zemí střední a východní Evropy 

nebo České republiky, byl proveden výzkum hypotézy, zda se tato generace liší od 

generace jejích rodičů nebo první generace přistěhovalců vzhledem ke kulturní a 

národní identitě. Byl proveden průzkum vzorkové skupiny pro čtyři skupiny 

dotazovaných, včetně první generace Číňanů a Vietnamců, druhé generace Číňanů a 

Vietnamců. Vybrala jsem si oblast středo a východo evropských zemí jako oblast 

mého zájmu. za prvé z důvodu toho, že tato oblast je nově neprobádanou zemí pro 

čínské emigranty od devadesátých let, za druhé v poslední době či od dvacátéhoprvní 

století země střední a východní Evropy a Čína jsou na vzestupu jejich moci na 

regionálním a globálním poli. Mezi zeměmi střední a východní Evropy byla použita 

Česká republika jako případová studie.   
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National Identity and Social Integration of Overseas Chinese in the Czech 

Republic: An Empirical and Comparative Study 

 

1. Introduction 

International immigration continues to be a sensitive issue throughout Europe. 

Different parts of Europe present different kinds of immigration issues. Central and 

Eastern Europe first served as a transit country for immigrants and then soon became 

a primary destination of immigrants; mainly for those who come from former 

communist countries such as Ukraine, Vietnamese, Chinese and so on. After 1989, the 

Central and Eastern European countries (CEECs) began democratizing and opened 

their societies to the outside world. From this historic moment, this area became a 

new destination for Chinese and other peoples‟ immigration. At first, the CEECs 

might have acted only as a jumping board for many Chinese immigrants seeking 

opportunities to go toward Western Europe because of the liberal immigration policy 

in the CEECs. When the border between West and East Europe became tougher to 

penetrate, more and more Chinese immigrants stopped their westward migration and 

made their livings in this area, and on the other hand, these CEECs started to set up 

more complete and stricter regulations of foreign immigration to limit the flow of 

immigration from the third world, including Chinese people. The first immigrants 

from China to this area then tried their best to help their families and relatives to 

reunite, including adults and their children. According to official statistics in the 

Czech Republic, several thousands of Chinese immigrants already moved to the 

Czech Republic but there might be a large number of undocumented Chinese 

immigrants living there as well.  

Due to close relations for several decades during the communist era, few 

opportunities existed for interaction with "outside" people, especially from Eastern 
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Asia, perhaps with the exception of Vietnamese people. People in Central and Eastern 

Europe were quite xenophobic when it came to foreigners, including Chinese 

immigrants. Even the local governments deemed the new Asian immigrants as 

potential criminals, and warned that they may threaten the order of local societies. 

Cultural differences prevent the new Asian immigrants from social cohesion in their 

new local societies, and the typical ways of operating small businesses often lead to 

possible misunderstandings for the local police or other organizations in charge of 

security.  

In the past twenty years or so, many Chinese immigrants brought their children 

from China or started families in their new local society. Actually, the second 

generation of the foreign immigrants should present more or less a different situation 

from their parents. At this moment, it seems significant to discuss the issue 

concerning Chinese immigrants in Central and Eastern Europe, and in this dissertation 

I take a case study of the Czech Republic. As for Chinese immigrants, the "rise" of the 

CEECs makes profits for them especially from an economic perspective and on the 

other side, the "rise" of China keep their national identity toward their native country, 

China; this seemingly includes both the first and second generations of Chinese 

immigrants.  

Central and Eastern Europe has attracted international migration since the end of 

the 1980s after democratization, including Asian immigrants, among whom took 

advantage of inadequate migration regulations at the beginning of the 1990s. Chinese 

and Vietnamese immigrants are always the largest ethnic groups in new areas for 

international migration, and Hungary and the Czech Republic are ideal destinations 

due to their lenient migration policies and relative economic prosperity compared 

with those of the other new democracies in this area. The sudden mass of migration 

occurred in Central and Eastern European countries negatively affected those 
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countries‟ applications for entering the EU, and thus a stricter policy to regulate new 

migration was adopted in the mid-1990s. However, according to Czech national 

statistics, migration from China and Vietnam is still increasing each year. The 

population of Vietnamese immigrants is up to 60,986, next only to Ukraine and 

Slovakia, and Chinese immigrants were at 5,224 in 2009; both of which reached 

historical records (Czech Statistic Office, 2010). 

   In the newly open market for international migration, locals are obviously still not 

accustomed to social contacts with new residents from foreign countries, especially 

those who are very culturally different. Many Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants 

also feel frustrated at the difficulty with social integration into the local society. 

However, some interesting comparisons between Vietnamese and Chinese migration 

can be explored, especially with the second generation‟s attitudes regarding 

integrating into the local society after a long period of already living in the foreign 

land. Essentially, people from both of these Asian countries have a strong connection 

with their culture and traditions, and the first generation to Central and Eastern 

Europe are unwilling to abandon their cultural identity, but it seems that the second 

generation is more amenable to integration. According to my long-term observation in 

the Czech Republic, second generation Vietnamese not only integrate into local 

society well, but also attain a higher level of accomplishment in school and job 

performance. It is a fact that many Vietnamese students get the highest scores in local 

schools. Therefore, second generation Vietnamese seem less and less identified with 

their native culture and traditions. It is a different picture for second generation 

Chinese, for they still cling to Chinese identity and are proud of its assets. Second 

generation Chinese also perform very well in school. I wonder if national identity 

brings about any difficulties in social integration for the second generation‟s 

migrations.  
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    I raised a research assumption concerning the interaction between national 

identity and social integration, and especially an emphasis on whether there is an 

effect with a “rise” of their mother country or not. In other words, “the rise of China” 

enforces the national identity of Chinese immigrants and keeps their distance from the 

destination country, in spite of their wishes to live harmonically in the new land; on 

the contrary, the lack of the actual phenomenon or comprehension regarding “the rise 

of Vietnamese” and even though Vietnamese immigrants are proud of their own 

native culture and country, they are more willing to integrate themselves into the local 

society and even wish to become citizens of the destination country, especially for the 

second generation Vietnamese. In this dissertation, I first would like to explore the 

context and content of the so-called “rise of China,” involving the historical 

perspective and current development of contemporary China. As far as a historical 

perspective is concerned, all Chinese, no matter where they are, share the common 

consciousness of national humiliation in modern history and desire to recover their 

lost power and international status. As a matter of fact, it is quite difficult to conclude 

if there already exists a “super China,” and how to interpret “the rise of China” versus 

this “super China” is still controversial. That is, a possible understanding of a Chinese 

threat comes from the West, which is totally different from Chinese expectations. I 

would like to dig out the real existence of “Chinese rising up” inside the Chinese 

mentality at this moment from the Chinese perspective rather than the more common 

western references.  

    Those who depart away from their homeland to make their living in other 

countries always wish to win respect from the local people. In the beginning of the 

1990s, the CEECs were just opening to the outside world and Chinese society just 

began to globalize their internal market and globalization made Chinese people more 

willing to attempt to find new opportunities in other countries. The new “market” of 
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the CEECs attracted not only big entrepreneurs, but also a large number of ordinary 

people without much capital. These new foreigners from China sold all kinds of cheap 

goods, such as clothes, toys, shoes, and so on and even cooperated with Vietnamese 

businessmen and worked together in the so-called Vietnamese market. Chinese 

immigrants always feel discriminated against and even think they are thought of as 

potential criminals by the local government or from the local people. At this moment 

of China rising, national identity seemingly promotes overseas Chinese to win over 

the full respect from the immigrant countries. Here I wonder if the effect of national 

identity negatively influences the social cohesion of Chinese immigrants with the 

local society, or on the contrary, a stronger Chinese image supports an easier social 

integration into local society.  

    Mutual interaction between China and the Czech Republic in the past was 

seldom, both in the areas of diplomatic relation and business. This situation seems to 

be different recently because of the “rises” of China and the Czech Republic, if 

possible to call it this way, and Chinese immigrants may play an important role to 

bridge both sides. A stronger homeland makes Chinese immigrants more confident to 

deal with local business, and the wealthier China attracts more and more local 

businessmen and even the Czech government to pursue a much closer relationship 

between the two countries. I suppose that the effect of “the rise of China” may shorten 

the psychological distance between these two countries, and Chinese immigrants can 

be the key intermediary. On the other hand, the Chinese government eventually 

acknowledges the importance of overseas Chinese in diplomatic relationships with 

other countries and China starts exporting Chinese culture all over the world, 

especially by the support of overseas Chinese. In the case of the Czech Republic, a 

Confucius school in Olomouc also takes the responsibility of teaching local people 

Chinese language and culture. Exploring the issue of Chinese immigrants in the 
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CEECs, or more specifically the case of the Czech Republic, is quite valuable. In 

addition, the issue of Chinese immigrants should be up for discussion not only in the 

context of social cohesion in the immigration country, but also in the context of 

international politics and even the national interest of the immigrants‟ home country, 

China. In this dissertation, I mainly explore if the national identity of Chinese 

immigrants influence their social integration into the local society. 

I use empirical and comparative methodologies to explore my research proposal. 

As for the empirical approach, I conduct questionnaire surveys and in-depth 

interviews, and as for the comparative methodology, I compare Chinese and 

Vietnamese immigrants with respect to their similar cultural, political and economical 

backgrounds. In addition, the effect of generation is another vital concern. In other 

words, due to the longer term of their living in the immigration country since their 

birth or the time of their coming to the CEECs or the Czech Republic, I propose the 

research hypothesis that they differ from their parents or the first generation of 

immigration regarding cultural or national identity. I conduct a sampling survey for 

four groups of interviewees, including the first generation of Chinese, the first 

generation of Vietnamese, the second generation of Chinese and the second 

generation of Vietnamese. I choose the Central and Eastern European Countries as my 

area of research interest, because first this is a new land of opportunities for Chinese 

emigrants since the 1990s, and secondly recently or after since the twenty first century 

the CEECs and China are getting in the rise of their national power in the regional and 

global fields. Among the Central and Eastern Countries, I take the Czech Republic as 

my case study. The first of my two reasons is quite a large number of Chinese and 

Vietnamese immigrants live here, and many of them are becoming successful today. 

Secondly, I studied here since 2004 and have witnessed the political, economical and 

societal development in the Czech Republic, and I would like to conclude that the 
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Czech Republic is still in the process of rise, which is similar to the current Chinese 

situation.  

Otherwise, as for the comparative approach, Vietnamese serves as a reference 

group to see if a true difference between China and Vietnamese exists regarding the 

relationship between national identity and social integration or social cohesion. 

Vietnamese have a longer history of moving to the Czech Republic than Chinese and 

the number of Vietnamese immigrants is far greater than Chinese. On the other hand, 

the rise of China enhances the national identity of Chinese immigrants, but this 

situation does not seem to be happening in the Vietnamese case. Therefore, I propose 

a research hypothesis to test if the effect of Chinese rise is truly relating to their social 

integration into local society. The second dimension of the comparative approach is to 

examine the difference between the first generation and second generation for both 

Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants in the Czech Republic. This fieldwork of my 

dissertation was very challenging, even though I utilized my local social network, 

some friends from China, Vietnam and the Czech Republic; I still met with many 

difficulties. One of the theoretic concepts mainly focuses on the “second generation,” 

which is explored in many different ways in western countries, and is seemingly being 

formed into a significant research area in social science, which is concerned with 

national security, economy, and so on. This research is useful to a variety of think 

tanks to examine, for example, the potential social resources of terrorists.  

According to my observation in the local society of the Czech Republic, I first 

raised some assumptions regarding Chinese and Vietnamese immigration in my mind, 

then transformed those assumptions into a questionnaire design, and then the 

fieldwork was put into practice for several weeks during the summer of 2010. As far 

as the cultural and societal backgrounds are concerned, the high degree of similarity 

between Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants seems to present no significant 
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difference in their social behavior or actions for in the host migration countries. Czech 

people cannot easily distinguish between the two ethnic groups, and the Chinese and 

Vietnamese immigrants indeed manifest many similar aspects in their society, such as 

occupations, community life, and their expectations for the next generation. As for 

me, the story should be different, for despite significant comparability between these 

two ethnic groups, I would rather believe that the significant difference really does 

exist and that it affects their social performance. I employed empirical research, but 

this is my first attempt, and I believe that the exploration from my own perspectives 

has a certain value, for I do not want to be considered an “outsider” in my adopted 

country. It is ridiculous to conclude that those who migrate from Asian countries, 

either East or West Asia, are potential terrorists or international criminals. Due to 

cultural differences, Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants typically self-organize into 

their own ethnic communities, where it is difficult for local people to make sense of 

what they are doing inside. Czechs seem to have a vague impression concerning their 

strong work ethic, their children‟s high achievement in school, and the impression that 

some of them seem to be very rich. This dissertation aims to explore through case 

study and comparison, not to formulate a new theory regarding international 

immigration. However, the significance of this exploration is to make the connection 

between cultural identity and social integration, and while other causes such as public 

policies are also included, I expect to find more valuable research questions 

afterwards.  
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2. Research Questions and Methodologies 

2.1 Immigration in the Contexts of EU, CCEs and the Czech Republic 

  2.1.1 In the Context of EU 

    Buonfino stated “Immigration has always been at the heart of controversy in the 

history of human societies and, most recently, in the history of nation-states.” 

(Buonfino, 2004:23) Throughout history, people seemingly had more freedom as they 

crossed the broad European lands or national borders, but this freedom gradually 

disappeared when nation-states came to being at on the international stage. When 

discussing the issue regarding modern migration in Europe, researchers adopt a 

convenient starting point of the end of World War II. According to Stalker, he divides 

the flows of immigration into Europe into four main phases: (1) Late 1940s and early 

1950s - mass refugee flows; (2) Early 1950s to 1973 -- recruitment of contract 

workers; (3) 1974 to mid 1980s -- the door closed; (4)Mid 1980s to 2001 -- asylum 

seekers, refugees, and illegal immigrants. (Stalker, 2002:152-153) In his classification 

of the recent immigration in Europe, Stalker has four broad categories of entry as 

follows: “First, labour migration, which would include long- and short-term 

immigrants and seasonal workers. Second, family reunification, which usually 

consists of close relatives of those with long-term settlement rights. Third, 

undocumented workers or illegal immigrants who have either entered the country 

illegally or have entered tourist visas and have overstayed, usually in order to work. 

Fourth, asylum seekers who once granted asylum are classified as refugees.”(Stalker, 

2002:152) Stalker examines a cross-national European response to immigration and 

concludes that “European Union (EU) countries have become more concerned about 

their common external frontier.” (Stalker, 2002:151-152) 

    Martin thinks that the present period of migration is distinguished from earlier 

periods because of increasing globalization, and he also indicates the direction of the 
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migratory flows into four principal trajectories: “(1) To, rather than traditionally from, 

southern Europe (Greece, Italy, and Spain); (2) from central and eastern Europe to the 

West; (3) from Asia to North America (Canada and the USA), Europe (the UK, Spain 

and Italy), and Australia; and (4) within regional economic formations (the EU, 

ASEAN, NAFTA and APEC).”(Martin, 1999:829-830) And the composition of the 

migratory populations involves four different flows: migration for family 

reunification; settlement; economic criteria linked to changing labour markets, 

industrialization and international employment networkers; and asylum, among others 

(Martin, 1999:829-830). Martin also raises some factors that lead to the migration of 

millions of immigrants and refugees worldwide, including the proliferation of civil 

wars and ethnic conflicts, the increase of inequalities and poverty on a global scale, 

the effects of neoliberal economic policies on world development, overpopulation, 

urbanization and environmental degradation in peripheral sites of the world economy, 

and the impact of economic conditions in the EU on immigrant and native workers 

(Martin, 1999:829-830). After analyzing the flows and factors of causing mass 

migration, Martin cites Riding‟s paper
1

 and questions about the simmering 

xenophobia and occasional racist violence in Western Europe (Martin, 1999:831): 

Throughout Western Europe, there is a perception that immigrants- Arabs in 

France, Turks in Germany, Pakistanis in Britain, and so on- are „taking over‟ 

schools, housing complexes and neighborhoods. That in turn has led to the 

movement of European families and the entire process has become known as the 

ghetto phenomenon. That in turn has become a major factor contributing to rising 

opposition to new immigration. 

                                                 
1
 A Riding, „France sees integration on an answer to view of immigrants as taking over‟, New York 

Times, 24 March, 1991.p3 
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    After World War II, Western Europe recruited contract workers to rebuild 

Europe from the ruins of the war‟s destruction, and many of them returned back their 

countries at the end of contract work. Recently Europe once again is attracting 

numerous international immigrants because of the plentiful opportunities of living in 

Europe, but many among them are illegal, so it arouses European fears about the 

negative effects of too much immigration. Accordingly, the voice of „Fortress Europe‟ 

has spread fast. Albrecht describes the concept of „Fortress Europe‟ as a policy 

wherein “European police forces and ministries of home affairs called for tighter 

border controls and convincing concepts that cut down the number of immigrants to 

the European Union member countries and perceived immense risks of uncontrolled 

immigration.” (Albrecht, 2002:1) On the other hand, the „Fortress‟ also points to 

“urgent needs for the exclusion of risks and the pursuit of safety as well as 

preservation of economic and social stability.” (Albrecht, 2002:1) Albrecht states that 

a possible 60-90% of illegal immigrants have been supported by organized groups 

entering Europe and crossing European borders. Thus immigration is always linked 

with organized crime, “in particular organized drug trafficking, trafficking in humans, 

smuggling of illegal immigrants and the emerging shadow economies (red light 

districts, prostitution, sweat-shop labour)” (Albrecht, 2002:2-6). Europeans worry 

about migratory issues such as “ethnicity and ethnic differences, national identities 

and finally order, safety and stability,” and the smuggling of immigrants across 

borders, all of which create “serious discussions and problems in view of the 

fundamental values representing the basis of the European Union” (Albrecht, 

2002:2-4). In the end, Albrecht connects „safety feelings‟ with crime; therefore, 

“control of immigration is even equated with control of crime and the creation of 

stable social conditions.” (Albrecht, 2002:6) 
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    Similar to Albrecht, Favell and Hansen also agree that economic globalization 

results in international migration, and that there is an increase in public hostility to 

immigration and immigrants in Europe.(Favell and Hansen, 2002:581) They took 

migration as an issue central to the future of Europe or perhaps the sole central 

issue.(Favell and Hansen, 2002:581) Favell and Hansen take suggest the „market‟ as 

the right way to deal with the problem of immigration, and they suggest economic 

force and demand as the pro-migrant activities to replace „Fortress Europe‟ with „the 

idea of Europe‟ - the institutionalizing of the four freedoms (movement of capital, 

goods, services and persons) (Favell and Hansen, 2002:581-585). Thus Favell and 

Hansen point out that “Economic integration dictates that states must give up the 

discretion they once claimed to designate who is and who is not a legitimate resident 

of their territory, and rather allow market forces to dictate supply and demand of 

migrant labour across economically interdependent territories.” (Favell and Hansen, 

2002:585) In the perspective of the global economy, Favell and Hansen emphasize the 

importance of integration between West Europe and East Europe, in that “as long as 

there is a demand for workers, the market-based reasoning for integration allows that 

the European labour market can draw on labour from throughout the European Union 

and beyond, orienting its demands to geographically proximate countries found in the 

periphery of Europe and in the newly opened East.”(Favell and Hansen, 

2002:585-586)  

    In a more general perspective of migration in Europe, Buonfino indicates that 

European countries are concerned about the security issue resulting from migration, 

and explores why Europeans have such fear regarding this issue. He posits that it is 

because of a hegemonic discourse deriving from the politicization and securitization 

of immigration in the Member States of the EU.(Buonfino, 2004:23) When it comes 

to the definition of identity, it is relating to the creation of boundaries; that is, who is 
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„us‟ and who is „them‟. Immigrants represent „the stranger‟, and Buonfino states that 

“the adversary/other/stranger/migrant is therefore an articulation that is particularly 

appropriate to democratic politics.”(Buonfino, 2004:26-27) However, “in western 

society, hegemonic power is sustained by many actors, not just by governments but 

also by political parties, mass media, and international organizations.”(Buonfino, 

2004:28) In the debate of security/insecurity dilemma concerning immigration in 

Europe today, Buonfino put down that “in a world where boundaries and categories 

are necessary in order to establish and reaffirm identity, immigration - as the flow of 

foreigners, the Other- has increasingly become a phenomenon that needs to be 

controlled, filtered, if not reduced. Because of the fear and perceived risk that 

immigration arouses in receiving societies, securitization has gradually become the 

optimal national discourse type amongst many possible discourses…” (Buonfino, 

2004:48). In the end, after having argued about the origins and mechanism behind the 

increased securitization of migration in Europe, Buonfino points that “one needs to 

look at the interplay of social actors in the production and establishment of a powerful 

discourse type over another. The securitization of immigration discourse type is 

produced by a dynamic interplay of public opinion, mass media and governments 

coupled with the increasing number of migrants and refugees crossing the world‟s 

boarders.”(Buonfino, 2004:48) As a result, the securitization discourse produces a 

security dilemma, and then immigration will always be perceived as a threat 

(Buonfino, 2004:48). 

    I take the aforementioned five papers as my literature appraisal of immigration in 

the context of the European Union or European level, and some conclusions are 

derived here that first, economical globalization presents more immigration into the 

European Union‟s zone; second, due to more immigration to the EU, more illegal 

immigrants also arrive in EU for better living opportunities; third, most illegal 
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immigration is related to organized crime, and eventually it arouses Europeans‟ 

concerns about security, and call for the states‟ governments to take action against 

illegal immigration. However, through the everlasting social interplay of influential 

actors, international immigrants are often suspected of being strangers or outsiders, 

and are even targeted as potential threats to the social order in the EU‟s area. In spite 

of some voices such as Favell and Hansen, who suggest a possible replacement of 

political understanding regarding immigration with market economic forces, and 

Buonfino, who takes immigration as a possible opportunity rather than a threat or a 

risk, it seems that mainstream political discourse and the public still take immigrants 

as a potential threat to their living conditions or job opportunities. Most of the 

researchers agree that immigration is becoming central to European security and to 

many other aspects, especially in the context of the EU‟s expansion, which makes the 

problem of immigration more complicated than earlier periods in Europe.  

 

  2.1.2 In the Context of CEEs 

    After the Cold War, the first wave of the EU‟s confrontation with immigration 

was from the Eastern bloc. It is correct in Wallace‟s paper that “traditionally, the CEE 

countries were places of emigrations since the nineteenth century, many millions left 

for new lives in the New World or in Western Europe, escaping poverty or 

persecution.”(Wallace, 2002:604) Leon-Ledesma and Piracha also agree that “Central 

and Eastern Europe has traditionally been an area of emigration.” (Leon-Ledesma and 

Piracha, 2004:67-68) As we know, “between 1945 and 1990 almost all countries in 

the region pursued a policy of social and economic isolation, totally restricting any 

movement of its citizens out of its borders.”(Leon-Ledesma and Piracha, 2004:67-68) 

However, the migration between East and West Europe continued even after the 

borders were closed by the Iron Curtain. (Wallace, 2002:604) After the collapse of 
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communism, a large number of people felt uncertain about the economic prospects in 

their countries, so they left the region and moved toward Western Europe, both 

temporarily and permanently. Higher wages in the destination country gave an 

opportunity to go abroad. Leon-Ledesma and Piracha indicate that the remittances of 

short-term migration from CEE countries to Western Europe not only helped the 

returned migrants start new businesses in their homeland, but also reduced the rate of 

unemployment at home.(Leon-Ledesma and Piracha, 2004:67-77) 

    In the meantime when the Eastern Europeans moved toward Western Europe for 

working opportunities after the Cold War, immigration from other parts of the world 

came into the CEE countries to try their luck, both legally and illegally. Wallace used 

the information from the IOM/ICMPD (1999) to show that there were two main 

groups of these illegal migrants. “The first group was people from the poorer and less 

stable countries to the east and south - mainly Romania, Bulgaria, Macedonia and 

FRY. These accounted for more than half of all those apprehended. The second group 

consists of non-Europeans, among whom people from Iraq, China and Afghanistan 

feature prominently. It is estimated that between 20 percent and 25 percent of these 

transit migrants are ferried by trafficker or human smugglers.”(Wallace, 2002:610) 

Wallace considers the role of migration in CEE countries in relation to the 

enlargement of the EU, and more specifically, illegal immigration becomes the central 

focus. He used the World Values Survey data for 1980, 1990 and 1995 and the New 

Democracies Barometer for 1998 to examine the effects of migration on the host 

societies, especially in terms of xenophobia. I cite the results from Wallace‟s research 

to show the possible picture of people‟s responses to foreigners as follows (Wallace, 

2002:618-619): 

If we look at responses to the statement `The number of migrants should be 

reduced a lot‟ , we find large numbers agreeing in Hungary and the Czech Republic, 
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fewer in Slovakia and Poland and very few (only 5 per cent) in Austria. In answer 

to the statement `Migrants should not stay too long‟, Hungary, the Czech Republic 

and Slovakia are the most xenophobic countries, with Poles rather less xenophobic; 

and in this case the Austrians (13 per cent) more resemble the Poles (15 per cent). 

In other words, there is an expressed preference for short-term migration. In 

response to the stronger statement `Migrants should be sent home‟ , we find about 

one-fifth in Hungary and Austria agreeing, one-quarter in the Czech Republic and 

Poland, and a much larger number -37 per cent - in Slovakia. The overwhelming 

majority of CEE citizens think that migrants increase crime rates - 82 per cent in 

the Czech Republic, 78 per cent in Hungary, 71 per cent in Slovakia, 71 per cent in 

Poland, and one-half of respondents in Austria. This is because the opening of the 

borders coincided with a steep rise in crime, although the two are not necessarily 

directly connected. About one-half of CEE residents are afraid that migrants will 

take away jobs, although this rises to two-thirds in Hungary and falls to only 

one-third in Austria. In all these questions CEE citizens are in all respects more 

xenophobic than Austrians. 

 

    According to Wallace‟s research, “the perceived threat from migration does not 

correspond with the real threat, since Slovakia has the lowest number of migrants, but 

some of the most xenophobic attitudes towards migration, and he concludes that “the 

younger, urbanized and educated population, whom we could say are the winners of 

transition, are the least xenophobic” (Wallace,2002:620-621). One of the major issues 

in EU eastward enlargement is to test the EU candidate countries or new members in 

their ability to effectively guard the external border of the New EU zone. Mitsilegas 

considers the conventional threat from migration already shifting from both national 

and international levels to the so called „societal security‟, which highlights societies, 
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rather than states, as being threatened in identity terms. “In this context, migrants 

become actors in a „security drama‟, constructed as the „Other‟ by those who view 

them as a threat, with the goal of ultimately excluding them.” (Mitsilegas, 2002:666) 

Mania also mentions that “during the socialist era, there was little room for difference. 

Steps, often drastic, were taken to actually strengthen cultural homogeneity.” (Mania, 

2003:12) However, after the Cold War the CEE countries were confronting the 

transition in all aspects and they divided themselves between the „safer inside‟ and the 

„unsafe outside‟ and in order for „safety‟, the EU frontier has to be “closely monitored 

through border controls, police involvement and repressive measures against illegal 

immigration‟. (Mitsilegas, 2002:668) The CEE countries transformed from the 

external EU border into the internal frontier of the EU, and they are also becoming 

countries of destination rather than transit, such as in the cases of Poland and the 

Czech Republic. As Mitsilegas perceives, “the external discourse relates to border 

security, trafficking of women, all of which are „transit‟ phenomena ending in them as 

destination countries (mostly Ukrainians and particularly in the Czech Republic), 

Russian organized crime and political corruption. (Mitsilegas, 2002:671) On the other 

hand, Mania also mentions that in the CEE countries, “the number of applications for 

asylum is indeed increasing every year. The Czech Republic had about 2000 asylum 

seekers per year in the mid-1990s.” Thus these new EU accession states should be 

seemingly viewed as the countries of final destination, rather than as transit countries. 

(Mania, 2003:14) 

    When more and more immigrants settle in the CEE countries rather than move 

westward, the newcomers also bring their divergent cultures into this land. At this 

moment, it is not only for the local society to watch out for „alien‟ ethnic groups, but 

also for the immigrants to start forming their own communities and viewing the new 

world outside their communities. Jordan, Strath and Triandafyllidou discuss the issue 
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of national identity and the challenge of immigration in their research. They view 

national identity is a double-edged sword. “On the one hand, it is inward-looking and 

involves a certain degree of commonality within the group. It is thus based on a set of 

common features that bind the members of the nation together. These features include 

belief in common descent, a shared public culture, common historical memories and 

links to a homeland and also a common legal and economic system. On the other hand, 

national identity implies difference. It involves both self-awareness of the group but 

also awareness of others from whom the nation seeks to differentiate itself.”(Jordan, 

et al., 2003:216) The three researchers then suppose that “ethnic and cultural diversity 

is often the result of migrations that challenge legal restrictions and police measures 

aiming at keeping aliens off the national territory”, and actually identity processes in 

real life are never as simple as they appear in theoretical formulations. “An immigrant 

group may share a common ethnic origin with the host nation” (Jordan, et al., 

2003:217) Jordan, et al., states that “the co-existence of different nations or ethnic 

groups within the same territory requires the identity of each group to be constantly 

reproduced and reaffirmed for the sense of belonging to the group to survive,” but 

they also remind us that “such processes are put into motion when nationals are 

confronting with immigrants, who are socially visible and economically weak,” so 

that “identities are constantly elaborated and negotiated in everyday encounters with 

individual or collective Others” (Jordan, et al.,  2003:218) 

 

  2.1.3 In the Context of Czech Republic 

    From a historical perspective, the CEE countries are sensitive about their 

national identity or cultural identity. Therefore, it is not surprising when Velisek states 

that “the traditional values in the Czech Republic will be created by the Vietnamese, 

Chinese, Ukrainians, Mongolians, and others! In one hundred years, our Czech 
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history will mean nothing to these people, and the Prague mayor Li-Nguyen Hu will 

not allow a single Chinese Juan to renovate the Charles Bridge but rather remove it 

for good measures!” (Velisek, 2010:13) However, there is still not sufficient academic 

research that has explored immigration or the foreign community in CEE countries. 

Drbohlav and Dzurova used the data from the International Organization for 

Migration (IOM) office in Prague and the Faculty of Science at Charles University in 

Prague in the fall and winter of 2003-2004 to conduct a questionnaire survey with 126 

first-generation immigrants in Prague (51 Ukrainians, 45 Vietnamese, and 30 

Armenians) (Drbohlav and Dzurova, 2007:69-70). Their research is to ascertain “what 

mode of inclusion into Czech society the immigrant groups practiced and to determine 

their satisfaction level with their new lives.” The results indicate that “Ukrainians are 

typical of their specific transnationalization patterns, Vietnamese represent a 

„well-off‟ but separated and segregated community, and Armenians practice a clear 

assimilation strategy, while approaching the mainstream in terms of social-economic 

status.” (Drbohlav and Dzurova, 2007:69-70) Their research concludes that 

“successful inclusion in Czech Republic is connected to the assimilation mode”, and 

“the immigrants most satisfied with their quality of life are those whose knowledge of 

the spoken Czech language is above average. The lowest satisfaction score is tied to 

those immigrants who prefer to live close to their compatriots, those with university 

education, and those with a low income. Good knowledge of the Czech language 

seems to be a gateway to immigrants‟ satisfaction.” (Drbohlav and Dzurova, 

2007:69-70) I suggest that the Chinese mode should be similar to Vietnamese pattern 

because of their cultural similarity.  

    Cultural difference draws a more or less distinct line between the host country 

and its immigrants, and due to lack of mutual understanding, people of the host 

country may perpetuate the feeling of hostility to the immigrants, whether they are 
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legal or illegal. In Drbohlav and Janska‟s research, they examine “the essential 

features of international migration and the illegal working activities of migrants in the 

Czech Republic, with a closer insight into the process of trafficking and 

smuggling.”(Drbohlav and Janska, 2009:141) Their research conducts semi-structured 

interviews with 63 illegal migrants, both from countries of the former Soviet 

Union(mainly Ukraine) and developing countries in 2005 and 2006. Due to its liberal 

regulation of migration, the number of the illegal immigrants appears to be very high. 

Drbohlav and Janska note the estimates of official statistics from the Foreigners‟ and 

Border Police, “in 2006 10,793 illegally migrating, non-resident foreigners were 

detained; of this figure 3,676 foreigners crossed the state borders illegally, and there 

were 7,117 foreigners living inside the country in the breach of residence 

regulations.”(Drbohlav and Janska, 2009:142) In addition to the economic reasons to 

explain the motivations of illegal immigration into the Czech Republic, there are still 

“pull factors”, including “cultural closeness of the countries of origin and destination, 

family reasons, and the relative ease of entering the Czech Republic compared with 

some other European countries”, and “push factors” such as “involvement in crime, 

religious intolerance, avoidance of military service, and different political views.” 

(Drbohlav and Janska, 2009:154) In conclusion of their research, “in many ways, the 

situation of illegal labour and transit migration in the Czech Republic is similar to that 

in countries with a longer experience as target countries for immigration” (Drbohlav 

and Janska, 2009:141) 

    I review several papers mainly according to the context of the EU level, the CEE 

countries‟ collective level and the Czech Republic on its own to explore the situation 

of today‟s immigration, and regardless of the level of discussion, we can find the issue 

of immigration a very central topic, especially illegal immigration which relates to the 

state‟s and social security. Actually the EU and states‟ governments seem to 
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cautiously view immigration as a troublesome, and it can result in social conflict 

between immigrants and people in the host countries. Relating immigration in a 

negative way to the issue of state security or insecurity seems to have become a 

typical attitude. According to many studies, economic globalization is the 

predominant reason when attempting to provide an explanation of the situation of 

today‟s immigration. Most immigrants keep dreams of seeking a better life, and 

eventually move to the others‟ countries and try to survive there. No effective 

approaches can prevent the occurrence of global mobility and migration, so that 

immigration into European lands thus naturally happens. In spite of illegal 

immigration, it seems quite unfortunate that those foreign immigrants are perceived as 

potential criminals or as outsiders, and it always leads to an “unacceptable” situation 

owing to the interplay of many social actors, including policy makers, mass media 

and common people. There is a certain power in the public discourse that sets forth 

and articulates who are the hosts and who are the guests forever, due to the function 

of nationalism and national interest. As a result, a conflict of civilization occurs not 

along the line between these states and other states, but within the states, where there 

exist different communities of ethnic groups or immigrants. So far, no special 

methods can deal with the relative problems of immigration, whether the specific 

topic is assimilation or integration.. As usual any actions that intend to enforce 

assimilation into local culture may bring about dangerous endings. On the contrary, 

the communities of immigrants and the host societies establish an everlasting 

confrontation.  Civil society suggests an increase in mutual understanding rather than 

mutual confrontation. I think time is needed to lessen the difference or gap between 

the immigrant group and the host societies; perhaps even several generations‟ time is 

needed to deal with this issue.  
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    In the process of returning to Europe, one of the most significant issues which is 

often mentioned is about European identity versus national identity, for throughout 

history this area is sensitive to invasions from the „outside‟, including the Soviet 

„occupation‟ during the Cold War. To avoid the situation like Velisek‟s description of 

future governance under a Chinese mayor of Prague, they protect their national 

identities from the „others‟, including not only another possible hegemonic „EU‟, but 

also those newcomers or immigrants from CIS countries or non-European countries. 

In a situation in which a huge gathering of immigrants from a single country settle in 

an area, such as the more than ten thousand inhabitants from Vietnam or Ukraine in 

the Czech Republic, they then ask for the civil rights to select their political leaders 

such as mayors or legislative representatives, and one day these immigrants‟ next 

generations are more eager to show their higher accomplishment than the local people. 

This „possible‟ situation nearly comes true in the CEE countries; at least in the Czech 

Republic where I have lived long-term and have observed from up close.  Maybe it 

is a different level of discussion to analyze the concerns between European identity 

and the „new‟ national identities from the immigrants, for European integration 

eventually aspires to a collective security policy for the CEE countries, but the 

immigrants with their own national identities seemingly bring about uncertainty 

regarding security and whether they can transform their identity to that of the host 

counties is doubtful. What about the national identity and loyalty of the immigrants? 

It is seldom discussed, and there is also the situation of the second generations, who 

study and live from their childhood in the host countries or were even born there. In 

my research, I intend to explore the national identity of Chinese immigrants in the 

Czech Republic: how do they keep their national identity; does national identity 

negatively affect their social inclusion into the host country, and how do they transmit 

their national identity to the next generation. One intermediate variable from the 
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Chinese state‟s development is the phenomenon of China‟s Rise. Overseas Chinese 

seemingly become more and more proud of their home country and confident in their 

Chinese identity. My research interest is to investigate if national identity after 

China‟s Rise influences the Chinese immigrants‟ integration into the host countries. I 

choose the Czech case to conduct my survey because of my long-term study and life 

in Prague for eight years; in addition, from a historical perspective, the Czech national 

identity is rather strong, and they have a high degree of European skepticism and 

often express xenophobic attitudes toward immigrants. (Wallace, 2002:618-619). I 

also take a reference group, the Vietnamese case, to make a comparison with Chinese 

immigrants for their similar cultural and social background. 

 

2.2 Chinese Nationalism, Rise of China and Overseas Chinese 

  2.2.1 Chinese Nationalism 

    Generally speaking, the possible approach for Czech people to know today‟s 

China is through the perception of Chinese immigrants in Czech society, perhaps 

including Chinese stores inside the Vietnamese markets or some Chinese restaurants 

in the large cities. In reality Czech people can hardly comprehend the economical, 

social and political development of current China, and on the other hand, Czech 

people are not much interested in such a big country located so far away on the other 

side of the Euro-Asian continent. However, Chinese immigrants spreading out all 

over the world with the same national consciousness and feelings clearly possess quite 

a strong national identity. Perhaps it can be said that Chinese immigrants are content 

to have no necessary integration into their host countries, but it would be a serious 

situation for them to lose connection with their homelands. “To be a Chinese at birth 

and then a Chinese spirit in death” is a very natural motto for Chinese immigrants no 

matter regardless of socioeconomic status; that is, to forget their ancestors is equal to 
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losing one‟s sense of how to be a person. Chinese and Chinese emigrants always keep 

a very strong national identity even after several generations in the foreign countries. 

The history of emigration in China is not as long as the Czech lands. In the previous 

few hundred years, Chinese emigrants left for South Asia and other areas mainly or 

only because of economical reasons; conversely, Czech people left their homelands 

often because of political, religious and military causes, especially for many exiles in 

Czech history. In the process of modernization in recent Chinese history, the country 

was not getting stronger following gradual modernization; on the contrary, it 

resembled a much weaker country as China modernized, and that is because of the 

constant invasion and exploitation from the Western empires and Japan. National 

humiliation has deep roots in all Chinese minds. How to overcome the feelings of 

national humiliation and to raise the international position of China is a historical 

mission for all Chinese. Chinese people cannot forget their immense strength in 

history or their national humiliation and after their nearly thirty years of reform and 

opening policy, actually many Chinese suggest it is the right moment to speak about 

China‟s rise. Chinese immigrants in the Czech Republic, no doubt, share in these 

„feelings of pride‟. I will review some papers as follows to discuss Chinese 

nationalism, China‟s rise and overseas Chinese responses to these issues.  

    Callahan thinks that little attention in Western analysis is paid to the national 

humiliation discourse of China, and he finds out that “there are textbooks, novels, 

museums, songs, and parks devoted to commemorating national humiliation in 

China”(Callahan, 2004:199-200). Zhao points out that “in the twentieth century, all 

Chinese leaders from Sun Yat-sen, Chiang Kai-shek, and Mao Zedong to Deng 

Xiaoping and Jiang Zeming have shared a deep bitterness at China‟s humiliation. 

They determined to blot out the humiliation and restore China to its rightful place as a 

great power.” (Zhao, 2000:4) Callahan explains that humiliation at least joins guilt 
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and victimhood, and “with the spread of popular media and the growth of public 

opinion, such individual feelings have been nationalized.” (Callahan, 2004:199-200) 

Chinese leaders “were convinced that China ought to stand equal with other great 

powers and that there was something profoundly wrong with a world that denied it 

this status.” (Zhao, 2000:4) In order to wipe out the national humiliation, Chinese 

tried out at least three kinds of advocacies: nativism, antitraditionalism and 

pragmatism. National salvation is on the other side of the same coin relating to 

national humiliation, and how to find ways to increase Chinese strength is central to 

the topic of national salvation; thus, the first is national humiliation and then it is 

national salvation/national greatness or pride that makes sense of current Chinese 

nationalism. According to Zhao‟s analysis, nativism “calls for a return to Confucian 

tradition, because it believes that the impact of imperialism on Chinese self-esteem 

and the subversion of indigenous Chinese virtues are the root of China‟s weakness”; 

antitraditionalism “calls for the complete rejection of Chinese tradition and boundless 

adoption of Western culture”, and “different from both nativism and 

antitraditionalism, pragmatism sees foreign economic exploitation and cultural 

infiltration as a source of China‟s weakness, but believes that the lack of 

modernization is the reason why China became an easy target for Western 

imperialism.” (Zhao, 2000:5-9) 

    Pragmatic nationalism is now the mainstream thought in response to the 

promotion of Chinese international status. Zhao explains pragmatic nationalism as the 

national objective of defending and seeking China‟s national interests. (Zhao, 2000:14) 

Pragmatic nationalism “identifies China closely with the CCP (Chinese Communist 

Party), rendering the two indistinguishable. Nationalist sentiment is officially 

expressed as „loving the state‟ (aiguo) or „patriotism or love and support for 

China‟(aiguozhuyi)”(Zhao, 2006:135) Zhao indicates the discourse of “pragmatic 
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nationalism” is mainly operated by the Chinese Communist Party, and he says that 

“the emergency of pragmatic nationalism in post-Mao China was in response to a 

legitimacy crisis of the communist regime starting in the late 1970s, when the regime 

was deeply troubled by popularly-called „sanxing weiji‟(three spiritual crises), namely, 

a crisis of faith in socialism, a crisis of confidence in the future of the country, and a 

crisis of trust in the party” (Zhao, 2000:17) Thus, pragmatic nationalism is promoted 

by the CCP to restore legitimacy and build broad national support from the most 

serious challenge of the post-Tiananmen leadership. (Zhao, 2000:17) Otherwise, 

Callahan uses the term of “patriotism nationalism” to explain a situation similar to 

Zhao‟s description above. Callahan indicates that “the end of the Cold War affected 

different countries in different ways. Though the crisis of Communism did not 

deconstruct China as it dissolved the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia, understandings 

and self-understandings of the People‟s Republic (PRC) have shifted from 

Communism to nationalism.” Deng Xiaoping started the economic “reform and 

opening” policy which has continued since the 1980s, and then the state was “in a 

search of a unifying ideology patriotic nationalism” (Callahan, 2004:201-202) 

Callahan suggests that the national humiliation discourse is propaganda from the CCP, 

and the legitimacy of the CCP‟s leadership in the Post Mao period is to lead China to 

become the world‟s greatest power, and that patriotic nationalism is used to ensure 

common people “never forget national humiliation” and support the leadership of the 

CCP to seek a comfortable life. (Callahan, 2004:205-208) 

    “In April 2005, waves of anti-Japan protest swept China and South Korea. In 

China , hundreds of thousands of people took to the streets in more than 40 cities to 

protest against over its irresponsible attitude toward the history of colonial rule and 

war crimes of 60 years ago” (Liu, 2006:144). Liu takes the term of “popular 

nationalism” to describe a new phenomenon of Chinese nationalism, which is 
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flourishing thanks to the “significantly growing use of the internet and personal 

mobile phones for spreading protest information and mobilizing street direction action 

among the Chinese public.” (Liu, 2006:144) As for popular nationalism, “in 

cyberspace, the Chinese nationalists are keen to express and defend their own views 

about the nation. Despite some postings that were considered to be too extreme or 

politically sensitive and so being were delegated by „forum masters‟ (banzhu), we can 

still find some entries that implicitly or explicitly question or challenge the official 

narrative disseminated by the state or municipal media such as People‟s Daily, 

Xinhua News Agency, and Liberation Daily.” (Liu, 2006:145) It appears to fuel the 

energy of Chinese nationalism through the immediate proliferation of information 

from websites, bulletin boards, email, instant online messaging and text-messaging on 

mobile phones. However, Guo does not think Chinese nationalism has grown stronger 

and more intense in recent years even in the context of China‟s rise, and “the 

importance of understanding Chinese nationalism increases.”(Guo, 2005:11) 

    Guo argues that the reality with Chinese nationalism is much more complicated 

than many assume. It has grown stronger in some respects but weaker in others in 

recent years. (Guo, 2005:11) For example in Guo‟s paper, “As Chinese, they are 

proud that China is getting more attention, Chinese products are increasingly found in 

foreign department stores, more and more Chinese can afford to travel to other 

countries, the RMB is increasingly accepted in China‟s neighboring countries, etc. 

Many Chinese even talk about the China threat that reflects the rise of China and 

more weight of China in world affairs. In contrast to what has happened to many other 

developing countries and the former communist countries, China has been doing quite 

well.”(Guo, 2005:15-16) However, in many other ways, the Chinese are less 

nationalistic than before. “To begin with, in the past, many Chinese used to believe 

that it was inappropriate to import foreign consumer goods and at times even 
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equipment and technologies. The idea was that China should be independent and 

self-reliant. Now people appear to be less and less concerned about this. To Chinese 

state and consumers alike, the criterion is not where a product is made; rather whether 

it is a good buy. In fact, to the distaste of some Chinese, many of their countrymen 

have developed an unwanted bias against Chinese products. They believe that foreign 

products are of better quality.”(Guo, 2005:16) “In the second place, the Chinese used 

to harbor suspicion about those with foreign connections, that is, those who had either 

studied abroad or who had relatives and friends overseas. Some believed that such 

connections would somehow make these people less patriotic. Today, things have 

changed significantly. While the old suspicion lingers, the Chinese appear to be more 

and more tolerant about this. They welcome overseas Chinese to visit and make 

investments. They welcome Chinese students with foreign degrees to come back to 

serve their country, at least in principle and when their own personal interests are not 

directly affected by it. They send their own children to study abroad. Against this 

backdrop, teaching how to take the TOEFL and GRE tests has become big business in 

China.” (Guo, 2005:16) According to Guo, “the thesis of the rise of Chinese 

nationalism is flawed. A more balanced view is that the Chinese are more nationalistic 

than in the past in some ways and less so in others.” (Guo, 2005:15) In spite of more 

accessible approaches by internet and mobile phone to spread information and easily 

organize people at once nowadays, it does not mean that Chinese nationalism goes 

beyond rationality and can spin easily out of control; on the contrary, it seems that 

China is returning to rationalize the nationalism and the CCP is deliberately taking 

nationalism in a pragmatic direction of developing the state and of course to 

consolidate the CCP‟s leadership. On the other hand, a so-called “mini-nationalism” 

occurs in post-Mao China in the form of interest in local history. People wish to 

rebuild their identities from the ground up, “as exemplified in the revival of local 
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chronicles, known in Chinese as fangzi.” (Liu, 2002:44-45) Here we can observe not 

only the strong desire of pursuing power for Chinese people in response their 

historical humiliation but also the attempts to reflect on their social communities 

through reconstructing their local identities in exploring local history. The rise of 

China plays a vital part for today‟s Chinese confidence and it makes Chinese people 

believe that today‟s China is totally different from the past. Now a different voice has 

shown up, that is, how China can be a responsible Great Power, unlike the United 

States.  

 

  2.2.2 Rise of China 

    Yue‟s observation about the rise of China is as follows: “China‟s „rise‟ as an 

economic phenomenon refers to the rapid and sustained growth of the Chinese 

economy since 1978 when economic reform and open-door policies were first 

adopted. China‟s economy has been growing at an average of 10 percent per annum 

for two decades, and its external trade has been growing even faster, at an annual pace 

of 15 percent. China has become a major trading partner of Japan, South Korea, and 

the countries of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), as well as of 

the European Union and the United States. It has become the world‟s second largest 

recipient of foreign direct investment (FDI) flows, second to the United States.” (Yue, 

2004:50) Zhang points out that China has become the second largest economic area, 

only next to the United States since 1979 thanks to an eighteen-fold increase in 

Chinese GDP, and also has become the largest state of exportation all over the world 

after surpassing Germany in 2009. Thus “the rise of China” has been the hottest news 

subject in the last ten years and is even much more concerned than the September 11
th

 

terrorist attacks and Iraq war. (Zhang, 2011:7) China‟s rise first relies on the fast and 

successful development of the economy. On the other hand, the world‟s financial 
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crisis in 2008 promoted China‟s international status as an influential power, but 

China‟s sudden potential is leading to international concern, and also brings about 

pressure within China to confront the discourse of a Chinese threat to the rest of the 

world. Sui indicates the essence of China‟s rise comes from so-called Chinese 

confidence, and such confidence is comes from the traditional spirit, which is 

“peace.” (Shui, 2011:95-99) In a speech in New York in December 2003, Chinese 

premier minister Wen Jiabao used the concept of “China‟s peaceful rise” to ensure 

that China would not want to take a confrontational policy against the United States. 

(Zhao, 2006:139-140) 

    Some scholars use the idea of national interest to make sense of the rise of China, 

and insist on a very cautious method of coping with globalization to avoid a Western 

invasion into China, which has been the case historically. (Fan, 2006:290-312; Mo, 

2010:211-217) Zheng indicates that the Chinese pattern should provide a constructive 

reference to the third world, but the western states view it as a threat because it differs 

from the western pattern of development. At the beginning of the Chinese rise, the 

western world constrained, deterred and confronted China, and when western 

countries sensed that China‟s rise was inevitable, the western world made up the 

theory of “Responsibility of Great Power” (Zheng, 2011:1-5) Ding also argues that it 

is in the interest of western countries for China to take on more responsibility. For 

instance, the western world needs China to break out of the financial crisis more 

quickly and effectively. Western countries are worried about what sort of world order 

China may construct once it gains enough power.  The west is always concerned 

about “the question of uncertainty”, which refers to the so-called “Chinese pattern”. 

(Ding, 2010:142-143) Zheng asserts that Chinese diplomacy operates with the 

characteristics of a “Big State with Little Diplomacy” for a long period. In accordance 

with Chinese economic accomplishment, there should be the structure of “Big State 
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with Big Diplomacy”; however, he does not agree with nationalism without 

rationality. Along with China‟s rise, Zheng suggests that China not only pursue its 

own national interest, but also take responsibility for the whole world‟s 

system.(Zheng, 2011:37-41中国国际命运 ) Generally speaking, Chinese people 

accept China‟s rise as an inevitable fact, and insist on their own unique pattern of their 

state‟s development; on the other hand, Chinese people also maintain their traditional 

spirit of “loving peace” and they are willing to take on the responsibility of keeping 

the world‟s order, but in their own way, not by the West‟s standards. In the context of 

China‟s rise, national humiliation and national pride are mixed up, and essentially, all 

Chinese share the common feelings of both national humiliation and pride in their 

blood, and of course that includes those who emigrate to other countries. On the other 

hand, the issue of China‟s rise provides some valuable opportunities to reflect on what 

a great country should be like. Thus it leads to the concern about the quality of human 

beings. When the state is getting stronger, what does that mean for its people? China 

is a country of 1.3 billion people that has a huge divide between the wealthy state and 

hundreds of millions of poor people, and this schism in society cannot be the 

foundation of a truly great state. (Xue, 2009:10).  

     

  2.2.3 Overseas Chinese 

    Shih indicates that “for most immigrants, to mediate the estrangement with the 

homeland is essential to the building of a new home in the new land. The new land is 

composed of a different physical environment, language, food diet, religious setting, 

lifestyle, and human networks, and other changes.” (Shih, 2003:368) The immigrants 

are unsure of their place; similarly, so is the hosting society. “The identity problem 

can continue for generations.” (Shih, 2003:367) Shih suggests that all these factors 

mentioned above “combine to inflict a sense of trauma that is hard for immigrants to 
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overcome.” Furthermore, “the tendency of local residents to demand evidence of 

contribution or loyalty exacerbates the wound.” (Shih, 2003:367) The image of 

immigrants‟ hardship in the new land is demonstrated in various texts. Otherwise, 

“the analogy between an immigrant and the Chinese state is particularly useful 

because the identity strategy of an immigrant alludes to the Chinese people‟s identity 

strategy - to cure self-estrangement under globalization through nationalism” (Shih, 

2003:370) Shih adds that “there is without doubt that nationalism can benefit from 

globalization and the internet. The new information channels they create can spread 

nationalism much faster; however, the dissemination of nationalist ideas can only take 

place along with other issues and symbols that are not explicitly about nationalism or 

even contradictory to nationalism” (Shih, 2003:371-372) Shih regards national 

identity as a vital intermediate element between Chinese immigrants and their 

homeland in order to alleviate their feelings of trauma in the new lands. Under today‟s 

world of globalization, nationalism for Chinese immigrants is seemingly strengthened 

more effectively. Thus for China, global society is just like any society that hosts 

immigrants. However, on the other hand, “typically a hosting society evaluates 

latecomers in terms of the extent of cultural threat they pose and the volume of 

contributions they make to the local community. Local residents look at immigrants 

suspiciously especially when they come from a place regarded as culturally inferior to 

the local community. China entering the global society faces a similar kind of 

examination” (Shih, 2003:370)  

    Shen perceives the culture of overseas Chinese as a gradual integration of 

globalization and nationalization, which is not equal to assimilation into western 

culture; neither is a pure implantation of Chinese culture. Shen suggests that the 

Chinese government should consider overseas Chinese as a “soft power”, and actually 

the contribution of overseas Chinese to the new economic development since the 
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1980s has been demonstrated significantly. (Shen, 2009:129-135) In the Post-Mao 

period, Deng adopted the reform and open market policy and reevaluated the 

historical status of overseas Chinese, and in the meantime, China reopened the 

borders for their people to emigrate; such a vast flow of overseas Chinese has been an 

influential force. According to Pan‟s estimate, the number of overseas Chinese is 380 

million. (Pan, 2010:335) Zhang thinks that this force can be taken as a resource for 

“civil diplomacy”, “multi-track diplomacy” or “people to people diplomacy”. (Zhang, 

2011:15-29) In the practice of this concept, overseas Chinese can perform functions 

similar to state-to-state diplomacy; however, they mainly play the role of a bridge and 

balance the interest between the homeland and the new land. In history, some 

provinces along the western sea shores belong to the traditional homelands of 

overseas Chinese, such like Canton, Fujian, Zhejiang and so on; however, along with 

the further development of economic reform, new homelands of overseas Chinese 

spread into all over the China. (Li, 2011:272-281) Most Chinese immigrants leave for 

better life opportunities or reunite with family who are already abroad. 

    China‟s rise does not elicit a sort of nationalist fever; however, Chinese have 

been eager for this moment of China‟s rise for a very long time. Overseas Chinese of 

course share in the pride of China‟s rise with their countrymen. They live in foreign 

land , including those Western imperialist states that have invaded China throughout 

history. Many overseas may feel they are the subjects of discrimination in the new 

lands of the West, and they always carry a sense of inferiority to the West. Therefore, 

the rise of China can be a national salvation to conquer this historical national 

humiliation. It is mistaken to try to comprehend the significance of China‟s rise on its 

own instead of in the context of Chinese nationalism, and overseas Chinese support a 

strong fatherland in spirit and in reality. Actually they need confidence from an 

increasingly stronger fatherland to face the trials and tribulations of residing in new 
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lands, and maybe the cost of a lack of confidence should be calculated in their 

dealings with business with local governments or local people. This lack of 

confidence can easily lead to an isolated community for Chinese immigrants where 

they avoid interaction with the outside world, so they end up trying their best to make 

money and send remittances back to their families in China, and in the foreign 

societies they only interact with their Chinese relatives and friends. Therefore, they 

desire confidence to demonstrate their proud existence and do away with any 

disrespect. Does an increase in confidence because of the “rise” of China contribute to 

Chinese immigrants‟ ability to socially integrate into their host societies? There must 

be a basic understanding for those who wish to explore Chinese communities or 

overseas Chinese in host countries; that is, they belong to the phenomenon of Chinese 

patriotism. I am interested in the study of the connection between national identity 

and social integration for overseas Chinese and their second generation living in their 

new lands? Chinese nationalism is still changing rapidly with the economic 

development of today‟s China. Few academic studies explore the issue of national 

identity for overseas Chinese, because, on the one hand, Chinese people always think 

all Chinese, of course including overseas Chinese, are patriotic, and on the other hand, 

it is also rather difficult to conduct a survey in these Chinese communities in foreign 

countries. I try to deal with the issue regarding the national identity of overseas 

Chinese and their social integration into the host societies. For this research, I coped 

with some difficulties, including entrance into the Chinese communities and finding 

my interview subjects. Furthermore, I selected another ethnic group of Vietnamese 

immigrants as a reference to compare to the Chinese group in order to gain a deeper 

understanding about the connection between national identity and social integration.  
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2.3 A Comparison of Chinese and Vietnamese Cases in Social Integration 

Since the 1989 fall of the communist regime there has been a combined 

transformation of post-totalitarianism, post-industrialization and globalization, and its 

challenge is understood in the structures of politics and economy, society, culture and 

socio-geography (Hampl, Dostal & Drbohlav, 2007:476). In spite of the pressure of 

transformation, the Czech Republic is an immigration and transit country, and is 

located in the “buffer zone” between the West and the East (Drbohlav, 

2003:194-224). Drbohlav sketched four periods of different labor immigration 

patterns in the Czech Republic as follows: (1) 1990-1992 - “Political reform was 

implemented and economic transition/transformation process started, migration 

mechanisms were designed”; (2) 1993-1996 - “The country went relatively 

successfully through the economic transition and stayed in terms of many economic 

parameters on the top among all the CEEs in transition; There was a huge inflow of 

economic migrants”; (3) 1997-1999 - “An economic disequilibrium occurred and, 

consequently, belated attempts of the Czech government to combat the unfavorable 

economic situation, to speed up transformation processes via new economic measure, 

led to deterioration of macroeconomic characteristics while serious problems at a 

micro-economic level were apparent as well.” “The migration policy has become 

more restrictive.” (4) 2000-to date - “Competent state institutions/bodies started 

paying more attention to the international migration issue”, and “immigration policy 

and practice continue to be more restrictive” (Drbohlav, 2003:194-224).  

In his paper, “Chinese Migration to Eastern Europe”, Nyiri concluded the main 

flows of Chinese migration in the 1990s as follows: (1) ”From the Russian Far East to 

European Russia: Some migrants from north-east China moved on from the Far East 

of Russia to Moscow, both as traders and as students.” (2)”From Moscow to Hungary, 

Romania, and the Czech Republic: Between 1991 and 1993, many Chinese moved on 
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from Moscow to look for better business opportunities and safety.” “Neither Romania 

nor the Czech Republic had imposed a visa requirement on holders of official PRC 

passports, which were relatively easy to obtain; thus a large proportion of those who 

went to these countries travelled on service passports.” (3) ”From Hungary to the 

Czech Republic, Romania, Yugoslavia, Russia, and the rest of eastern Europe: 

Beginning in 1992, Romania and Czechoslovakia (later the Czech Republic) were the 

most popular destinations, but Chinese also went to Slovenia, Poland, Albania, 

Bulgaria, the Ukraine, Russia, Lithuania, and later, after the end of the Bosnian war, 

to Yugoslavia and Bosnia.” (4)”From Hungary and the Czech Republic to Germany, 

Austria, and Italy” (Nyiri, 2003:243-244): I see that the “buffer zone” of the Czech 

Republic‟s geopolitical position after communism was utilized by Chinese migrants 

through the citation from Nyiri‟s paper, and at the same time I see the westward route 

of Chinese migration since the 1980s via Russia and the Central and Eastern 

European countries. Pieke stated that the global Chinese migration system rapidly 

caught up on the European continent in the 1980s and 1990s. “The new migrants 

came from traditional overseas home areas, both those with a history of specialization 

in Europe (such as the Fuzhou area in Central Fujian), and increasingly also from 

areas with no history of overseas migration at all (for example, the Sanming area in 

western Fujian) (Pieke, 2004). Liu took the emergence of Xin yinmin (new migrants) 

as corresponding manifestations of a revival of overseas Chinese nationalism since 

1980. “New migrants originating from the PRC began to occupy a greater proportion 

among the overall Chinese emigration while the trend evident in the previous phase is 

also continuing. It is now estimated that around 30-35 million ethnic Chinese live 

outside of mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Macao” (Liu, 2005:293). 

Nozina divided the overseas Vietnamese into three distinct categories. “The first 

category consists of people who have been living outside of Vietnam prior to 1975 
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(mainly in Cambodia, China, Laos, France and Canada-Quebec)”. “The second 

category belong the Viet Kieu who escaped Vietnam after 1975 as refugees and their 

descendants. They usually reside in industrialized countries in North America, 

Western Europe and Australia. The third category consists of Vietnamese working 

and studying in the former communist countries that opted to stay there and 

established a base for new Vietnamese immigrants arriving after the democratic 

changes at the end of the 80s.” (Nozina, 2009:229-230) According to Drbohav and 

Dzurova, Vietnamese started arriving in the Czech Republic as early as the 1950s. 

“The migration was based on official intergovernmental agreements. Mostly young 

persons (without their families) came to increase their qualifications (training, 

apprenticeship, study).” (Drbohav and Dzurova, 2007:73). Otherwise, Pollock pointed 

out that “Vietnamese were invited to the Czech Republic as early as the 1970s and 

1980s, partly as an expression of solidarity with the aims of the Viet Cong fighting 

against US forces in Vietnam” (Pollock, 2005:11). Between 30,000 and 35,000 

Vietnamese in 1981 lived in Czechoslovakia and two-thirds were workers (Drbohav 

and Dzurova, 2007:73). Wallace also points out that the Vietnamese were recruited 

“during the communist period to work in large industries, and these migrants did not 

return home when their labour contracts were finished but instead sought other kinds 

of work or started trading. (Wallace, 2002:612-613) 

The most recent information on foreigners in the Czech Republic (2010.9) 

demonstrates that the total number of foreigners is 425,568, and the largest ethnic 

group is from Ukraine (126,521), and the second is Slovakia (71,676). The 

Vietnamese group is listed as the third largest one (60,605) and it has maintained this 

position for a long time. The number of Chinese in the Czech Republic in September 

2010 is 5425, which is the 11th largest group. In Table 2.1, we can clearly see 

Vietnamese immigrants occupying a significant position of total foreigners in the 
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Czech Republic, and it is above ten times more than the Chinese immigrants. It is 

believed that the numbers in Table 2.1 are always the most conservative estimation. It 

is even “estimated that the number of people staying in the Czech Republic without a 

permission is approximately the same those who are here legally” (Sedlak, 2009:22).  

 

Table 2.1. Foreigners in the Czech Republic, 2001-2010 

 2001 2003 2004 2005 2007 2008 2010.9 

Foreigners 

total 

210794 240421 254294 278312 392315 437565 425568 

Ukraine 51825 62282 78263 87789 126721 131921 126521 

Slovakia 53294 64879 47354 49446 67889 76034 71676 

Vietnam 23924 29046 34179 36833 51101 60253 60605 

Russia 12424 12605 14747 16273 23278 27086 31297 

Poland 16489 15766 16265 17810 20601 21710 18328 

China 3359 3036 3426 3580 4978 5203 5425 

  Resource: Foreigners in the Czech Republic, Czech Statistical Office 

(http://www.czso.cz/csu/cizinci.nsf/engtabulky/ciz_pocet_cizincu-001) 

 

In Drbohlav and Dzurova‟s empirical research, they collected 126 cases of 

investigation, including 51 Ukrainians, 45 Vietnamese, and 30 Armenians in the 

Czech Republic. They also adopted the theoretical frame of the acculturation strategy 

model by Berry (See Drbohlav and Dzurova, 2007:75-76) Berry “defines four 

different acculturation options available to individuals and to groups in plural 

societies: assimilation, integration, separation, and marginalization. These options 

(both a strategy and an outcome) are based on: (a) whether one‟s (migrant‟s) own 

cultural identity and customs are of value and should be retained and (b) whether 

relations (inter-ethnic contact) with the larger society are of value and should be 

sought. When the first option is answered „no‟, and the second „yes‟, the assimilation 

option is defined.” (See Drbohlav and Dzurova, 2007:75-76) “The integration option 

implies some maintenance of the cultural integrity of the group as well as the 

movement to become an integral part of a larger societal framework. If there are no 

http://www.czso.cz/csu/cizinci.nsf/engtabulky/ciz_pocet_cizincu-001
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substantial relations with the larger society, accompanied by maintenance of ethnic 

identity and traditions, segregation (the pattern is imposed by the dominant group) or 

separation (the pattern is desired by the acculturating group) comes. Within 

marginalization groups/individuals lose cultural and psychological contact with both 

their traditional culture and the larger society (either by exclusion or withdrawal).” 

(Drbohlav and Dzurova, 2007:75-76) Drbohlav and Dzurova indicate in conclusion 

that “the immigrants‟ inclusion in Czech society in Prague has developed into specific 

modes: Ukrainians are typical of their specific transnationalization patterns, 

Vietnamese represent a „well-off‟ but separated and segregated community, and 

Armenians practice a clear assimilation strategy, while approaching the mainstream in 

terms of socio-economic status.” (Drbohlav and Dzurova, 2007:69-70) They continue 

that “based on various indications, it seems that successful inclusion in Czech society 

is connected to the assimilation mode. In sum, the immigrants most satisfied with 

their quality of life are those for whom it is not important to live close to their 

compatriots and those whose knowledge of spoken Czech language is above average. 

The lowest satisfaction score is tied to those immigrants who prefer to live close to 

their compatriots, those with university education, and those with a low income. Good 

knowledge of the Czech language seems to be a gateway to immigrants‟ satisfaction.” 

(Drbohlav and Dzurova, 2007:75-76) In my proposition for this research, the Chinese 

model should be similar to the Vietnamese one for their cultural closeness.  

    In Chu‟s thesis, she analyzes the influence of a changing Czech migration policy 

and the subsequent strengthening of social migration ties on the development of the 

Chinese community in the Czech Republic. In her abstract, “at the beginning of 1990s, 

the Czech Republic, together with other European post-communist countries became 

a part of the world migration system. Its liberal migration policy and new business 

opportunities attracted a lot of migrants from different countries, including mainland 
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China, as well. However, in the mid-1990s, the Czech Republic initiated an effort 

leading to the membership in the European Union and Shengen Space. Thus, this 

central European country adopted a far more strict migration policy which 

corresponded to the EU‟s migration rules. As a result, one of the main pull factors of 

the Czech Republic, i.e., openness to migrants, disappeared with the enlargement of 

the EU, and moreover the migration process involved many restrictions. In this 

situation social migration social networks undertook the role of the main factor which 

could enable new migrants access the Czech Republic.”(Chu, 2009: English Abstract) 

She conducted survey research and investigated a sample of 50 cases in the Czech 

Republic, including 22 males and 28 females. (Chu, 2009:10) According to Chu‟s 

research, the relatively liberal migration policy of the Czech Republic before 1995 

attracted many immigrants from China, and then most of the new Chinese immigrants 

must depend on the immigrants‟ social network because of the Czech Republic‟s 

adoption of a more strict migration policy corresponding to the EU‟s conditions on 

international migration. Chu also mentions that due to lack of a complete migration 

policy in the Czech Republic, it makes it more difficult for Chinese immigrants‟ 

social integration in the host countries. Compared with other EU members, the living 

standard of the Czech Republic is still high, but the cost of international migration is 

low. Therefore, Chinese people will still use the immigrants‟ social networks to arrive 

in the Czech Republic. 

 

2.4 Second Generation of Chinese and Vietnamese Immigrants 

In addition to being the end of communist regimes in Central and Eastern Europe, 

the end of the 1980s was a new beginning point for international immigration into this 

region. Particularly in the first half of the 1990s these newly born democratic 

countries still did not have a well-designed migration code to govern the entrance of 
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immigrants from foreign countries; subsequently, international migration flourished. 

Almost at the same time, due to economic reforms and a more open policy of 

international travel for ordinary people in China and Vietnam, this new market in 

Central and Eastern Europe attracted floods of immigrants from these two socialist 

countries, despite the fact that many old Vietnamese immigrants already lived in some 

of post-communist countries because of their exchange projects.(Nyiri,2003; Nozina, 

2010) In the twenty years since the collapse of the communist regimes, many of the 

second generation Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants in the Czech Republic were 

not born in the host country (China or Vietnam, respectively); therefore, the factor of 

birthplace might be influential when explaining the connection between cultural 

identity and social integration for the second generation. In Levitt‟s research, he 

confirmed that the immigrants always maintain a connection with their original 

countries and simultaneously integrate themselves into their new societies; however, 

he argued that the second generation does not maintain a strong connection with the 

host countries, but is still “regularly influenced by people, objects, practice and 

know-how from their ancestral homes.” (Levitt, 2009:1225) His articulation is based 

on his ongoing research on Dominican migrants in the Boston metropolitan area and 

another study of the transnational religious lives of four immigrant groups also living 

in Boston, including Muslims from Pakistan, Hindus from Gujarat State in India, 

Protestants from Governador Valadares in Brazil and Irish Catholics from the 

Inishowen Peninsula in County Donegal (247 interviews in all). He also interviewed 

28 Irish, 13 Brazilians, 38 Gujarati and 10 Pakistani members of the second 

generation (Levitt, 2009:1226). However, he did not mention the birthplaces of the 

second generation. Basically speaking, I agree with Levitt‟s argument about the 

potential connection of the second generation with their ancestors‟ heritages; 

however, the second generation of Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants in the Czech 
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Republic may be more strongly tied to the values and norms of their original countries 

rather than the country in which they currently live. Here we are confronted with the 

problem of how to define the second generation. 

Levitt pointed out that “the norms governing family and community life are 

constantly renegotiated when they are enacted across borders”, which means that the 

areas “between the home and the host country and between the first and the second 

generations blur, making them one interconnected social experience.” The lines “blur” 

owing to the thicker and deeper social ties in which the second generation 

participates, particularly in religious organizations, social groups and political parties 

(Levitt, 2009:1226). As for those immigrants who were not born in the host countries, 

we wonder whether the lines blur more quickly. Brettell and Nibbs suggest that 

“today‟s second generation no longer necessarily chooses to emphasize one identity 

over the other but that their identities are more fluid and multifaceted” (Brettell and 

Nibbs, 2009:679). Most Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants in the Czech Republic 

belong to the first generation, which is still working hard for a better life and looking 

forward to their good future, including for their children. They appear to insist on the 

cultural identity of their original country and keep a strong connection with their 

homelands, and will go back home someday after retirement. The second generation 

accepts the cultivation of cultural identity from their family; however, another 

“position” of their cultural/social identity is also set up by their family to integrate 

into the new world where they are living. The second generation seems to adapt more 

easily into the various identities than the first generation, for we think that it is 

because children are not responsible for taking charge of household living. The 

conflict or tension of identity happens in the first generation rather than the second 

generation. Here is our research question: We would like to explore the “lines” 

between the first generation and second generation of Chinese and Vietnamese in the 
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Czech Republic as well as the “borders” between Czech society and the circle of 

Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants. We argue that the second generations of 

Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants in the Czech Republic still stick to the values, 

norms, and identities from their families and such a cultural identity leads to a similar 

mobility trajectory of social integration after the first generation. In addition, a 

comparison between Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants regarding the connection 

between cultural identity and social integration into the host society will follow. Does 

a relatively stronger cultural/national identity of the original country bring about a 

weaker social integration into the host country in the second generation? 

In his conference paper, Bany argues that “Vietnamese women across regions 

reveal that differences in labor force participation between the foreign born and 

native-born vary by region and ethnic concentration” in Orange County. He concludes 

that “while there is no significant difference between the foreign and native born in 

labor force participation, there are differences in education, family characteristics, 

occupations, and living in ethnic concentrated areas, implying that the effects of living 

and/or working in high ethnic concentrated areas vary by region” (Bany, 2008). Bany 

took the birthplace of the second generation as a key variable to make a comparison 

of labor force participation. The limitation of my research is that it is difficult to find 

sufficient native-born cases to explore the connection between cultural identity and 

social integration and to make a comparison with foreign-born children. Most of our 

observed cases of the second generation belong to the foreign born, so basically we 

would like to adopt Levitt‟s suggestions regarding the second generation, even though 

the cultural identity of original homelands is much more significant than Levitt‟s 

consideration. Thomson and Crul apply US-developed theories of second-generation 

integration to Europe, and they “build on the embryonic transatlantic dialogue about 

which factors potentially account for different patterns of second-generation 
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integration into different countries” (Thomson and Crul, 2007:1025). They refer 

integration to educational and labor-market status, as well as ideas of culture, ethnic 

or religious identity and citizenship (Thomson and Crul, 2007:1025). 

 

2.5 Methodologies 

In order to explore the “lines” or “borders” between the first and second 

generations, Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants, and the community of immigrants 

and local society, I use two different sources of data sets, one of which is from the 

research project of “Revitalization of community life by local initiatives in the 

transformed and globalized environment: A sociological study in Czech and Slovak 

Cases,” which was conducted by Professor Chia-Ming Chang, who works at the 

Soochow University in Taipei. I worked with one partner of Professor Chang‟s 

research, Ter-Hsing Cheng, an assistant professor at the same university in Taipei, to 

interview eleven non-governmental organizations in Olomouc, the fifth largest city in 

the Czech Republic in April, 2010. In addition to the in-depth interview, I conducted a 

questionnaire survey of 333 participants. In this dissertation, I use some of the 

interview materials in Olomouc and the data from the questionnaire survey to explore 

the line between local society and the immigrants. On the other hand, I also conducted 

a questionnaire survey specifically for this research. The main question for this survey 

is to make a comparison between the first and second generations on the issue of 

cultural identity and social integration, and between Chinese and Vietnamese 

immigrants in the Czech Republic. Accordingly, I designed four various 

questionnaires for these four objectives: the first generation of Chinese immigrants, 

the second generation of Chinese immigrants, the first generation of Vietnamese 

immigrants and the second generation of Vietnamese immigrants. I invited our 

Vietnamese friend in Prague to translate the Chinese questionnaires into Vietnamese. 
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Some Vietnamese of the second generation are unable to read Vietnamese well, so I 

asked our Vietnamese friend, who speaks Czech, Chinese and Vietnamese to create 

another Vietnamese version.  

In principle, I adopted a face-to-face interview for the questionnaire survey, and I 

trained two Chinese and two Vietnamese college-level students as my research 

assistants. In some of the cases the questionnaires were filled in by interviewees 

themselves. The assistants were paid after the completion of a successful interview, 

and I also paid myself for this research. During the fieldwork, I attempted to find 

interviewees who were willing to be interviewed, and most of time frustration 

followed. I also used influential people to persuade their acquaintances to answer my 

survey. I established some conditions in choosing my cases. The first generation 

participants must be above 19 years old and must have lived for at least one year in 

the Czech Republic, and the second generation participants must be above 13 years 

old and have lived for at least one year in the Czech Republic. As a result, successful 

interview cases for the first generation of Chinese immigrants are 139, the first 

generation of Vietnamese immigrants 84, the second generation of Chinese 

immigrants 36, and the second generation of Vietnamese immigrants 47. In addition 

to the questionnaire survey, I conducted in-depth interviews with 6 Chinese 

immigrants and 5 Vietnamese immigrants, who are owners of restaurants and textile 

shops, and college students, etc. I conducted the interviews myself and my assistants 

conducted the questionnaires. Most Chinese questionnaires were conducted by me, 

but almost half of the Vietnamese questionnaires were entrusted to the Vietnamese 

research assistants. Most of the Chinese immigrants live in Prague while Vietnamese 

cases were selected from various places other than the capital of Prague. 
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3. A Comparative Study of the First Generations: The Level of Nations 

   This research is mainly an empirical and comparative study that refers to data 

collection from a survey conducted by the researcher and a comparison between 

Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants in the Czech Republic and between the first and 

second generation. The research hypothesis is to test the connection between national 

identity to their homelands and social integration into the host country, which is the 

Czech Republic as the example in my research. I argue in spite of similar cultural and 

social backgrounds from their homelands, the Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants 

still have some difference regarding social integration into the host societies, 

especially because of China‟s rise as a vital factor in influencing the Chinese 

willingness to integrate. However, whether the factor of China‟s rise plays a positive 

or negative role needs to be examined. In the following sections of my dissertation, I 

present the results of the empirical research and then make three different kinds of 

comparisons, including the first generation of Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants; 

the second generation of Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants, and then a comparison 

of the first and second generations. In this chapter, the following sections will 

describe the research interviewees, social networks with their homelands and social 

integration into the host country. The fourth chapter discusses the second generations, 

and the fifth chapter compares the difference between the first and second generations 

and some response from the local society. I used some statistical methods, including 

the basic frequency, chi square test and logistic regression. The appendix after the text 

will show the questionnaires in the Chinese and Vietnamese versions and the 

complete results of my survey in the tables of all frequencies.  
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3.1 The Basic Description of the First Generations 

In the following sections, we would like to examine the borders between the first 

and second generations, and between the Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants. In this 

section, I examine the connection between national/cultural identity and social 

integration, and I divide it into some subsections to discuss. National/cultural identity 

has a broader connotation, including the affiliation to the homeland and the social 

network with people or institutions of the original country. Social integration refers to 

the issue of mentality and lifestyle in the host society. Table 3.1 outlines the basic 

information for the first generation of Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants in the 

Czech Republic. 

I collect 139 successful cases of the Chinese first generation and 84 cases of the 

Vietnamese first generation, among whom 55.4% of Chinese respondents are male, 

and 44.2% are female, while 46.4% of Vietnamese respondents are male, and 53.6% 

are female. The percentage of Chinese respondents under thirty nine years old is 

64.4%, while the percentage above forty years old is 35.6%. 70.2% of Vietnamese 

respondents are under thirty nine years old, and 28.4% is above forty years old. Most 

of our cases, including the Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants are “younger” people. 

64.5% of the Chinese cases are married, while 45.2% of Vietnamese cases replied 

married, but still 23.8% of those cases are “divorced”. Most of our respondents have 

at least a high school education: 75.4% in Chinese cases and 74.2% in Vietnamese 

cases. 51.8% of Chinese respondents have already lived in the Czech Republic 

between ten and nineteen years, 43.8% between one and nine years, and 4.4% above 

twenty years. On the other hand, 46.4% of Vietnamese respondents have lived in the 

Czech Republic between one and nine years, 45.3% between ten and nineteen years, 

and 8.3% above twenty years. Their former jobs in China: in restaurants 16.5%, 

wholesale in textile or shoes 14.4%, retail in textile or shoes 7.9%, civil servants 
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3.6%, financial 2.2%, education 6.5%, in enterprise 15.1%, student 16.5% and other 

17.3%. The former jobs in the Vietnamese cases: in restaurants 13.1%, wholesale in 

textile or shoes 9.5%, retail in textile or shoes 3.6%, civil servants 22.6%, financial 

6%., education 9.5%, in enterprise 7.1%, and student 28.6%. Among our Vietnamese 

cases, the former jobs as civil servants and students occupy a higher percentage, 

while the jobs in restaurants and students are more than the others in Chinese cases. 

However, most Chinese respondents engage in jobs at restaurants (35.3%) and 

wholesale in textile or shoes (40.3%) in the Czech Republic, while our Vietnamese 

cases diversify in the choice of jobs: in restaurant 15.7%, wholesale in textile or shoes 

20.5%, retail in textile or shoes 21.7%, civil servants 1.2%, financial 19.3%, in 

enterprise 7.2%, student 1.2%. 48.5% of Chinese respondents replied that they got 

help from their relatives for their current jobs, and another 25% said to have help 

from their compatriots in the Czech Republic, and 19.1% found the jobs by 

themselves. 32.1% of Vietnamese cases were due to relatives‟ introduction for the 

jobs, and 26.2% from Vietnamese friends‟ help, and 19% got the jobs by themselves. 

As for the job-finding, Chinese cases show that they are more affiliated to the 

“homeland” circle, for 73.5% of Chinese respondents found the job via their relatives 

and Chinese friends, while comparably speaking it is lower in the Vietnamese cases 

(58.4%). Most of Chinese respondents live in Prague, while 58.3% of Vietnamese 

cases live in Prague and 42.7% in other places. In fact, most Chinese immigrants get 

together in Prague, and Vietnamese immigrants disperse everywhere in the Czech 

Republic, or maybe a little more in Western Bohemia. 37.8% of our Chinese 

respondents reported that they are the boss in their work position, 5.9% manager, and 

51.1% employee.  44.6% of the Vietnamese cases are the boss, 4.8% manager, and 

36.1% employee.  
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Table3.1. Basic Information for the First Generation in the Czech Republic 

 Chinese immigrants Vietnamese immigrants 

1. Successful cases 139 84 

2.  Gender? (1)male (2)female (1)55.4%  (2)44.2% (1)46.4% (2)53.6% 

3. Age? (1)20-29 (2)30-39, 

(3)40-49  (4)above 50 

(1)34.8% (2)29.6%, 

(3)26% (4)9.6% 

(1)45.2% (2)25% 

(3)23.8% (4)6% 

4. Marriage? (1)married 

(2)unmarried (3)divorce 

(1)64.5% (2)29.7% 

(3)5.8% 

(1)45.2% (2)38.4% 

(3)16.4% 

5. Education? (1)elementary 

school (2)junior high school 

(3)senior high school 

(4)university (5)others 

(1)9.6% (2)27.9% 

(3)37.5% (4)24.3% 

(5)0.7% 

(1)16.7% (2)74.2% 

(junior & senior high 

school) (4)7.6% 

(5)1.5% 

 

6. How long in the Czech 

Republic? (1)1-9 years 

(2)10-19 years (3)above 20 

years 

(1)43.8% (2)51.8% 

(3)4.4% 

(1)46.4% (2)45.3% 

(3)8.3% 

7. Your job in China 

(Vietnam)? (1)in restaurant 

(2)wholesale in textile or 

shoes (3)retail in textile or 

shoes (4)civil servants 

(5)financial (6)education 

(7)in enterprise (8)student 

(9)others 

(1)16.5% (2)14.4% 

(3)7.9% (4)3.6% 

(5)2.2% (6)6.5% 

(7)15.1% (8)16.5% 

(9)17.3% 

(1)13.1% (2)9.5% 

(3)3.6% (4)22.6% 

(5)6% (6)9.5% 

(7)7.1% (8)28.6% 

8. Your job in the Czech 

Republic? (1)in restaurant 

(2)wholesale in textile or 

shoes (3)retail in textile or 

shoes (4)civil servants 

(5)financial (6)education 

(7)in enterprise (8)student 

(9)others  (10)no job 

(1)35.3% (2)40.3% 

(3)4.3% (4)0.7% 

(6)0.7% (7)5.8% 

(8)2.2% (9)9.4% 

(10)1.4% 

 

(1)15.7% (2)20.5% 

(3)21.7% (4)1.2% 

(5)19.3% (7)7.2% 

(8)1.2% (9)7.2% 

(10)6% 

9. How did you get this job? (1) 

relatives‟ introduction 

(2)Chinese (Vietnamese) 

friends‟  introduction (3) 

Czech friends‟ introduction 

(4)by myself (5)expatriate of 

enterprises (6)others 

(1)48.5% (2)25% 

(3)1.5% (4)19.1% 

(5)1.5% (6)4.4% 

(1)32.1% (2)26.2% 

(3)4.8% (4)19% 

(5)8.3% (6)9.5% 

10. Where do you live in the 

Czech Republic? (1)Prague 

(2) Outside Prague 

(1)96.5% (2)3.5% (1)58.3% (2)42.7% 

11. What is your position of 

work? (1)boss (2)manger 

(3)employee 4.others 

(1)37.8% (2)5.9% 

(3)51.1% (4)5.2% 

(1)44.6% (2)4.8% 

(3)36.1% (4)14.5% 

 By the author 
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The question of Table 3.2 asks if the Czech Republic is the final immigration 

destination of the Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants, and most of them reply 

yes(77.7% of Chinese immigrants and 84% of Vietnamese). Due to the entrance into 

the EU, the Czech Republic is becoming more prosperous, and the Chinese and 

Vietnamese regard the CR as their destination rather than only a transit to other 

western European countries. Through a Chi Square test, there is no significant 

difference between Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants (the first generation), which 

means that almost the same level of percentages of Chinese and Vietnamese 

immigrants chose the Czech Republic as their final place for living. 

Table 3.2 Chi square-CZ as Destination(1
st
 Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

No 29 

22.3% 

13 

16.0% 

42 

19.9% 

Yes 101 

77.7% 

68 

84.0% 

169 

80.1% 

Total 130 

100% 

81 

100% 

211 

100% 

Chi square=1.226 

           *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

3.2 Social Networks with Homelands 

    We select ten questions to form an index of social network with “homeland” for 

the first generation of Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants in the Czech Republic. 

Here I first present a simple statistical analysis and I try to describe how Chinese and 

Vietnamese connect with the social network of their original source, whether in the 

homeland country or in the host country, and then I use a Chi Square Test to 

determine if there is a significant difference between Chinese immigrants and 

Vietnamese immigrants of the first generation. More details from the responses are in 

the appendixes. In Table 3.3, we can easily find a strong connection with the 
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“Homeland” for the first generation of Chinese immigrants. In comparison with 

Vietnamese immigrants, nine out of ten variables in the Chinese cases present a 

higher percentage, and some of them even leave Vietnamese immigrants far behind, 

such as “join Chinese civic associations” (12.9%, Vietnamese 2.4%), “Contact other 

Chinese in the Czech Republic” (55.4%, Vietnamese 29.3%), “Contact homeland 

relatives” (84.9%, Vietnamese 27.7%), and “Watch Chinese TV programs (72.3%, 

Vietnamese 47%). The other variables demonstrate a similar situation with higher 

percentages for Chinese than Vietnamese, for example “Go back to homeland above 

once a year (30.2%, Vietnamese 21.7%), “Ask for help - relatives in the Czech 

Republic” (38.8%, Vietnamese 28.9%)”,  “Ask for help - Chinese/Vietnamese” 

(65.5%, Vietnamese 55.4%), and “Get a job via Chinese relatives and friends‟ 

introduction (73.5%, Vietnamese 58.3%”. In addition to “Trust your people in CR” 

(21.5%, Vietnamese 45.1%); all Chinese responses are higher than Vietnamese.  

Despite the fact that Chinese immigrants are physically in the host country, they 

still seem to live in the world of their social network with their “homeland”. Most of 

them often watch Chinese satellite TV programs or Chinese internet programs, and 

they easily connect with their relatives or Chinese friends to have a chat or help each 

other. One-third of Chinese respondents return home country at least once a year. On 

the other side, Vietnamese respondents seldom join Vietnamese civic associations or 

any other associations made up of fellow Vietnamese, and they seemingly do not 

maintain close connections with their relatives and friends in the homeland or in the 

Czech Republic. Chinese immigrants are proud of their country (77%), while 

Vietnamese respondents are as well (64.6%). 
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Table3.3 A Comparison of Social Network with “Homeland”, First Generation 

 Chinese Imm. Vietnamese 

Imm. 

1.Join Chinese/Vietnamese 

associations (yes) 

12.9% 2.4% 

2.Contact other Chinese/Vietnamese 

in CR (Often) 

55.4% 29.3% 

3.Go back to homeland(above once a 

year) 

30.2% 21.7% 

4.Contact homeland relatives(often) 84.9% 27.7% 

5.Watch Chinese/Vietnamese 

TV(often) 

72.3% 47.0% 

6.Proud of being a 

Chinese/Vietnamese (very much 

+ a little) 

77.0% 64.6% 

7.Ask for help-relatives in CR (yes) 38.8% 28.9% 

8.Ask for help-Chinese/Vietnamese 

friends in CR (yes) 

65.5% 55.4% 

9.Trust your people in CR (very 

much + much) 

21.5% 45.1% 

10.Get the job (Relatives + Chinese/ 

Vietnamese friends‟ introduction) 

73.5% 58.3% 

     By the author 

 

   As far as the social network with “homeland” is concerned, the model of Chinese 

immigrants is very different from the Vietnamese model. Chinese immigrants 

maintain a stronger connection with the elements of their original places, while 

Vietnamese immigrants seem to keep some distance from the “homeland”. It is 

unclear why Vietnamese immigrants establish some distance from their native social 

network. However, it seems like a contradiction that Chinese report relatively low 

trust to their compatriots (21.5%). Does this low trust lead to frequent contact with 

their acquaintances? As for our knowledge about Chinese characteristics, Chinese 

people prefer to make a circle of familiarity that doesn‟t change, so that, generally 

speaking, the first generation of Chinese immigrants do not change their lifestyle in 

the host country. I have no idea if the first generation of Vietnamese immigrants 
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changes their typical lifestyle; however, I can almost confirm their way of living in 

the foreign country is significantly different from the overseas Chinese. 

The following five tables including Table 3.4, Table 3.5, Table 3.6, Table 3.7 

and Table 3.8 can be part of the factors regarding the variables of connection with the 

homeland, and the five tables show if a significant difference exists. Table 3.4 asks if 

the Chinese or Vietnamese immigrants are concerned about the political, social and 

economic news in their homelands, and the result states that most of them are 

concerned about the events happening in their native countries. No significant 

difference exists between them. Table 3.5 shows the question, “How often do you 

keep in the touch with your relatives or friends in your homelands?” Almost all of the 

Chinese immigrants maintain the connections with their homelands, and the statistical 

result presents a significant difference between Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants. 

The same statistical results also come from Table 3.6 (Watching Chinese/Vietnamese 

TV programs) and Table 3.8 (Trust Chinese/Vietnamese immigrants in the Czech 

Republic). We can find that significantly more Chinese immigrants watch TV 

programs from their homeland in their spare time. Table 3.8 demonstrates that both 

Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants, basically speaking, are not willing to trust their 

compatriots in the new lands; in other words, they maintain relationships with their 

own people in their homelands, but do not in the new lands. Table 3.7 asks the 

question, “Are you proud of being Chinese/Vietnamese?”, and we find that more 

Vietnamese than Chinese immigrants reply positively, but no significant difference 

exists. In a statistical perspective, both Chinese and Vietnamese have the same level 

of pride in their homelands. Here we use statistical methods to confirm the conclusion 

that generally speaking, Chinese immigrants keep more connections with their 

homelands than Vietnamese immigrants in the Czech Republic. The following 

section is to examine the degree of social integration. 
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Table 3.4 Chi square-Concern about Chinese/Vietnamese News (1
st
 Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Not so Much 

+Not at all 

18 

13.0% 

9 

11.0% 

27 

12.3% 

Very Much 

+Average 

120 

87.0% 

73 

89.0% 

193 

87.7% 

Total 138 

100% 

82 

100% 

220 

100% 

Chi square=0.204 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table 3.5 Chi square- Keeping Touch with Relatives and Friends in China 

(1
st
 Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Seldom + Never 5 

3.6% 

33 

39.8% 

38 

17.1% 

Often + 

Sometimes 

134 

96.4% 

50 

60.2% 

184 

82.9% 

Total 139 

100% 

83 

100% 

222 

100% 

Chi square=47.901* 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table 3.6 Chi square- Watching Chinese/Vietnamese TV in CZ(1
st
 Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Never + Sometimes 38 

27.3% 

44 

53.0% 

82 

36.9% 

Often 101 

72.7% 

39 

47.0% 

140 

63.1% 

Total 139 

100% 

83 

100% 

222 

100% 

Chi square=14.706* 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table 3.7 Chi square- Are You Proud of Being A Chinese/Vietnamese 

(1
st
 Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Not at All+ Not 

so Much  

24 

18.3% 

3 

5.4% 

27 

14.4% 

Very Much 

+Average 

107 

81.7% 

53 

94.6% 

160 

85.6% 

Total 131 

100% 

56 

100% 

187 

100% 

Chi square=5.337 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 
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Table 3.8 Chi square- Trust Chinese/Vietnamese Immigrants(1
st
 Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Very Low + Not so 

High +Average 

106 

77.9% 

44 

54.3% 

150 

69.1% 

High + Very High 30 

22.1% 

37 

45.7% 

67 

30.9% 

Total 136 

100% 

81 

100% 

217 

100% 

Chi square=13.270* 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

3.3 Social Integration 

In my preliminary research results, I am not sure if and how the cultural identity 

affiliated with the original country influences the social integration into the host 

society in theory. My primary research goal is to find the relationship between 

cultural identity, or specifically speaking, connection with their homelands, and 

social integration into the local society, or Czech society in my research. I discussed 

the relevant variables regarding “cultural identity” above and now Table 3.9 

demonstrates eleven variables concerning “social integration”. First of all, the 

variable of “social integration” already speaks volumes. Vietnamese respondents 

respond that they can integrate into Czech societal life (90.4%), while only 25.9% of 

Chinese immigrants think so. Whether can we correlate the factors of “cultural 

identity” to social integration needs more exploration. However, when we examine 

more concrete variables regarding “social integration”, it manifests that Vietnamese 

immigrants are more willing to learn the Czech language (90.4%, Chinese 31%), to 

make Czech friends (70.9%, Chinese 36.7%), to understand Czech history and culture 

(53.7%, Chinese 27.4%), and to take an interest in Czech politics, society and 

economy (88%, Chinese 38.1%). Otherwise, some other variables present some 

interesting situations. Why are the percentages of “Feel Czech friendly” (14.5%) and 
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“Trust Czech people” (4.8%) so low in the Vietnamese case, in spite of the fact that 

they like to make Czech friends (70.9%). Quite a high percentage of “Czech Foreign 

Police Office finds fault” (91.6%) exists in the Vietnamese case, while the Chinese 

percentage is 43.9%. Most Chinese immigrants feel the “Czech quality of life” is 

generally good (86.4%) and “Czech friendly” (59.7%); however, why is their 

willingness to integrate into the host country so low (25.9%)?  

 

Table3.9 A Comparison of Social Integration, First Generation 

 Chinese 

Imm. 

Vietnamese 

Imm. 

1.Czech Language (fluently + 

normal) 

31.0% 90.4% 

2.Czech friends (many + some) 36.7% 70.9% 

3.Czech history and cultural interest 

(very much + a little) 

27.4% 53.7% 

4.Concern about Czech politics, 

society and economy (very much 

+ a little) 

38.1% 88.0% 

5.Social integration (very much + a 

little) 

25.9% 90.4% 

6.Feel Czech friendly (very much + a 

little) 

59.7% 14.5% 

7.Czech Foreign Police Office find 

fault (very much + a little) 

43.9% 91.6% 

8.Czech living environment (very 

good + good) 

86.4% 60.5% 

9.Trust Czech people (very much + 

much) 

20.8% 4.80% 

10.Impression to 

Chinese/Vietnamese immigrants 

(very good + good) 

21.6% 24.1% 

     By the author 

 

In this examination of “social integration”, we can easily point out the difference 

between Chinese immigrants and Vietnamese immigrants. As far as the most relevant 

variables (question 1 to question 5) are concerned, it is more likely to say that 

Vietnamese immigrants are far more integrated into the host country than Chinese 
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immigrants. Here is our imagination of the possible correlation between “cultural 

identity” and “social integration”; that is, a higher feeling of “cultural identity” in the 

Chinese case seemingly leads to low “social integration”; on the contrary, a lower 

“cultural identity” in the Vietnamese case brings about high “social integration”. We 

take “cultural identity” in a broad sense, which involves the connection with their 

homeland, the mentality of belonging to their familiar circle and national identity. In 

this perspective, Chinese immigrants still stick to the norms, values and identity of 

their traditional family; therefore, they might be less interested in Czech language, 

Czech friends, Czech history and culture, and Czech politics, society and economy. 

On the other hand, there might be a reason to think that Chinese immigrants are not 

necessarily forcing themselves to integrate into the local society, and instead they can 

really appreciate the good Czech quality of life (86.4%, Vietnamese 60.5%) and feel 

Czech friendly (59.7%, Vietnamese 14.5%). The temporary conclusion (Chinese 

case—high “cultural identity” and low “social integration”; Vietnamese case—low 

“cultural identity” and high “social integration”) can be confirmed, and then I 

continue to examine if these variables produce significant differences through a Chi 

Square Test. Then I will continue to examine “social integration” of their children in 

the context of “cultural identity” from the first generation for another test.  

    According to the Chi Square Test and the results from Table 3.10 to Table 3.17, 

we can see a significant difference exists in the variables of “speaking Czech 

language” (Table 3.10), “interest in Czech history and culture”(Table 3.11), “Czech 

people are friendly toward Chinese/Vietnamese immigrants” (Table 3.13) and “Czech 

quality of life” (Table 3.14). It is greatly advantageous to speak the local language, 

and we find that more Vietnamese can speak Czech than Chinese immigrants, so it 

appears that Vietnamese have more interest in understanding Czech history and 

culture, which seems to promote mutual understanding with the local society. 
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However, on the contrary, the results of the survey presents that fewer Vietnamese 

immigrants feel a sense of friendliness from Czech people than Chinese immigrants, 

but it still does not reach the level of “discrimination”. In the Chinese case, a positive 

assessment of the Czech quality of life does not necessarily lead to greater social 

integration into local society, but at least they are seemingly satisfied with living in 

the new lands.  

 

Table 3.10 Chi square-You Speak Czech(1
st
 Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

A Little + No  96 

69.1% 

8 

9.6% 

104 

46.8% 

Fluently +Fluently  

+Average 

43 

30.9% 

75 

90.4% 

118 

53.2% 

Total 139 

100% 

83 

100% 

222 

100% 

Chi square=73.703* 

      *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table 3.11 Chi square-Interest in Czech History and Culture(1
st
 Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Not so Much+ 

No+Don‟t Know 

91 

70.5% 

38 

46.3% 

129 

61.1% 

Very Much+Average  38 

29.5% 

44 

53.7% 

82 

38.9% 

Total 129 

100% 

82 

100% 

211 

100% 

Chi square=12.356* 

     *p=0.000 or p<0.001 
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Table 3.12 Chi square-Concern about CZ News(1
st
 Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Not so Much 

+Not at all 

78 

59.5% 

33 

42.9% 

111 

100% 

Very Much 

+Average 

53 

40.5% 

44 

57.1% 

97 

100% 

Total 131 

100% 

77 

100% 

208 

100% 

Chi square=5.425 

         *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table 3.13 Chi square-CZ People Friendly to Immigrants(1
st
 Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Not so Much +Not 

at all 

52 

38.5% 

67 

84.8% 

119 

55.6% 

Very Much + 

Average 

83 

61.5% 

12 

15.2% 

95 

44.4% 

Total 135 

100% 

79 

100% 

214 

100% 

Chi square=43.26* 

      *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table 3.14 Chi square-CZ Living Environment?(1
st
 Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Not so Much 

+Not at all 

16 

11.8% 

29 

37.2% 

45 

21.0% 

Very Much + 

Average 

120 

88.2% 

49 

62.8% 

169 

79.0% 

Total 136 

100% 

78 

100% 

214 

100% 

Chi square=19.281* 

         *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table3.15 Chi square- Watching CZ TV Programs (1
st
 Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Never + 

Sometimes 

126 

90.6% 

76 

91.6% 

202 

91.0% 

Often 13 

9.4% 

7 

8.4% 

20 

9% 

Total 139 

100% 

83 

100% 

222 

100% 

Chi square=0.54 

        *p=0.000 or p<0.001 
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Table 3.16 Chi square- Trust Czech People (1
st
 Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Very Low + Not so 

High +Average 

108 

78.8% 

79 

95.2% 

187 

85% 

High + Very High 29 

21.2% 

4 

4.8% 

33 

15.0% 

Total 137 

100% 

83 

100% 

220 

100% 

Chi square=10.835 

     *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table 3.17 Chi square- Feel Discriminated (1
st
 Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

No 80 

61.1% 

29 

55.8% 

109 

59.6% 

Yes 51 

38.9% 

23 

44.2% 

74 

40.4% 

Total 131 

100% 

52 

100% 

183 

100% 

Chi square=0.434 

     *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table 3.18 is a comparison of the second generation in the eyes of the first 

generation between Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants in the Czech Republic. The 

process of social integration can reflect their attitudes and decisions. According to 

Table 3.18, 56.8% of Chinese respondents have children, while 51.3% of Vietnamese 

interviewees do. Meanwhile, 53.8% of Chinese children live in the Czech Republic 

now, as do 62.2% of Vietnamese children. In Table 3.18, we examine the variables 

regarding “social integration” of the second generation, and then we will find the 

same situation following the models of their first generations. The Vietnamese 

children pay more attention to learning the Czech language (63.1%, Chinese 60.6%), 

to understand Czech history and culture (56.6%, Chinese 32.2%), and to study for a 

good performance in school (84.6%, Chinese 66.6%). Eventually Vietnamese children 

can integrate into Czech societal life (65.8%), which is higher than Chinese children 

(46.9%). This examination expresses the real imagination, understanding and 
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expectation of the first generation toward second generation. In Table 3.18, we list the 

trajectories of “cultural identity” and “social integration” from the first generation. As 

a result, the similarity is quite high between the first and second generation. In the 

context of the first generation‟s observation, the Chinese second generation is also 

“high cultural identity” and “low social integration”, while the Vietnamese second 

generation is “low cultural identity” and “high social integration”. In the separate 

questionnaire survey, we also examined the second generation of Chinese and 

Vietnamese immigrants in the Czech Republic. They replied to the questions 

themselves, instead of their parents, so we have another measure to further examine 

the different models for the second generation. 

 

Table 3.18 A Comparison of Second Generation in the Eyes of First Generation 

 Chinese Imm. Vietnamese 

Imm. 

1.Have children (yes) 56.8% 51.3% 

2.in the CR now (yes) 53.8% 62.2% 

3.Speak Czech language (fluently + 

normal) 

60.6% 63.1% 

4.Czech historical and cultural 

interest (very much + a little) 

32.2% 56.6% 

5.Friends‟ circle (most 

Chinese/Vietnamese)  

50.0% 38.5% 

6.School presentation (excellent + 

good) 

66.6% 84.6% 

7.Help from children (yes, necessary) 35.4% 12.8% 

8.Social integration (very much + a 

little) 

46.9% 65.8% 

9.Proud of being a 

Chinese/Vietnamese (very much 

+a little) 

73.6% 97.5% 

10.Their future (back to homeland) 10.5% 20.5% 

11.Their future (stay in CR) 18.4% 28.2% 

     By the author 

    Generally speaking, those parents from East Asian countries, including China 

and Vietnam, emphasize their children‟s education. They work very hard, as we can 

see in Table 3.19, Table 3.20, Table 3.21 and Table 3.22; we find their attitudes 
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toward work are very different from the local people. In Table 3.19, 59.5% of Chinese 

immigrants hardly take any rest during their lifetime, and a seven-day work week 

seems very normal for them, and another 25% of Chinese interviewee work six days 

per week; that is, almost 85% of Chinese immigrants work at least six days per week. 

In Table 3.21, we see that 54.4% of Chinese immigrants work at least nine hours per 

day. Chinese people are very hard-working. On the other hand, in Table 3.20 we can 

compare the Vietnamese work attitudes. “Only” 20.3% of Vietnamese immigrants 

work seven days per week, which is quite low when compared with Chinese 

immigrants, although the number of working hours per day are similar between 

Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants (see Table 3.21 and Table 3.22). I am not sure if 

I can conclude that the lower number of working days per week leads Vietnamese 

immigrants to integrate more into local society than Chinese immigrants. However, it 

is clear that both Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants work very hard in the new 

lands. Table 3.23 presents reasons why Chinese immigrants move to the Czech 

Republic, and a relatively higher percentage is for work (27.3%); 48.9% is due to 

their relatives coming to the new lands, which is similar to immigrating for work. I 

think most Chinese immigrants migrate to the new lands for better financial 

opportunities, not only to enjoy a better quality of life. The Vietnamese case (Table 

3.24) is very close to the Chinese case, for 63.1% of respondents indicate that the 

reason for immigrating is for work. They often work extremely hard, not only for 

themselves but especially for the next generation. Therefore, Table 3.18 appears to 

reflect their attitudes toward their expectations for their next generation. For example, 

they don‟t need their children‟s help after school, and believe their children can 

integrate themselves into local societies better than the first generation, and they 

perform very well in school -- even better than their Czech counterparts.  
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Table 3.19 How Long You Work per Week? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Four Days and below 8 5.9 

Five Days 13 9.6 

Six Days 34 25.0 

Seven Days 81 59.5 

Total 136 100.0 

 

Table 3.20 How Long You Work per Week? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Four Days and below 4 5.1 

Five Days 29 36.7 

Six Days 30 38.0 

Seven Days 16 20.3 

Total 136 100.0 

 

Table 3.21 How Long You Work per Day? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Four Hours and below 8 5.9 

5-8 Hours 54 39.7 

9 Hours and above 74 54.4 

Total 136 100.0 

 

Table 3.22 How Long You Work per Day? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Four Hours and below 2 2.4 

5-8 Hours 32 39.0 

9 Hours and above 48 58.5 

Total 82 100.0 

 

Table 3.23 Reasons of Immigrants to CZ (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

For Work 38 27.3 

For Study 8 5.8 

Family Gathering 23 16.5 

Easy to Get CZ Visa 2 1.4 

Introduction of 

Relatives and Friends 

68 48.9 

Others 6 4.3 
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Table 3.24 Reasons of Immigrants to CZ (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

For Work 53 63.1 

For Study 10 11.9 

Family Gathering 20 23.8 

Easy to Get CZ Visa 0 0 

Introduction of 

Relatives and Friends 

1 1.2 

Others 0 0 

 

I find Vietnamese immigrants have a stronger set of expectations for their next 

generation than Chinese immigrants. (see Table 3.18) Vietnamese immigrants see the 

new lands as their future permanent home, so that they put more effort into arranging 

their life not only for making money but also for investing in their children to allow 

them to compete with the native young people. We often hear news from time to time 

about Vietnamese students performing better than local students, and this can result in 

some concerns from the local society. Vietnamese immigrants appear to integrate 

themselves into local society through the achievements of their next generation. 

Referring to Table 3.3, we see a stronger connection with their homelands for Chinese 

immigrants than Vietnamese immigrants; however, the willingness of Vietnamese 

immigrants to integrate into local society seems much greater than that of Chinese 

immigrants.  

On the other hand, in chapter two I examine the relationship between China‟s 

rise and the social integration of Chinese immigrants. It seems that there are no direct 

variables relating to the connection between China‟s rise and their social integration; 

however, first I consider the factor of China‟s rise as a fact and secondly I use some 

other variables to observe the effect of China‟s rise. China‟s rise does not only belong 

to the scope of mentality; for example, it promotes Chinese confidence to stand up for 

themselves or, on the contrary, to lead to easier social integration. China‟s rise brings 
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about a stronger connection with their hometowns for Chinese immigrants, because 

China‟s rise is also in the scope of economy. Chinese immigrants come to the new 

lands mainly for work or financial reasons, and at this moment China‟s rise can 

support the growth of markets for Chinese goods and capital; they even need to recruit 

their work partners from their social networks. They must keep in close touch with the 

networks in the homelands in order to gain their support, and this is why we can find 

Chinese immigrants usually supplying wholesale goods not only for other Chinese 

businessmen but also Vietnamese and local people. China‟s rise plays the role of a 

bridge between the overseas Chinese and the Chinese homeland, which receives 

remittances from the overseas Chinese. Therefore, we can see Chinese immigrants 

stay in contact more with their homelands than Vietnamese immigrants. Compared 

with other immigrants, Vietnamese communities are relatively close and separated. 

Chinese communities are similar to Vietnamese, but according to my survey research, 

I find Vietnamese immigrants are more willing to integrate themselves into local 

society than Chinese immigrants. China‟s rise makes Chinese people expect only to 

make more money and the Czech Republic can be the place to achieve this goal, and 

their willingness to achieve social integration seems to be lower than Vietnamese 

immigrants.  

In addition, I intend to use the statistical method of logistic regression to further 

discuss the social integration of Chinese immigrants (see Table 3.25, Table 3.26 and 

Table 3.27). I divide factors into three scopes, involving demographic factors, Czech 

factors, and Chinese factors. In Table 3.25, I try to add some demographic variables, 

including “gender”, “matrimony”, “education”, “how long have you been in the 

Czech Republic” and “wage” into the regression test to examine which variables can 

effectively explain the social integration of Chinese immigrants. According to the 

results of the analysis in Table 3.25, no statistical significance exists among the 
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variables; that means, for example, no significant difference between Chinese males 

and females exists to regard the variable of gender as an effective factor of social 

integration. Table 3.26 includes the variables of “CZ destination”, “speak CZ 

language”, “CZ friends”, “CZ friendly”, “CZ quality of life”, “earning money in CZ”, 

“watching CZ TV”, “trust CZ people”, and “feel discrimination”, and in this 

regression we find only one variable displays significance; that is “CZ friends”, which 

states that those who have more Czech friends have more easily integrated themselves 

into local society. However, the other variables are not significant. Table 3.27 

examines the variables of “Chinese Association”, “connect with Chinese in CZ”, 

“how often back home”, “concerned with Chinese news”, “watching Chinese TV”, 

“connection with Chinese in China”, “proud of being Chinese”, and “trust Chinese”. 

Among these variables, only the variable of “trust Chinese in CZ” displays 

significance, and it can explain how those who have more trust in other Chinese 

immigrants in the Czech Republic can more easily integrate into local society. We can 

see the fact that Chinese immigrants find it difficult to trust other Chinese in the local 

society, but if those who live in foreign countries can trust and support each other, 

they can adapt themselves better in the foreign society. As for the results of logistic 

regression, we can see most of variables are not statistically significant when trying to 

explain the factor of social integration.  
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Table 3.25 Logistic Regression of Chinese Social Integration (Demographic Factors) 

 β Exp(β) 

Gender(0:female; 1:male) -.826 .438 

Matrimony(0:unmarried+divorced 

          1:married) 

-.618 .539 

Education(0:primary school and below 

          1:high school and above) 

1.973 7.195 

How Long Stay in CZ? .000 1.000 

Wage-20001-50000(0:no; 1:yes) 1.270 3.563 

Wage-above 50001 (0:no; 1:yes) 1.578 4.845 

Job Position (0: employee; 1:Boss) .516 1.675 

Constant -3.208* .040 

N 

R-square 

Chi-square 

139 

.088 

82.640* 

*P<.05; **<.01; ***<.001 

 

Table 3.26 Logistic Regression of Chinese Social Integration (Czech Factors) 

 β Exp(β) 

CZ destination(0:no; 1:yes) -.097 .908 

Speak CZ Language(0:no; 1:yes) .141 1.118 

CZ Friends(0:no; 1:yes) 1.387* 4.003 

CZ Friendly(0:no; 1:yes) 1.316 3.727 

CZ Living Environment(0:no; 1:yes) -1.181 .307 

Earning Money in CZ(0:no; 1:yes) 1.216 3.373 

Watching CZ TV(0:no; 1:yes) .936 2.550 

Trust CZ(0:no; 1:yes) -.583 .558 

Feel Discriminated(0:no; 1:yes) -.413 .662 

Constant -1.482 .227 

N 

R-square 

Chi-square 

139 

.238 

93.417*** 

*P<.05; **<.01; ***<.001 
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Table 3.27 Logistic Regression of Chinese Social Integration (Chinese Factors) 

 β Exp(β) 

Chinese Association(0:no; 1:yes) 1.268 3.555 

Connect Chinese in CZ(0:no; 1:yes) 1.584 4.875 

How Long Back Home(0:seldom; 1:often) .411 1.508 

Concern Chinese News(0:no; 1:yes) .035 1.036 

Watching Chinese TV(0:no; 1:yes) -.412 .663 

Connect Chinese in China(0:no; 1:yes) .389 1.475 

Proud of being Chinese(0:no; 1:yes) .100 1.105 

Trust Chinese(0:no; 1:yes) 1.849** 6.352 

Constant -3.324* .036 

N 

R-square 

Chi-square 

139 

.227 

106.966*** 

*P<.05; **<.01; ***<.001 
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4. An Empirical Comparison of the Second Generations between Chinese and 

Vietnamese Cases  

4.1 The Basic Description of the First Generations 

In addition to the questionnaire survey of the first generation, I conducted a 

separate one for the second generation. There were 36 successful cases of Chinese 

immigrants of the second generation, while there were 47 successful cases of 

Vietnamese immigrants of the second generation. In Table 4.1, 47.2% of Chinese 

respondents are between 13 and 20 years old, 44.5% are between 21 and 29, and 

8.3% are above 30 years old. 21.3% of Vietnamese respondents are between 13 and 

20 years old, 70.2% between 21 and 29 years old, and 8.5% are above 30 years old. 

Additionally, 48.6% of Chinese cases and 21.4% of Vietnamese cases are still 

students. 33.3% of Chinese interviewees have lived in the Czech Republic for one to 

five years, 36.1% from six to ten years, and 30.6% above eleven years. 27.7% of 

Vietnamese respondents have lived in the Czech Republic for one to five years, 

40.4% from six to ten years, and 31.9% above eleven years. 91.7% of the Chinese 

second generation were born in China, while 83% of Vietnamese cases were born in 

Vietnam. As for the educational level, 50% of Chinese respondents graduated from 

high school, 16.7% from elementary school and 27.8% finished university. 39.1% of 

the Vietnamese second generation finished elementary school, 23.9% high school, 

and 17.4% university. Chinese cases involve 50% males and 50% females, and 

Vietnamese cases include 40% males and 60% females. Most of the respondents were 

born in their native countries; therefore, their affiliation to their mother countries 

strongly shaped their feeling of “cultural identity”, which might be similar to the first 

generation. In this section, I would like to examine whether the model of “social 

integration” in the second generation will follow that of the first generation, because 

of their similar background of “cultural identity”. This background association with 
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the mother country demonstrates the “pull factor” to keep the second generation from 

full assimilation into the host country. The identity of second generation always blurs 

when they gain deeper integration into the host country. Although I did not find a 

large sample, the data can still show some valuable findings. 

 

Table4.1. Basic Information for the Second Generation in the Czech Republic 

 Chinese immigrants Vietnamese 

immigrants 

1.Successful cases 36 47 

2.Age? (1)13-20 (2)21-29, 

(3)above 30 

(1)47.2% (2)44.5% 

(3)8.3% 

(1)21.3%  (2)70.2% 

(3)8.5% 

3.Are you still a student now? 

(1)yes  (2)no 

(1)48.6%  (2)51.4% (1)21.4%  (2)78.6% 

4.How long in the Czech 

Republic? (1)1-5 years, 

(2)6-10 years  (3)above 11 

years 

(1)33.3%  (2)36.1% 

(3)30.6% 

(1)27.7% (2) 40.4% 

(3)31.9% 

5.Where were you born? 

(1)China/Vietnam (2)CR 

(3)Others 

(1)91.7%  (2)5.6% 

(3)2.8% 

(1)88.6% (2)9.1% 

(3)2.3% 

6.Education? (1)elementary 

school (2)junior high school 

(3)senior high school 

(4)university (5)others 

(1)16.7%  (2)25% 

(3)25%  (4)27.8% 

(5)5.6% 

(1)39.1% (2)4.3% 

(3)19.6% (4)17.4% 

(5)19.6% 

7.Gender? (1)male (2)female (1)50%, 2.50% (1)40%  (2)60% 

By the author 

 

    Table 4.2 presents the family background of the second generations, which play 

a vital part in influencing the social integration of the second generation. About 

41.7% of Chinese respondents report their family‟s economic status as “good” or 

“very good”; however, 55.6% of respondents report average economic status. The 

situation of Vietnamese interviewees is similar to Chinese; 23.4% of Vietnamese 

respondents report their family‟s economic status as good or very good, and 55.3% 

report a normal economic status; however, 17.1% of respondents report a family 

economy that is “not good” or “very bad”. The respondents‟ fathers‟ jobs, including 

both Chinese and Vietnamese, are mostly bosses; 62.9% Chinese and 56.5% 
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Vietnamese, and if corresponding to the variable of family‟s economy, we can find 

that some families where the father is a “boss” do not belong to a good or very good 

economy. Half of the Chinese respondents‟ fathers manage restaurants and 22.2% run 

a business related to clothing, shoes or toys in wholesale, while the distribution of the 

father‟s job in Vietnamese respondents vary more; 22.7% restaurants, 13.6% 

wholesale, 15.9% retail, 9.1% civil officials, 11.4% financial, 4.5% education. 

Generally speaking, regardless of family background, especially referring to the 

economic status, the quality of life for the second generation has been improving 

much more than their first generation. Basically the second generation has been 

allowed to focus on their studies instead of worrying about their life too much.  

 

Table4.2 Family Background for the Second Generation in CZ 

 Chinese immigrants Vietnamese 

immigrants 

1.Successful cases 36 47 

2. Your Family‟s 

Economy?(1)Very Good 

(2)Good (3)Average (4)Not 

Good (5)Very Bad (6)Don‟t 

know  

(1)11.1% (2)30.6% 

(3)55.6% (6)2.8% 

(1)4.3% (2)19.1% 

(3)55.3% (4)4.3% 

(5)12.8% (6)4.3 

3.Your Father‟s Job Position? 

(1)Boss (2)Manager 

(3)Employee (4)Others (5)No 

Job 

(1)62.9% (3)22.9% 

(4)11.4% (5)2.9% 

(1)56.5% (2)2.2% 

(3)4.3% (4)8.7% 

(5)28.3% 

4. Your Father‟s Job in CZ? 

(1)Restaurants (2)Wholesale 

(3)Retail (4)Civil Officials 

(5)Financial (6)Education 

(7)Enterprise (8)Others 

(9)No Job 

(1)50% (2)22.2% 

(3)8.3% (7)2.8% 

(8)13.9% (9)2.8% 

(1)22.7% (2)13.6% 

(3)15.9% (4)9.1% 

(5)11.4% (6)4.5% 

(7)22.7% 

  By the author 

 

    On the other hand, one aspect which is different from their first generation is the 

experience of contacting foreign countries. We can see in Table 4.3 that the second 

generation has more contact with other countries. The most significant aspect of the 
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first generation‟s contact with foreign countries is that the aim of the contact is 

usually to find jobs and make money. However, the second generation learns a second 

or even third foreign language and visits other countries for travelling rather than for 

work opportunities. In Table 4.3, English is the most popular language for the second 

generation, for English has become a common tool for communication among 

different nationalities, and some of the second generation learns other foreign 

languages, including German and French and so on. The respondents of the second 

generation describe their experience of visiting other foreign countries. On the one 

hand, the Czech Republic joined the Shengen Zone and once people have a Shengen 

visa, they are free to travel to other Shengen countries unencumbered, and on the 

other hand, the parents of the second generation even encourage their children to join 

school activities that involve visiting other countries. Thus we can see 38.9% of 

Chinese respondents have been to Germany, 47.2% Austria, and 41.7% to other 

European countries. The situation is very similar with the Vietnamese second 

generation; Germany 47.8%, 15.2% Austria, 26.1% to France and so on. The purpose 

of their visits to other foreign countries is for travelling; 84% for Chinese respondents 

and 50% for Vietnamese respondents. The second purpose of visiting other foreign 

countries is to see their family members in those countries. In fact, it is common for 

members of the same family to spread into some different countries, so they use the 

chance to see their family members and at the same time do some sightseeing. 

Table4.3 presents a big difference between the first generation and the second 

generation regarding foreign experience, and the Chinese and Vietnamese second 

generation displays a strong similarity to one another in this regard.  
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Table4.3 Contact with Foreign Countries (The Second Generation) 

 Chinese immigrants Vietnamese 

immigrants 

1.Successful cases 36 47 

2. Your Foreign Languages? 

(1)English (2)German 

(3)French (4)Others 

(1)73.5%  (2)11.8% 

(4)5.9% 

(1)51.1% (2)8.5% 

(3)10.6%  (4)4.3% 

3. Visiting Foreign Countries? 

(1)Germany (2)Austria 

(3)France (4)Britain (5)Other 

European Countries (6)Other 

Countries (7)None 

(1)38.9% (2)47.2% 

(3)27.8% (4)11.1% 

(5)41.7% (6)2.8% 

(7)27.8% 

(1)47.8% (2)15.2% 

(3)26.1% (4)17.4% 

(5)6.4% (6)14.9% 

(7)2.1% 

4. Purposes of Visiting Foreign 

Countries? (1)Travelling 

(2)Visiting Family 

(3)Learning (4)Part Time Job 

(5)Others 

(1)84% (2)44% 

(3)16% (4)4.0% 

(5)4.0% 

(1)50.0% (2)37.0% 

(3)8.7% (4)4.3% 

(5)8.7% 

  By the author 

 

    As for our respondents, most of the second generation were born in their 

homelands and then came to the Czech Republic afterwards. Very few of them were 

born in the Czech Republic (see Table 4.1) However, it is interesting to find that most 

Chinese respondents speak Chinese well or very well (82.8%), while only 14.9% of 

their Vietnamese counterparts speak Vietnamese well or very well. Over half of 

Vietnamese respondents cannot speak Vietnamese or speak very badly (see Table 4.4 

and Table 4.5). Language is one of the most important tools that enforce people‟s 

identity. I am not so sure if the information presented in such survey data really 

reflects the actual situation, but if it does, Vietnamese immigrants appear to be 

making a decision to integrate themselves into the new lands, while it seems 

impossible for Chinese immigrants to cut their ties with their homelands, especially 

given the current situation of China‟s rise. Finally, due to the similar cultural 

backgrounds for the Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants, a comparison of the second 

generation between Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants is always made among the 

Chinese or Vietnamese communities or even in local communities. Here is the survey 
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result regarding the mutual impression of the second generation between Chinese and 

Vietnamese immigrants (see Table 4.6). 63% of Chinese respondents feel very bad or 

not so good (dislike) for the Vietnamese second generation, while only 30.8% of 

Vietnamese respondents has such bad impression. Despite no statistical significance, 

the 32% difference between the attitudes of the Chinese and Vietnamese second 

generation seemingly presents a national attitude or evaluation from the Chinese 

second generation toward the Vietnamese second generation.  

 

Table 4.4 Your Chinese Language? (2
nd 

Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Fluently 18 51.4 

Fluently 11 31.4 

Average 6 17.1 

Total 35 100.0 

 

Table4.5 Your Vietnamese Language? (2
nd 

Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Fluently 2 4.3 

Fluently 5 10.6 

Average 9 19.1 

A Little 3 6.4 

Not at all 28 59.6 

Total 47 100.0 

 

Table 4.6 Chi square- Your Impression toward Viet./Chi. Imm. (2nd Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Very Bad + Not so 

Good 

17 

63% 

8 

30.8% 

25 

47.2% 

Good + Very Good 10 

37% 

18 

69.2% 

28 

52.8% 

Total 27 

100% 

26 

100% 

53 

100% 

Chi square=5.509 

   *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 present the results of asking the respondents about their 

attitudes regarding the current situations and the international positions of their 
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homelands. Both of Chinese and Vietnamese respondents respond positively about the 

economy of their homelands. However, over half of Chinese respondents proudly 

reply that their fatherland has become very important in the world, while very few 

Vietnamese respondents agree with such a statement for their fatherland. I discussed 

Chinese nationalism in the Chapter Two and examine the factor of Chinese 

nationalism as an influence for their social integration into local society. Here we first 

can see the situation of Chinese respondents‟ confirmation of China‟s rise, and reflect 

on their negative impression of Vietnamese immigrants‟ second generation. On the 

contrary, Vietnamese respondents do not keep a negative impression of their Chinese 

counterparts. Very few Chinese respondents regard their homeland as backward or 

lacking in civilization (2.8%) and few report that there is no political freedom (2.8%), 

while we see a slightly higher percentage from Vietnamese respondents; “background 

and no civilization”, 14.9% and “no political freedom” 17%. The description above 

seems to show more national confidence from the second generation of Chinese 

immigrants than their Vietnamese counterparts. 

 

Table 4.7 China‟s Impression? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Economy Getting Better 23 63.9 

Already Important in the World 20 55.6 

Backward and No Civilization 1 2.8 

No Political Freedom 1 2.8 

Others 3 8.3 

 

Table 4.8 Vietnam‟s Impression? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Economy Getting Better 26 55.3 

Already Important in the World 2 4.3 

Backward and No Civilization 7 14.9 

No Political Freedom 8 17.0 

Others 5 10.6 
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4.2 Social Networks with Homelands 

    In this section, first I would like to examine the model of “cultural/national 

identity” of the second generation. We can observe that the affiliation to the original 

country seems much stronger than the first generation in the Vietnamese case. Most of 

our respondents migrated from their birthplaces to the living places, and their 

education was finished in their homeland. Today‟s younger generation can make use 

of contemporary instruments such as the internet to contact their old friends in the 

homeland or to understand what is happening in their original country. Unlike their 

parents, they don‟t need to work upwards of nine hours per day six or seven days a 

week, so they have more free time to cultivate hobbies or relax, and this situation was 

always beyond their parents‟ imagination and understanding. In Table 4.9, the second 

generation of Vietnamese immigrants makes more friends with their people (91.5%), 

and are more concerned about Vietnamese history and culture (83%), politics, society 

and economy (74.4%). The Chinese second generation devotes more time to watching 

Chinese TV (66.7%) than the Vietnamese second generation (42.6%). 70.2% of 

Vietnamese respondents are proud of being Vietnamese, which is a little higher than 

the Chinese second generation (69.4%). The Vietnamese second generation is 

different from their first generation in the connection with the homeland. As far as our 

findings, the “cultural identity” of the Vietnamese second generation is not as low as 

the first generation. At least for the levels of “cultural identity” related to the original 

country, the Chinese and Vietnamese second generations are quite similar. Compared 

with their first generation, the Vietnamese second generation possesses a relatively 

“high cultural identity”. One of the possible reasons is mentioned above, that is, the 

second generation is affected not only by the norms, value and identity of their family 

in the host country, but also by the modern media like the internet, mobile phones and 

other electronic communication instruments, which they can use to contact the 
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homeland. The second generation appears to be freer and more flexible to choose 

what they want to do, in addition to the pressure of the adaptation into their family life 

and of the integration into the host country. The Chinese second generation is also 

basically still “high cultural identity”. 

 

Table4.9 A Comparison of Social Network with “Homeland”, Second Generation 

 Chinese Imm. Vietnamese Imm. 

1.Chinese/Vietnamese friends (many + 

some) 

91.6% 91.5% 

2.Chinese/Vietnamese historical and 

cultural interest (very much + a 

little) 

58.3% 83.0% 

3.Concern about Chinese/Vietnamese 

politics, society and economy 

(very much + a little) 

52.8% 74.4% 

4.Go back to homeland(at least once a 

year) 

33.3% 10.7% 

5.Watch Chinese/Vietnamese 

TV(often) 

66.7% 42.6% 

6.Proud of being a 

Chinese/Vietnamese (very much + 

a little) 

69.4% 70.2% 

7.Trust your people in CR (very much 

+ much) 

30.6% 40.4% 

8.Economic situation of your family 

(very good + good) 

41.7% 23.4% 

    By the author 

    Most of the respondents, including Chinese and Vietnamese, migrated from their 

native countries, rather than being born in the new lands. Here I still call them as the 

second generation, in spite of the term “1.5 generation” for a better description of my 

respondents. I am not sure the exact number of those who were actually born in the 

new lands, and what difference might exist between the so-called 1.5 generation and 

the “real” second generation. In my research, the second generation just means the 

next generation of Chinese and Vietnamese immigration regardless of where they 

were born. Once I can get sufficient data regarding the two generations, the “1.5 

generation” and second generation, I can make a further comparison between them. In 
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spite of the 1.5 generation being considered a true second generation, they have 

presented some differences from their first generation of immigrants. As for my 

respondents, most of them were born in their homelands, and finished their education 

there; however, they are young and they keep in touch the world much more than their 

parents, so it can be said that they belong to the generation of internationalization or 

globalization. In comparison with their first generation, they are seemingly more 

interested in the new world. However, we can see in fact that the second generation 

seems to keep in more touch with their homelands than their parents; that is, they can 

use modern technology to maintain a strong connection with their friends in their 

homelands. Of those who were born in the host country, there might be not such a 

connection with their homelands. As a matter of fact, such a difference between those 

who were born in the native lands and in the host country does exist. Therefore, in this 

research my respondents mostly came from their native lands, so it is easier to 

understand their strong connection with their native lands, which is even stronger than 

their parents‟ connection. As a result, I have formed a model that displays the higher 

connection with their homelands. 

    I selected several variables to examine if any difference exists between the 

Chinese and Vietnamese second generation (see Table 4.10 to Table 4.15). Although 

we can see some similarities between the Chinese and Vietnamese second 

generations,, especially regarding the domestic connection, there are still some other 

differences as we can see from the above analysis. However, I would like to use the 

statistical chi square test to see if there is a significant difference between the two 

objects. First, from Table 4.10, the question is “how many Chinese or Vietnamese 

friends do you have in the Czech Republic?” As a matter of fact, the domestic 

connection for the second generation in the Czech Republic has two different kinds of 

resources; one is from their homelands and the other one is in the host country. Since 
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they live in the host country, they can use the internet or other technology to maintain 

friendships or to find the news, TV programs or movies from the internet for example. 

According to Table 4.10, 91.7% of Chinese respondents and 91.5% of Vietnamese 

respondents reply that they have many or at least a few friends from their homelands 

in the Czech Republic. It is very important for the second generation to live in the 

circle of their friends, which belongs to the subgroup of adolescents‟ culture, and 

these young people influence each other deeply even though they have already been 

abroad. The factor of Table 4.10 is still in the scope of connection with the homeland. 

As for the result of the statistical analysis, no significant difference exists between 

Chinese and Vietnamese respondents, which mean that both groups have the same 

strong tendency to make a lot of Chinese or Vietnamese friends in the Czech 

Republic. 

    Then I take the variable “are you interested in Chinese/Vietnamese history and 

culture?” According to the results, we can see more interest in their national history 

and culture from Vietnamese respondents than their Chinese counterparts. However, 

when we examine the difference through a statistical analysis, we can find that no 

significant difference exists between the two groups. If we judge the results of the 

difference between Chinese and Vietnamese respondents, we may come to the same 

conclusion about them, even though the distance of their frequency seems obvious. 

The same situation also occurs in the following examinations of several variables. 

Table 4.12 shows the question “Are you concerned about Chinese/Vietnamese news?” 

We find Vietnamese respondents score to be nearly twenty percentage points higher 

than Chinese, however, from a statistical perspective we also conclude that no 

significant difference exists between Chinese and Vietnamese respondents. As we 

continue to examine the question in Table 4.13, “How often do you watch Chinese or 

Vietnamese TV programs in Czech Republic?”; Table 4.14 “Are you proud of being a 
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Chinese or Vietnamese”, and Table 4.15 “Do you trust your people, Chinese or 

Vietnamese?” If we observe the results of frequency, it clearly shows a difference 

between Chinese and Vietnamese respondents. Therefore, I would like to examine the 

difference from another statistical perspective, so I used a Chi Square analysis to 

examine the variables in this section, and I find none of these variables leads to a 

significant difference. As a result, I think there is not a difference between the 

Chinese and Vietnamese second generation regarding the connection with their 

homelands; that is, both of them keep a strong connection with their homelands. The 

reason for such a strong connection with their homelands, even stronger than the first 

generation, is understandable. First, they were not born in the host countries, so they 

still have many connections in their homelands. Secondly, the internet and other 

modern communicative instruments provide them with convenient ways to keep in 

touch. Thirdly, except for the their study responsibilities, they need not always help 

their parents to supplement the family income, so they have spare time to connect 

with their friends, even though they are very far away from them. In this section, I 

find a similar situation of “keeping in touch with the homelands” between the Chinese 

and Vietnamese second generations, and in the following section I will examine the 

situation of their social integration. 

 

Table 4.10 Chi square- How Many Domestic Friends in CZ (2nd Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Very Few + No 3 

8.3% 

4 

8.5% 

7 

8.4% 

Many+ A Few 33 

91.7% 

43 

91.5% 

76 

91.6% 

Total 36 

100% 

47 

100% 

83 

100% 

Chi square=0.001 

     *p=0.000 or p<0.001 
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Table 4.11 Chi square-Interest in National History and Culture(2nd Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Not so Much+ 

Not at All 

13 

38.2% 

6 

13.3% 

19 

24.1% 

Very Much+Average  21 

61.8% 

39 

86.7% 

60 

75.9% 

Total 34 

100% 

45 

100% 

79 

100% 

Chi square=6.575 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table4.12 Chi square- Concern about Chinese/Vietnamese News (2nd Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Not so Much+ 

Not at All 

16 

45.7% 

12 

25.5% 

28 

34.1% 

Very Much+Average  19 

54.3% 

35 

74.5% 

54 

65.9% 

Total 35 

100% 

47 

100% 

82 

100% 

Chi square=3.634 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table4.13 Chi square- Watching Chi./Viet. TV Programs in CZ (2nd Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Never + Sometimes 12 

33.3% 

27 

57.4% 

39 

47% 

Often  24 

66.7% 

20 

42.6% 

44 

53.0% 

Total 36 

100% 

47 

100% 

83 

100% 

Chi square=4.759 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table4.14 Chi square- Are You Proud of Being A Chi./Viet. (2nd Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Not so Much+ 

Not at All 

9 

26.5% 

7 

17.5% 

16 

21.6% 

Very Much+Average  25 

43.1% 

33 

56.9% 

58 

78.4% 

Total 34 

100% 

40 

100% 

74 

100% 

Chi square=0.873 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 
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Table4.15 Chi square- Trust Chinese/Vietnamese (2
nd

 Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Average + Not so 

High + Very Low 

23 

67.6% 

26 

57.8% 

49 

62.0% 

Very High + High  11 

32.4% 

19 

42.2% 

30 

38.0% 

Total 34 

100% 

45 

100% 

79 

100% 

Chi square=0.801 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

4.3 Social Integration 

    In this section, I examine the “social integration” of the Chinese and Vietnamese 

second generation.  I find almost the same result in the first and second generations 

regarding the comparison of social integration. It also leads to a “high social 

integration” score in the Vietnamese second generation (Table 4.16). 91.4% of 

Vietnamese respondents can speak good Czech; 74.5% of them make friends with 

Czech people; 65.9% of Vietnamese cases are interested in Czech history and culture, 

and 61.7% of Vietnamese interviewees are concerned about Czech politics, society 

and economy. 72.3% of Vietnamese cases agree that they can integrate into the host 

society. Despite the fact that the Chinese second generation does not express the same 

level of interest and concern in these variables like the Vietnamese second generation, 

they are indeed better than their first generation. For example, the second generation of 

Chinese immigrants can speak Czech (62.9%), which is more than their first 

generation (31%), and 47.2% of respondents think they can integrate into Czech 

societal life, while only 27.9% of the first generation think so. The last question is “Do 

you want to be a Czech?” Only 8.4% of Chinese respondents say yes, while over half 

of Vietnamese respondents (55.3%) agree with that. Basically speaking, the model of 

the Vietnamese second generation is the same as their first generation regarding 

“social integration”. However, how can we evaluate the Chinese second generation in 
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“social integration”, in spite of the higher percentages in most variables than their first 

generation? Compared with the Vietnamese second generation, the situation of “social 

integration” in the Chinese case of the second generation is still low.  

 

Table4.16 A Comparison of Social Integration, Second Generation 

 Chinese 

Imm. 

Vietnamese 

Imm. 

1.Czech Language (fluently + normal) 62.9% 91.4% 

2.School presentation (excellent + 

good) 

38.3% 46.7% 

3.Czech friends (many + some) 50.0% 74.5% 

4.Czech history and cultural interest 

(very much + a little) 

36.1% 65.9% 

5.Concern about Czech politics, society 

and economy (very much + a little) 

31.4% 61.7% 

6.Social integration (very much + a 

little) 

47.2% 72.3% 

7.Feel Czech friendly (very much + a 

little) 

38.9% 27.6% 

8.Czech Foreign Police Office find fault 

(very much + a little) 

41.7% 78.7% 

9.Czech living environment (very good 

+ good) 

80.6% 38.3% 

10.Trust Czech people (very much + 

much) 

11.1% 10.7% 

11.Feel discrimination (yes) 61.1% 44.4% 

12.Impression to Vietnamese/Chinese 

immigrants (very good + good) 

27.8% 39.0% 

13.Being a Czech (very much + much) 8.4% 55.3% 

       By the author 

 

On the other hand, as far as identity is concerned, 55.3% of Vietnamese 

respondents want to be Czech, while only 8.4% of the Chinese second generation 

answers positively. Therefore, it can be concluded that Chinese the second generation 

is “high cultural identity and low social integration”, while the Vietnamese second 

generation is “high cultural identity and high social integration”. The research 

examining the second generation in the Chinese and Vietnamese cases in the Czech 
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Republic demonstrates that the influence of the original country is still significant; 

however, the second generation can also get accustomed to the culture and gain greater 

social integration better than their first generation. 

    The analysis of frequency above demonstrates that the social integration of the 

Vietnamese second generation into the host country seems to be greater than the 

Chinese second generation. Here I choose eleven variables to examine if a statistical 

difference exists between the two groups. The following seventeen tables show the 

analytical results of the Chi Square test, including Table 4.17: Do you speak Czech 

language; Table 4.18: How many Czech friends do you have in the Czech Republic; 

Table 4.19: Are you interested in Czech history and culture; Table 4.20: Are you 

concerned about Czech news; Table 4.21: Can you integrate into Czech society; Table 

4.22: Do you feel Czech people are friendly to Chinese or Vietnamese immigrants; 

Table 4.23: What do you think about the Czech quality of life; Table 4.24: Do you 

watch Czech TV programs; Table 4.25: Do you want to be a Czech; Table 4.26: Do 

you trust Czech people; and Table 4.27: Do you feel discrimination from Czech 

people. In the former section I chose five variables to examine if there is a significant 

difference between the Chinese and Vietnamese second generations regarding the 

connection with their homelands. The results yielded no significant difference 

between these five variables, which leads me to conclude that there is no difference 

between the Chinese and Vietnamese second generations when it comes to 

connections with their homelands. However, if we only observe the distribution of 

frequency, it seems to lead to the same result regarding the homeland connection 

between the two groups. In this section, I use eleven variables to examine the 

difference between the Chinese and Vietnamese second generations. First, if we only 

look at the distribution of frequency, we find that there is more social integration in 

the Vietnamese second generation than in the Chinese second generation. According 
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to the Chi Square Test, we can see only two variables out of the eleven variables 

reach the level of significance; Table 4.23: What do you think about the Czech quality 

of life; and Table 4.25 Do you want to be a Czech. I will further discuss the 

significance of these two variables. 

 

Table4.17 Chi square-You Speak Czech(2nd Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

A Little + No  13 

37.1% 

4 

8.5% 

17 

20.7% 

Fluently +Fluently  

+Average 

22 

62.9% 

43 

91.5% 

65 

79.3% 

Total 35 

100% 

47 

100% 

82 

100% 

Chi square=10.008 

      *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table4.18 Chi square- How Many CZ Friends in CZ (2nd Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Very Few + No 18 

50% 

12 

25.5% 

30 

36.1% 

Many+ A Few 18 

50% 

35 

74.5% 

53 

63.9% 

Total 36 

100% 

47 

100% 

83 

100% 

Chi square=5.288 

       *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table4.19 Chi square-Interest in Czech History and Culture(2
nd

 Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Not so Much + Not at All 20 

60.6% 

15 

32.6% 

35 

44.3% 

Very Much + Average 13 

39.4% 

31 

67.4% 

44 

55.7% 

Total 33 

100% 

46 

100% 

79 

100% 

Chi square=6.104 

      *p=0.000 or p<0.001 
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Table4.20 Chi square- Concern about CZ News (2nd Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Not so Much+ Not at 

All 

20 

64.5% 

17 

37% 

37 

48.1% 

Very Much + Average  11 

35.5% 

29 

63% 

40 

51.9% 

Total 31 

100% 

46 

100% 

77 

100% 

Chi square=5.635 

      *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table4.21 Chi square- Integration into CZ Society (2nd Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Not so Much+ 

Not at All 

17 

50% 

9 

20.9% 

26 

33.8% 

Very Much+Average  17 

50% 

34 

79.1% 

51 

66.2% 

Total 34 

100% 

43 

100% 

77 

100% 

Chi square=7.174 

      *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table4.22 Chi square- CZ Friendly to Chi./Viet. Immigrants? (2nd Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Not so Much+ 

Not at All 

19 

57.6% 

33 

71.7% 

52 

65.8% 

Very Much+Average  14 

42.4% 

13 

28.3% 

27 

34.2% 

Total 33 

100% 

46 

100% 

79 

100% 

Chi square=1.713 

    *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table4.23 Chi square- CZ Living Environment (2nd Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Not so Good+ 

Not at All 

6 

17.1% 

25 

58.1% 

31 

39.7% 

Very Good+Average  29 

82.9% 

18 

41.9% 

47 

60.3% 

Total 35 

100% 

43 

100% 

78 

100% 

Chi square=13.542* 

       *p=0.000 or p<0.001 
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Table4.24 Chi square- Watching CZ TV Programs (2nd Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Never + Sometimes 30 

83.3% 

36 

78.3% 

66 

80.5% 

Often 6 

16.7% 

10 

21.7% 

16 

19.5% 

Total 36 

100% 

46 

100% 

82 

100% 

Chi square=0.331 

      *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table4.25 Chi square- Want to Be a Czech (2nd Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Not so Much+ 

Not at All 

32 

91.4% 

14 

35% 

46 

61.3% 

Very Much+Much  3 

8.6% 

26 

65% 

29 

38.7% 

 35 

100% 

40 

100% 

75 

100% 

Chi square=25.063* 

      *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

First, as for the question in Table 4.23, “What do you think about the Czech 

quality of life?” 82.9% of Chinese respondents respond positively, while only 41.9% 

of Vietnamese respondents do. What does a better quality of life mean to Chinese 

immigrants and Vietnamese immigrants? There are some possible explanations; for 

health, for fortune, for children‟s education, for leisure, for a better material life and 

so on. It does not seem to refer to their children‟s education, as many Chinese first 

generation immigrants plan to send their small children back to China or other 

western countries for education rather than stay in the Czech Republic. Chinese 

communities are similar to Vietnamese; that is, they are closed and separate from the 

local societies. Chinese people make money and seek their entertainment in casinos or 

on the golf course or even seek no leisure at all. Therefore, a better living 

environment for Chinese immigrants is not equal to better social integration. They 

often live only within the confines of the Chinese community and have a good quality 
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of life, so it is difficult to say if there is a direct connection between reporting a better 

living environment and the level of social integration. Compared with their 

hometowns, the way of life and culture in the host country seems to be with a higher 

quality, and Chinese immigrants can appreciate the total living standard in the new 

lands. When compared with Vietnamese immigrants, Chinese immigrants are more 

satisfied with their quality of life than Vietnamese immigrants, including both the first 

and second generation. However, having a positive feeling about the quality of life is 

not equal to greater social integration, which implies mutual social interaction with 

local society; both Chinese and Vietnamese communities have not yet reached the 

step of interacting with social networks in local society. 

    Otherwise, the result of the variable “do you want to be Czech?” deserves more 

discussion, for a significant difference appears between the two groups, and the 

response of Vietnamese respondents seems interesting: 65% of Vietnamese 

respondents hope to be Czech, while only 8% of Chinese respondents do. First, we 

can combine the results of several relative variables to discuss the possible 

explanation for why more Vietnamese want to be Czech. When asked if they are 

proud of being Vietnamese, the response of “very much” and “a little” from 

Vietnamese respondents is 70.2%, a little higher than their Chinese counterparts. For 

the variable of “are you interested in Vietnamese history and culture, the responses of 

“very much” and “a little” even highly reaches to 83%, while it is only 58.3% for their 

Chinese counterparts. Another question variable asking “are you concerned about 

Vietnamese politics, society and economy” also presents a higher percentage of 

74.4% for Vietnamese respondents‟ saying yes, while only 52.8% of the Chinese 

second generation think so. Therefore, to sum up, Vietnamese second generation is 

prouder of being a Vietnamese, more interested in Vietnamese history and culture, 

and more concerned about Vietnamese politics, society and economy; however, why 
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is most of the Vietnamese second generation in the Czech Republic willing to be 

Czech?  Does this display a contradiction for the Vietnamese second generation?  

From my perspective, national confidence plays a certain role in this phenomenon. 

China‟s rise or even China‟s national characteristics like its huge population and 

substantial territory, when compared with the small Czech Republic makes both first 

and second generation Chinese immigrants more confident to stay Chinese rather than 

to become Czech. Vietnamese immigrants are lacking a factor of a so-called 

Vietnamese rise, and in comparison with their first generation, the Vietnamese second 

generation is more integrated into local society and even competes very well with 

their Czech counterparts, so the second generation of Vietnamese immigrants seems 

more willing to be Czech. However, it is very hard to imagine that the second 

generation of Chinese immigrants would like to become foreigners. Otherwise, there 

appears to be no contradiction for the second generation of Vietnamese immigrants in 

being “loyal” to their homeland while still becoming naturalized Czech citizens.. 

They need not be nationalistic, for they live in a different country from their 

childhood and return home less than the Chinese second generation. Second 

generation Vietnamese immigrants have more Czech friends and speak better Czech 

than the Chinese second generation. Therefore, it seems that the Vietnamese second 

generation attains greater social integration into the host country than the Chinese 

second generation. Thus better social integration leads the Vietnamese second 

generation to be more willing to be Czech. Statistically, only two variables are 

significantly different. If we analyze these variables solely according to frequency , 

we can find quite a distance especially in the variables of “speaking Czech”, “making 

Czech friends” and “wanting to be a Czech” between Vietnamese and Chinese second 

generation, and it seems that the Vietnamese second generation is able to cultivate 

better social integration than the Chinese second generation. 
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     Table4.26 Chi square- Trust Czech People (2nd Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

Average + Not so 

High + Very Low 

28 

87.5% 

40 

88.9% 

68 

88.3% 

Very High + High  4 

12.5% 

5 

11.1% 

9 

11.7% 

 32 

100% 

45 

100% 

77 

100% 

Chi square=0.035 

       *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table4.27 Chi square- Feel Discriminated (2nd Generation) 

 Chinese Vietnamese Sum 

No 7 

24.1% 

18 

47.4% 

25 

37.3% 

Yes 22 

75.9% 

20 

52.6% 

42 

62.7% 

 29 

100% 

38 

100% 

67 

100% 

Chi square=3.795 

       *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

   In the end of this section, I would like to discuss social integration in the eyes of 

the second generation toward the first generation. Most of the second generation do 

not think that their parents integrate into the host societies well, and the most serious 

obstacle seems to be language proficiency; 72% of the Chinese second generation and 

40.5% of the Vietnamese second generation think this way; however, still 26.2% of 

the Vietnamese second generation note that their parents‟ long working hours may 

keep them from integrating.. Otherwise, most of the Chinese second generation 

appreciates their parents‟ high expectation for their children‟s education and their 

future, while only 36.2% of the Vietnamese second generation feel similarly.. In 

Table 4.28, we can examine the perspective of the second generations; first, most of 

the first generation cannot integrate into the host society well; secondly, the primary 

frustration is the problem of language proficiency; and third, the second generation 

Chinese think their parents expect a good future for their children, while the second 
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generation of Vietnamese immigrants does not think so. The first two situations are 

more easily understood; however, the last situation of why the Vietnamese second 

generation thinks their parents have a relatively low expectation for their future is 

hard to explain. We know already that in the Czech Republic, Vietnamese parents 

emphasize integration into local society in order to provide a better learning and 

development environment for their children; therefore, it is doubtful that this response 

from the Vietnamese second generation is an accurate assessment of their parents‟ 

expectations. 

 

Table4.28 in the eyes of the second generations toward the first generation 

 Chinese Imm. Vietnamese Imm. 

1. Your Parents‟ Integration into CZ 

Society? (1)very much (2)not so 

much (3)not at all (4)Don‟t know 

(1)22.9% 

(2)62.9% (3)5.7% 

(4)8.6% 

(1)6.4% (2)76.6% 

(3)6.4% (4)10.6% 

2. Why Your Parents‟ Can‟t Integrate? 

(1)poor Czech language (2)long time 

for work (3)they dislike Czech 

(4)always be with 

Chinese/Vietnamese (5)others 

(1)72.% (2)20% 

(3)20% (4)28% 

(1)40.5% (2)26.2% 

(3)14.3% (4)11.9% 

(5)7.1% 

3. Parents‟ Expectation to You?(1)very 

high (2)high (3)average (4)not so 

high (5)very low (6)don‟t know 

(1)22.2% 

(2)36.1% (3)25% 

(4)2.8% (6)13.9% 

(1)27.7% (2)8.5% 

(3)17% (4)21.3% 

(5)8.5% (6)17% 

    By the author 
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5. A Comparison between the First and Second Generations and the Response of 

Czech Local Society 

5.1 A Comparison between the First and Second Generation 

    I use an empirical and comparative methodology for analysis;, as for the 

empirical research, I conduct survey research and collect first-hand data for analysis, 

including frequency, chi square and logistic regression, and as for the comparative 

approach, I compare the first and second generations of both Chinese and Vietnamese 

immigrants in the Czech Republic, as well as examine the difference between Chinese 

and Vietnamese immigrants. I argue that a stronger connection with the homelands of 

the immigrants leads to less social integration into the host country. In this hypothesis, 

I make clear the intermediate variable of China‟s rise to see if the factor of Chinese 

nationalism influences the social integration of Chinese immigrants or not. We can 

look at the variable from the second generation to see the existence of China‟s rise in 

Chinese immigrants; that is, most of the second generation Chinese think their 

fatherland is already becoming a world power, while almost all of the Vietnamese 

generation does not consider their fatherland as such. The concrete evidence of 

China‟s rise for Chinese immigrants is leading to more business between China and 

their host country, so they are able to come to this new land for greater business 

opportunities and continue to keep a strong connection with their homeland; the lack 

of a similar Vietnamese rise appears to lead to a weaker connection between 

Vietnamese immigrants and their homeland. Therefore, although the communities of 

Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants in the Czech Republic are similarly isolated, 

there is still a difference between Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants; that is, 

Chinese immigrants have less interest than Vietnamese immigrants in social 

integration into the host society. I will continue to examine my research hypothesis in 

this section, in which I compare the first and second generation of Chinese and 
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Vietnamese immigrants. In fact, my research purpose is to discuss the social 

integration of Chinese immigrants, especially when the factor of China‟s rise 

influences for the Chinese willingness to stay and integrate into the host society.  

I use the case of Vietnamese immigrants as a control group to compare to the 

Chinese case because of their similar cultural and traditional background. On the 

other hand, Vietnamese immigrants in the Czech Republic are already the second 

largest group of immigrants, after Ukraine, and they have a longer history of 

migration to the Czech Republic than Chinese immigrants. I do not intend to conduct 

a detailed comparison between Chinese immigrants and Vietnamese immigrants, so I 

used the situation of the Vietnamese to examine Chinese immigration and their social 

integration, and I raise the argument that Chinese immigrants may not be so eager to 

integrate into the host society due to the factor of China‟s rise and their Chinese 

nationalism; however, they are willing to maintain some social cohesion with the 

local society and they never want to create any social disturbance. They come to make 

money and send remittances back home to improve living conditions for their families 

in China. They have high expectations for their children and send them back home or 

the other advanced western countries for education, rather than opting for them to stay 

in the Czech Republic. After a comparison between the first second generation, I use 

some materials from in-depth interviews in Olomouc in 2010 to present the local 

response toward Chinese or Vietnamese immigrants.  

 

5.1.1 Factors regarding Connection with Homelands 

    In this subsection, I examine the variables regarding “connection with 

homelands” to see if there is a difference between the first and second generations. It 

is my belief that the first generation would maintain a stronger connection with their 

homelands due to the necessity of doing business with people in the home country and 
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maintaining their familiar social life. Here I take four variables relating to the 

“connection with the homelands”, including “concerned with Chinese/Vietnamese 

news”, “watching Chinese/Vietnamese TV programs in CZ”, “are you proud of being 

a Chinese” and “do you trust Chinese/Vietnamese”. In Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, we 

can find that there is a significant difference between the Chinese first and second 

generation. On the other hand, no significant difference appears between the 

Vietnamese first and second generation.. The first generation of Chinese immigrants 

in this variable shows that they have the most concern about their domestic political, 

social and economic news. In fact, the percentage of the first generation Vietnamese 

immigrants is also rather high; however, their second generation also expresses a lot 

of concern about their political, social and economic situations in their homelands. 

The variable of “concerned about Chinese/Vietnamese news” is directly related to the 

factor of “connection with homelands”. The first generation of Chinese immigrants 

should be more connected with their homelands than their second generation, while 

the first and second generations of Vietnamese immigrants have no significant 

difference.  

 

Table5.1 Chi square- Concern about Chinese News (Chinese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 Generation 2

nd
 Generation Sum 

Not so Much+ 

Not at All 

18 

13% 

16 

45.7% 

34 

19.7% 

Very Much+Average  120 

87% 

19 

54.3% 

139 

80.3% 

Total 138 

100% 

35 

100% 

173 

100% 

Chi square=18.872* 

    *p=0.000 or p<0.001 
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Table5.2 Chi square- Concern about Vietnamese News (Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 Generation 2

nd
 Generation Sum 

Not so Much+ 

Not at All 

9 

11% 

12 

25.5% 

21 

16.3% 

Very Much+Average  73 

89% 

35 

74.5% 

108 

83.7% 

Total 82 

100% 

47 

100% 

129 

100% 

Chi square=5.976 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

We can imagine that the topics of domestic news come into their daily life 

through the social networks with their people in the host country, especially in the 

circle of the first generation, and perhaps also including the second generation of 

Vietnamese immigrants. Comparing the variables from Table 5.3 and Table 5.4, the 

variable of “watching Chinese/Vietnamese TV programs” has no significant 

difference between the first generation and second generation. According to these two 

tables, we can find a little higher percentage of both first and second generation 

Chinese immigrants than Vietnamese immigrants; however, there is no generational 

difference. Watching TV programs from their homelands on the internet or by 

satellite is quite easy abroad; there is almost no time lag between the homeland and 

the host country, so they can receive most recent TV programs abroad. It is quite a 

popular way to pass the time for Chinese immigrants, and the television viewership 

rate may even be higher among immigrants than the domestic Chinese viewership. 

However, comparing the variable of “concern about Chinese news”, the first 

generation of Chinese immigrants prefer to watch TV news and get sufficient 

information regarding what has happened recently and use the information as topics 

for their chats. As a matter of fact, watching TV news or exchanging opinions 

regarding domestic political and social situations is a vital part of immigrants‟ daily 
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life. Even I can say that the expression of their patriotism relies on their common 

daily talks and Chinese immigrants also like to share in the confidence of China‟s rise 

with their compatriots. On the other hand, the content of TV programs does not 

increase national confidence by itself; it is primarily for entertainment. Both TV news 

and TV programs from their homeland are very important for their daily life, and it 

seems that most Chinese immigrants still live within a world similar to their home 

country despite being thousands of miles away in Europe. This brings about less 

willingness for Chinese immigrants to integrate. They can live in their own world 

very comfortably, and the main means of receiving Chinese culture is by the internet 

or satellite programs. Perhaps Vietnamese immigrants do not spent so much time 

watching TV news or programs from their homeland, and because of this lack of a 

strong connection with their homeland, they are more willing to go beyond their 

Vietnamese social circle to interact with the local community than Chinese 

immigrants. Living in their own circle, Chinese communities appear to more isolated 

than Vietnamese communities in the Czech Republic. 

 

Table5.3 Chi square- Watching Chinese TV Programs in CZ (Chinese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 Generation 2

nd
 Generation Sum 

Never + Sometimes 38 

27.3% 

12 

33.3% 

50 

28.6% 

Often  101 

72.7% 

24 

66.7% 

125 

71.4% 

Total 139 

100% 

36 

100% 

175 

100% 

Chi square=0.504 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 
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Table5.4 Chi square- Watching Vietnamese TV in CZ (Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 Generation 2

nd
 Generation Sum 

Never + Sometimes 44 

53% 

27 

57.4% 

71 

54.6% 

Often  39 

47% 

20 

33.9% 

59 

45.4% 

Total 83 

100% 

47 

100% 

130 

100% 

Chi square=0.238 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

    When we ask about national identity, no doubt, quite a high percentage reports 

pride in being Chinese or Vietnamese; this demonstrates that they remember their 

roots and they are really proud of the recent economic development in their 

homelands (see Table 5.5 and Table 5.6). China is the second biggest country for its 

territory, and its GDP is second only to the USA. Many Chinese immigrants are aware 

of their national accomplishment and potential, so when they reply that they are proud 

of being Chinese, they seem to be expressing their true attitudes about China 

deserving to be a world power due to the Chinese people‟s hard work and to make up 

for its unpleasant past. Many Chinese immigrants in fact do not agree with the work 

ethic of the local people, and they often think the local people are lazy, which reduces 

their passion to integrate themselves into local culture and social life. Otherwise, the 

feeling of national pride can be shared by the first as well as the second generation of 

Chinese immigrants, and no significant difference appears between them.  
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Table5.5 Chi square- Are You Proud of Being A Chinese (Chinese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 Generation 2

nd
 Generation Sum 

Not so Much+ 

Not at All 

24 

18.3% 

9 

26.5% 

33 

20% 

Very Much+Average  107 

81.7% 

25 

73.5% 

132 

80% 

 131 

100% 

34 

100% 

165 

100% 

Chi square=1.121 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table5.6 Chi square- Proud of Being A Vietnamese (Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 Generation 2

nd
 Generation Sum 

Not so Much+ 

Not at All 

3 

5.4% 

7 

17.5% 

10 

10.4% 

Very Much+Average  53 

94.6% 

33 

82.5% 

86 

89.6% 

 56 

100% 

40 

100% 

96 

100% 

Chi square=3.687 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

On the other hand, Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 are the results of the variable “do you 

trust Chinese/Vietnamese people in CZ?”, and it is hard to say it should be a surprise 

or not, because we can find the rate of trust among their own people rather low, 

including Chinese immigrants and Vietnamese immigrants. I believe the explanation 

for this situation is due to the difficulty in attaining greater social integration. Most 

Chinese immigrants only trust their closest relatives or friends, which makes such a 

social network very limited and narrow. They keep tight relationships inside their 

circles and guard against any intrusion from other people. This is also because many 

Chinese immigrants migrate into the new lands for very similar work, and there is a 

lot of competition among those Chinese bosses. On the other hand, generally speaking 

the persistence of low trust in their homeland is quite common, and they are simply 

bringing their customs to the new land. However, although there is a high percentage 
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of mistrust in their own people, it does not mean that Chinese immigrants will contact 

the outside world. Therefore, when compared with Vietnamese immigrants, who have 

less mistrust in their own people than Chinese immigrants, it is more difficult for 

Chinese immigrants to attain social integration than Vietnamese immigrants. In Table 

3.9 and Table 4.16, we can see both the Vietnamese first and second generations have 

far higher percentages of social integration than the Chinese first and second 

generations. (First generation Chinese immigrants vs. first generation Vietnamese 

immigrants in the variable of social integration: 47.2% vs. 72.3%; second generation 

Chinese immigrants vs. second generation Vietnamese immigrants: 25.9% vs. 90.4%) 

In this subsection, I choose four variables to examine the difference between the first 

generation and the second generation, and the results show that only the variable of 

“concern about Chinese news” presents a statistically significant difference, and the 

other three variables are not significantly different despite the visible differences we 

can observe. In addition to statistical significance, it is possible to say that the first 

generation of Chinese immigrants is more connected with their homeland than the 

other groups. The following subsection will discuss the relative or possible variables 

relating to social integration. 

 

Table5.7 Chi square- Trust Chinese (Chinese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 Generation 2

nd
 Generation Sum 

Average + Not so 

High + Very Low 

106 

77.9% 

23 

67.6% 

129 

75.9% 

Very High + High  30 

22.1% 

11 

32.4% 

41 

24.1% 

 136 

100% 

34 

100% 

170 

100% 

Chi square=1.575 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 
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Table5.8 Chi square- Trust Vietnamese (Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

Average + Not so 

High + Very Low 

44 

54.3% 

26 

57.8% 

70 

55.6% 

Very High + High  37 

45.7% 

19 

42.2% 

56 

44.4% 

 81 

100% 

45 

100% 

126 

100% 

Chi square=0.140 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

5.1.2 Factors regarding Social Integration 

    In this subsection, I use nine variables to examine and discuss the factors 

regarding social integration, including “Do you speak Czech,” “How many Czech 

friends do you have,” ”Are you interested in Czech history and culture,” “Social 

integration into the host society,” “Are Czech people friendly to Chinese or 

Vietnamese immigrants,” “How is the quality of life in the Czech Republic,” “Do you 

watch Czech TV programs,” “Do you trust Czech people” and “Do you feel 

discriminated against by Czech people.” First, I examine each of the variables and 

then I discuss my thoughts and observations about the Chinese immigrants since I 

lived in Prague for nearly seven years, and as a Chinese, I think I am able to have a 

relatively accurate assessment of the situation for Chinese immigrants in the Czech 

Republic. Table 5.9 and Table 5.10 present the variable, “Do you speak Czech?”. As 

we know, language ability is one of the most important connections with social 

integration. Generally speaking, those who can speak the local language more fluently 

can gain greater social integration, but it is more difficult for the elder generation to 

learn a new foreign language. As for Chinese immigrants of the first generation, we 

can find a relative low percentage, 30.9%, of respondents can speak good Czech; on 

the contrary, nearly 70% of the Chinese respondents of the first generation speak only 
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a little or even cannot speak Czech at all. In other words, most of the first generation 

of Chinese immigrants at least speaks a little Czech, but this mainly limits them to the 

vocabulary regarding their business. Other than their job, they seldom use Czech in 

their everyday lives in the Czech community, so it is not difficult to imagine that the 

first generation of Chinese immigrants tends to separate from Czech society and live 

in their own circle. In Table 5.9, there is a significant difference in the Chi Square 

Test between the first and second generation of Chinese immigrants. The second 

generation of Chinese immigrants can speak much better Czech than their first 

generation. When compared with Vietnamese immigrants (Table 5.10), including both 

the first and the second generations, the percentage of first generation Chinese 

immigrants who can speak Czech is rather low. There is no significant difference 

between the first and second generation of Vietnamese immigrants. The first 

generation of Vietnamese immigrants is more willing to learn Czech; this shows that 

they wish to integrate themselves into local society beyond only what is necessary at 

their workplace.  

 

Table5.9 Chi square-You Speak Czech(Chinese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

A Little + No  96 

69.1% 

13 

37.1% 

109 

62.6% 

Fluently +Fluently  

+Average 

43 

30.9% 

22 

62.9% 

65 

37.4% 

Total 139 

100% 

35 

100% 

174 

100% 

Chi square=12.175* 

      *p=0.000 or p<0.001 
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Table5.10 Chi square-You Speak Czech (Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

A Little + No  8 

9.6% 

4 

8.5% 

12 

9.2% 

Fluently +Fluently  

+Average 

75 

90.4% 

43 

91.5% 

118 

90.8% 

Total 83 

100% 

47 

100% 

130 

100% 

Chi square=0.046 

       *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

    The second variable I would like to discuss is, “How many Czech friends do you 

have in the Czech Republic?”(Table 5.11 and Table 5.12) Comparatively speaking, 

the first generation of Chinese immigrants has the lowest percentage from the four 

groups. They only have Czech friends related to their jobs or businesses. Therefore, 

the interaction between Chinese immigrants and Czech people is usually limited to the 

workplace, and after work they seldom have any social interaction. Even though first 

generation Chinese immigrants have Czech friends related to their work life, they still 

have the lowest percentage of “making friends in CZ” out of the four groups. The 

second generation of Chinese immigrants is different from the first generation, for the 

young Chinese immigrants get to know Czechs from school or other places in 

addition to their jobs; therefore, more social interaction between the Chinese young 

generation and local young people seems to be reasonable. Compared with 

Vietnamese cases, the percentages of the first and the second generations of 

Vietnamese immigrants all are higher than their Chinese counterparts. I think first 

generation Chinese immigrants only make local friends out of the necessity for their 

jobs, and the personal aspect of these relationships is quite narrow, so it does not 

promote their social integration into the host society. Otherwise, the two groups of 

immigrants do not reach a significant difference in statistical examination, that is, the 
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first generation and second generation of Chinese immigrants or Vietnamese 

immigrants have almost the same situation when it comes to having Czech friends.  

 

Table5.11 Chi square- How Many CZ Friends in CZ (Chinese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

Very Few + No 85 

49.4% 

18 

50% 

103 

59.9% 

Many+ A Few 51 

37.5% 

18 

50% 

69 

40.1% 

Total 136 

100% 

36 

100% 

172 

100% 

Chi square=1.851 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table5.12 Chi square- How Many CZ Friends in CZ (Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 Generation 2

nd
 Generation Sum 

Very Few + No 23 

29.1% 

12 

25.5% 

35 

27.8% 

Many+ A Few 56 

70.9% 

35 

74.5% 

91 

72.2% 

Total 79 

100% 

47 

100% 

126 

100% 

Chi square=0.188 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

    The third variable is to examine the question, “Are you interested in Czech 

history and culture?” (Table 5.13 and Table 5.14) The Czech Republic has a long 

history, especially in the capital Prague. There are many prominent historical 

buildings and monuments in the old cities and the cultural atmosphere is at the 

forefront of everyday life.. Many international tourists visit this country to admire the 

well-preserved Czech heritage, and Czech people are quite proud of their past and 

history. If foreign immigrants are interested in Czech history, it could help to shorten 

the perceived distance between the foreigners and the Czechs. However, in Table 5.13 

I find that 70.5% of first generation Chinese immigrants expresses little interest in 
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Czech history and culture; it is a similar situation in the Chinese second generation. 

Compared with Vietnamese immigrants, the percentage of Chinese immigrants 

interested in Czech history and culture is relatively low. One of the possible reasons is 

language frustration for the first generation of Chinese immigrants, and the other is 

that they may be too busy working long hours to learn about such things. Perhaps the 

local people find it unimaginable that Chinese immigrants are unaware of the 

historical significance of Charles the Fourth, Jan Hus or Vaclav Havel, and that they 

do not share in their enjoyment of concerts or operas or some other performances in 

the Czech Republic. A common form of entertainment for Chinese immigrants to 

consume might be casinos, which is a place local people seldom visit. It is hard to 

educate Chinese immigrants in Czech history or culture, but it may be easier to gain 

greater social integration for Chinese immigrants, especially for the first generation. 

 

Table5.13 Chi square-Interest in Czech History and Culture (Chinese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 Generation 2

nd
 Generation Sum 

Not so Much + Not at All 91 

70.5% 

20 

60.6% 

111 

68.5% 

Very Much + Average 38 

29.5% 

13 

39.4% 

51 

31.5% 

Total 129 

100% 

33 

100% 

162 

100% 

Chi square=1.203 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table5.14 Chi square-Interest in Czech History, Culture (Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 Generation 2

nd
 Generation Sum 

Not so Much + Not at All 38 

46.3% 

15 

32.6% 

53 

41.4% 

Very Much + Average 44 

53.7% 

31 

67.4% 

75 

58.6% 

Total 82 

100% 

46 

100% 

128 

100% 

Chi square=2.291 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 
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I mentioned in the previous section that Chinese immigrants like to talk about 

political and social news from their homelands; however, they seemingly have less 

interest in knowing what happens in the local society. Although they live in a new 

country, they can still live comfortably without knowing what happens nearby. The 

second generation even expresses less interest in the local news than their first 

generation. Chinese immigrants remain outsiders in the host societies; but sometimes 

they can be involved in the local news, for example, when the police come to their 

market for a sudden inspection to see if they sell fake products. At this time, they 

become the main actors in the local news. However, it is also easy to understand why 

Chinese immigrants, especially the first generation, are not much concerned about the 

local news; language remains the primary obstacle. There is no local news broadcast 

in Chinese, and even though there is some local news in English, Chinese immigrants 

still do not understand. Perhaps the language is indeed the most important instrument 

for social integration, but it is also the fact that Chinese feel it unnecessary to learn it. 

They think they speak enough Czech to get by in the host country. Over half of 

Vietnamese respondents are concerned about the local news. This situation is different 

from Chinese immigrants. As for this perspective of this variable, we can assume that 

Vietnamese immigrants seem to have deeper social integration than Chinese 

immigrants. If the foreign immigrants, for example, show more interest in local 

history and express concern about the local news, it should be much easier to be 

accepted by the local society. Vietnamese immigrants seemingly try their best to help 

themselves integrate into local society. This section refers to Table 5.15 and Table 

5.16. 
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Table5.15 Chi square- Concern about CZ News (Chinese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

Not so Much+ Not at 

All 

78 

59.5% 

20 

64.5% 

98 

60.5% 

Very Much + Average  53 

40.5% 

11 

35.5% 

64 

39.5% 

Total 131 

100% 

31 

100% 

162 

100% 

Chi square=0.260 

      *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table5.16 Chi square- Concern about CZ News (Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

Not so Much+ Not at 

All 

33 

42.9% 

17 

37% 

50 

40.7% 

Very Much + Average  44 

57.1% 

29 

63% 

73 

59.3% 

Total 77 

100% 

46 

100% 

123 

100% 

Chi square=0.416 

     *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Furthermore, the variable of Table 5.17 and Table 5.18 is “How often do you 

watch Czech TV programs?” In addition to being concerned about local news, 

watching local TV programs is indicative of a deeper social integration and 

interaction with the local society. TV programs typically display local daily life and 

reflect the local values and lifestyle, and if foreign immigrants are exposed to the 

local TV programs, they might be able to learn Czech and be more interested in local 

life. However, it appears to be different from the variable of watching TV news.  

Quite a high percentage of both first and second generation Vietnamese and Chinese 

immigrants do not watch local TV programs. One of the primary reasons is the 

language problem and perhaps another is that they are too busy to take time to watch 

Czech TV shows. Watching TV programs is the most common way for local people 
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to spend their free time. Therefore, the producers of the TV shows would like to make 

popular programs to reflect typical Czech attitudes and social customs,, and if Chinese 

and Vietnamese immigrants can also watch these programs; that demonstrates they 

are open to, or at least are aware of the local society‟s social situation. However, it is 

quite obvious that most Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants do not want to watch the 

local news. On the other hand, to sum up these variables I already discussed in this 

subsection, the social integration of Vietnamese immigrants seems deeper than 

Chinese immigrants, especially when compared with first generation Chinese 

immigrants in the Czech Republic.  

 

Table5.17 Chi square- Watching CZ TV Programs (Chinese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

Never + Sometimes 126 

90.6% 

30 

83.3% 

156 

89.1% 

Often 13 

9.4% 

6 

16.7% 

19 

10.9% 

Total 139 

100% 

36 

100% 

175 

100% 

Chi square=1,581 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table5.18 Chi square- Watching CZ TV Programs (Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

Never + Sometimes 76 

91.6% 

36 

88.3% 

112 

86.8% 

Often 7 

8.4% 

10 

21.7% 

17 

13.2% 

Total 83 

100% 

46 

100% 

129 

100% 

Chi square=4.579 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

The results of Table 5.19 and Table 5.20 confirm the situation that Vietnamese 

social integration is better than that of Chinese immigrants. 73.1% of the first 
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generation of Chinese immigrants thinks it is not easy to integrate themselves into the 

local societies, while 50% of their second generation thinks so. In comparison with 

Vietnamese immigrants, including the first and second generations, their distance is 

rather far. Therefore, through some examinations of variables, we can find 

Vietnamese indeed demonstrate their preference to arrange a more permanent life in 

the host countries; therefore, they attempt to consider this new land to be their 

permanent home. Chinese immigrants seem to be more willing to maintain the 

connection with their homeland, or even to keep their own national identity, and show 

less interest in integrating into the local society. Social integration does not mean to 

actually become Czech, even though many Vietnamese immigrants of the second 

generation would like to be Czechs. Social integration is like the concept of social 

cohesion, which means to keep the social relations and interactions and feel a sense of 

belonging in the community. In order to approach a high level of social cohesion, no 

matter where one ethnic group comes from, when they come legally, they can be 

identified with the same members of the common community. The concept of 

community for Chinese or Vietnamese immigrants in the Czech Republic does not 

refer to a specific dwelling place, where Chinese or Vietnamese immigrants live 

together. On the contrary, most Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants live inside the 

Czech “community”, so that in fact they often meet face to face in their daily life.  
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Table5.19 Chi square- Integration into CZ Society (Chinese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

Not so Much+ 

Not at All 

98 

73.1% 

17 

50% 

115 

68.5% 

Very Much+Average  36 

26.9% 

17 

50.0% 

53 

31.5% 

Total 134 

100% 

34 

100% 

168 

100% 

Chi square=6.721 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table5.20 Chi square- Integration into CZ Society (Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

Not so Much+ 

Not at All 

5 

6.3% 

9 

20.9% 

14 

11.4% 

Very Much+Average  75 

93.8% 

34 

79.1% 

109 

88.6% 

Total 80 

100% 

43 

100% 

123 

100% 

Chi square=5.976 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

However, according to the results of Table 5.21 and Table 5.22, we can find that 

most Vietnamese immigrants, including the first and second generations, feel that 

Czech people are not friendly toward them.  A higher percentage of first-generation 

Chinese immigrants (61.5%) feel that Czech people are quite friendly. Perhaps 

Chinese people have more successful business partnerships with Czech people or their 

Chinese national confidence makes them feel it is not necessary to find fault with 

Czech people in such a “small country”, so due to a different mentality, the first 

generation of Chinese immigrants feel that Czech people are friendly. On the other 

hand, Chinese immigrants do not need to deepen their roots in the host country, so 

they return back to their homelands more often than Vietnamese and maintain deeper 
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connections with their homeland, so that they do not need to be concerned with the 

local people, and they feel it is alright for them to interact with the local people. 

 

Table5.21 Chi square- CZ People Friendly to Chinese Immigrants?  

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

Not so Much+ 

Not at All 

52 

38.5% 

19 

57.6% 

71 

42.3% 

Very Much+Average  83 

61.5% 

14 

42.4% 

97 

57.7% 

Total 135 

100% 

33 

100% 

168 

100% 

Chi square=3.947 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table5.22 Chi square- CZ People Friendly to Vietnamese 

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

Not so Much+ 

Not at All 

67 

84.8% 

33 

71.7% 

100 

80% 

Very Much+Average  12 

15.2% 

13 

28.3% 

25 

20% 

Total 79 

100% 

46 

100% 

125 

100% 

Chi square=3.104 

  *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

I think this idea of “national confidence” allows first generation Chinese 

immigrants to feel that they do not need to integrate so deeply in order to make it 

easier to leave for another country or to go back home. We can see the results in Table 

5.23, Table 5.25 and Table 5.26 that demonstrate that Vietnamese immigrants feel 

less sense of trust and more discrimination from the local society, and this leads to a 

decrease in the assessment of the quality of life in the Czech Republic. The first 

generation of Chinese immigrants needs more social interaction with the local people 

in the workplace, where trust and mistrust in people can have serious business 

consequences. The trust relationship between Chinese immigrants/businessmen with 
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Czech people is different from other circles of friendship, in which trust can be 

cultivated without the consideration of benefit and cost. Therefore, Chinese 

immigrants can reduce the cost of trust from their business. On the other hand, less 

social interaction exists between Chinese immigrants and Czech people in their daily 

life, so the Chinese sense of mistrust of Czech people should not as strong as the 

Vietnamese immigrants‟.  

 

Table5.23 Chi square- Trust Czech People (Chinese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

Average + Not so 

High + Very Low 

108 

78.8% 

28 

87.5% 

136 

80.5% 

Very High + High  29 

21.2% 

4 

12.5% 

33 

19.5% 

Total 137 

100% 

32 

100% 

169 

100% 

Chi square=1.240 

       *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table5.24 Chi square- Trust Czech People (Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

Average + Not so 

High + Very Low 

79 

95.2% 

40 

88.9% 

119 

93% 

Very High + High  4 

4.8% 

5 

11.1% 

9 

7% 

Total 83 

100% 

45 

100% 

128 

100% 

Chi square=1.767 

       *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

    Following the previous discussion of several variables, I explore the possible 

mentatility of Chinese immigrants, so that I can gain a better understanding of the first 

generation Chinese response that Czechs are relatively “friendly” as well as more 

trustworthy. Given such a circumstance, most Chinese immigrants of the first 

generation do not feel discriminated against in the host country. After much 
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discussion, I find that the first generation of Chinese immigrants is unique, and their 

second generation is seemingly more similar to the first and second generations of 

Vietnamese immigrants; I mean it is related to social integration. Table 5.25 shows a 

significant difference between the first generation and second generation of Chinese 

immigrants; while in Table 5.26 there is no such a significant difference between the 

first and second generation in the community of Vietnamese immigrants. The second 

generation of Chinese immigrants expresses far more concern about discrimination 

from Czech people. On the one hand, the Chinese second generation recognize their 

homeland as one of the most powerful modern states in the world, so they are not 

accustomed to reciving such cold treatment from the local society. Perhaps the Czech 

indifference leftover from the communist legacy is mistaken as discrimination to the 

second generation of Chinese immigrants. Such a high percentage of feeling 

discrimination from the second-generation Chinese immigrants is clear hindrance for 

their integration into the host society. 

 

Table 5.25 Chi square- Feel Discriminated (Chinese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

No 80 

61.1% 

7 

24.1% 

87 

54.4% 

Yes 51 

38.9% 

22 

75.9% 

73 

45.6% 

Total 131 

100% 

29 

100% 

160 

100% 

Chi square=13.053* 

      *p=0.000 or p<0.001 
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Table5.26 Chi square- Feel Discriminated (Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

No 29 

55.8% 

18 

47.4% 

47 

52.2% 

Yes 23 

44.2% 

20 

52.6% 

43 

47.8% 

Total 52 

100% 

38 

100% 

90 

100% 

Chi square=0.621 

      *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

    A very high percentage of the first-generation Chinese immigrants agree that the 

quality of life in the Czech Republic is good or very good, and no significant 

difference exists between the first and second generation of Chinese immigrants. 

More Chinese immigrants can appreciate their life in the new country, and they do not 

need to understand the history and culture of their new home, and they do not need to 

know what happens in their local community and so on; they can live their lives as 

they please or focus on making money in the new land. A good quality of life for 

Chinese immigrants may refer to the picturesque cities, towns and villages, or fresh 

air and water, or a better quality of daily life. The Czech Republic is a good place for 

Chinese immigrants to live, however, it is often assumed that a good permanent home 

is equal to better social integration, but this does not have to be the case. Chinese 

immigrants can live strictly within their tightly knit circle of their own people, and 

need not interact with other ethnic groups, and they find it easy to live by themselves 

in this way, for the better quality of life provides enough for them to be comfortable 

in the host country. This section prefers to Table 5.27 and Table 5.28. 
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Table5.27 Chi square- CZ Living Environment (Chinese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

Not so Good+ 

Not at All 

16 

11.8% 

6 

17.1% 

22 

12.9% 

Very Good+Average  120 

88.2% 

29 

82.9% 

149 

87.1% 

Total 136 

100% 

35 

100% 

171 

100% 

Chi square=0.718 

      *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

Table5.28 Chi square- CZ Living Environment (Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 1
st
 

Generation 

2
nd

 

Generation 

Sum 

Not so Good+ 

Not at All 

29 

37.2% 

25 

58.1% 

54 

44.6% 

Very Good+Average  49 

62.8% 

18 

41.9% 

67 

55.4% 

Total 78 

100% 

43 

100% 

121 

100% 

Chi square=4.928 

      *p=0.000 or p<0.001 

 

5.2 The Response of Czech Local Society 

     In addition to the questionnaire survey, I used in-depth interviews in my 

research in Olomouc and fulfilled the interviews with eleven nongovernmental 

organizations. Most of time the heads of these NGOs personally accepted our 

interviews in their offices, and after the interview we visited their workplaces or 

institutions. We set up our subjects of conversation in the field of civil society, so 

that it included the issue of international immigrants. The first interviewee in 

Olomouc was asked to reply to the question of whether people here can accept 

international immigrants or not (OL001, 45 years old, male), and he gave a positive 

answer: 
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Here we don‟t have such problems, here it doesn‟t matter at all who is 

coming from where, if somebody is different or not, here everybody is 

equal. Unfortunately, it doesn‟t work in such way everywhere. Just the 

child is going to a school and there it works much more different. I have 

a small seven years old boy, he is in his first year at school. For us it is no 

problem if he speaks with a Romany friend, no problem if he speaks with 

a Vietnamese friend, no problem if he is speaking with a Czech friend. 

And for him himself it‟s no problem at all, he is used to meet with many 

various people absolutely normally. However, children who are grown up 

in the families which do not meet with other communities, these children 

have a bit problem when they meet somebody different. Please, don‟t be 

angry at me, but unfortunately, Czechs are racists. Really 

unfortunately… (OL001) 

 

OL001 is an open-minded local person, who is working as a head of a charity 

association. In his talk, he expresses concern for the children, who are the future of 

the next generation, and that they should face an open world, not draw a line between 

them and the others. However, he did not think that people like him have the same 

sympathetic consideration. In his observation of Vietnamese families, he expressed a 

different opinion from ours: 

 

I would say that Vietnamese families are very nice to their children, or 

said in different way, they are nicer than Czech families. Because we 

have many friends from various ethnic groups, according to my 

experiences I think that upbringing by a Vietnamese family is much freer 

than by a Czech family, at first sight it seems that Vietnamese parents are 
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not interested in their children so much, however, in reality the child is 

on the first place in their lives. Czech families have an opposite 

tendency… they want to keep an eye to a child, protect it, they don‟t 

want to allow it to do anything (because it is dangerous for it, it can be 

hurt). (OL001) 

 

    As for our impression regarding educational approaches, traditional western 

systems are typically considered to be much freer than the Asian one; however, 

OL001, a local man, raised a different perspective. The head of a Scout Association 

in Olomouc (OL003, 30 years old, female) told us that “In our unit we used to have 

Vietnamese girls. I would say that they were accepted like local girls and they grew 

up in our culture. They came together with their friends, so there was no difference. 

With Roma kids there is a bit problem” (OL003). At the same time, she did not agree 

with the people who have such a fear of foreigners. 

 

When I see it in the news, I would say that they are not being accepted very 

well. It is something like racism, fear. I have a known in Cheb where there is 

a big Vietnamese community. And it is also a lot related to when in news are 

talking about growing marihuana places and so on. This is creating bad 

image. I would say we, Czechs, are like well-known that we are afraid of 

foreigners. (OL003) 

 

Sometimes it is really difficult to distinguish the feeling of being afraid from 

discrimination. Local people are indifferent to foreigners, who often consider Czech 

coldness to be discrimination due to being of a different culture or ethnicity. Local 

people easily see boundaries between groups of foreigners and themselves, and assign 
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stereotypical characteristics to them. For example, “Yes, Vietnamese and Chinese, 

Korean. They are very hard working and intelligent. And their Czech is so good. And 

they are able to learn English as the second language and another foreign language, 

French, Spanish or Germany or Russian nowadays” (OL006, 50 years old, female). 

People who are from the Eastern Asian countries are really diligent. According to our 

survey, 53% of Vietnamese respondents have six or seven working days a week, 

while the percentage of the same working days for Chinese respondents reaches to 

84%. Some local people cannot appreciate such a life attitude, and even despise those 

who are so obsessed with making money. On the other hand, some people worry 

about the relative deprivation due to foreign immigrants.  

 

Well, I think, in Olomouc there is not so big problem, there is only 

minority of the people from Vietnam, the Vietnamese, but there is not 

minorities of the Gypsies or the minorities of the Belarusians, which are 

already taking our capital city in Prague, but I think, here in Olomouc are 

people quite tolerant to the minorities, because there is not so much of 

them, but in Prague they are a little bit irritated by them, you know, 

because they think that they will get their jobs, they will take their money, 

they will get the financial support of our government as the immigrants etc. 

and people think, why they should, why the government should give the 

money for the immigrants, why the government don‟t give the money for 

our people which are starving, which are in the streets and they are 

homeless etc.(OL007, 20 years old, male) 

     

    According to our survey, when asked, “What do you think about social welfare 

from the Czech government for foreign immigrants”, only 4.7% of Vietnamese 
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respondents say it good, while 30% of Chinese respondents hold it positive. OL010 is 

a Czech young person, age 26, and he himself is a playwright and runs a theater in 

Olomouc. He mentioned the immigrants‟ children, and how they can get better 

chances through education. 

 

I'm thinking about anybody I know, the most visible are Vietnamese, but I do 

not know exactly. Those people who own fast food shops and the buffets. I 

think that is positively received for the services they offer. People just like it. 

I do not think they are somehow socialized. But the youngest of them, who 

go to school, have probably better chances. Otherwise, I don‟t meet with the 

emigrants. There is the Roma minority, who are not emigrants. I do not think 

that there is an ideal situation too. (OL010) 

 

    I already cited the interview sections regarding the immigrants, and clearly most 

of the heads or directors of NGOs keep an open attitude toward immigrants, unlike 

the result of questionnaire surveys that show that only half of respondents can accept 

foreigners as community members. International migration is related very closely to 

globalization, and this process of globalization can often leave some people, 

especially the elder generation unable to get accustomed to today‟s pressure, and they 

tend to hold on to their past as a reminder of when things were good. They hate 

globalization the things that accompany it, including global migration. They need a 

buffer zone to separate themselves from the others, and in that boundary of separation 

they feel safe. However, it is interesting to see that many Czechs shop at Vietnamese 

markets to find cheap goods and textiles. It is a common situation in daily life. 

Vietnamese and Chinese immigrants actually enrich the societal and cultural life in 

the local societies, and at the same time they make money for their children‟s 
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education and are admired for their good performance in Czech schools. As a matter 

of fact, both Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants can smoothly and deeply integrate 

into local society, and the daily interaction between immigrants and local people is a 

very natural picture of everyday life. As far as the research is concerned, according to 

the academic results, it seems that a line between the foreign immigrants and local 

people is still there; however, no remarkable conflicts between them ever seriously 

happened. 
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6. Conclusion 

This is preliminary research regarding Chinese immigrants in the Czech Republic, 

and I use Vietnamese immigrants as a reference group to make a comparison with 

Chinese immigrants. The main motivation for this research originates from a simple 

reason: Part of my life was spent in this country, and during my stay in Prague I heard 

about these stories again and again, but I could only find a few local materials 

detailing the dissatisfaction of international immigrants with their lives in their new 

home. Most of them are issues concerning illegal migration, international criminals 

and the counterfeit goods in the Vietnamese markets. The population of Vietnamese is 

already upwards of 600,000 and is the third largest ethnic group in the Czech 

Republic. By comparison, Chinese immigrants are the eleventh largest group. 

However, their social status is quite low, and they feel discrimination from time to 

time. As a matter of fact, Chinese restaurants are at almost every corner of the main 

streets, and Vietnamese vegetable shops can be easily found everywhere. Chinese and 

Vietnamese elements merge into local daily life without conflicts and provide a richer 

social life for the local society. However, their reality is not often described and 

explored in a relatively fair perspective. We thus encouraged ourselves to take the 

challenge to dig out these immigrants‟ back story. Truly speaking, it is really difficult 

to conduct such an investigation into their communities, for the interviewees are 

suspicious of my purpose and often reject face to face interviews. I spent a lot of time 

to gain their trust and especially to get the support of some heads of particular ethnic 

groups. Eventually I reached part of my goal, for originally I intended to collect more 

cases, and at last I gave up for the time being. This is my very first step to conduct 

this kind of research, and then I wish to continue in the field work and share the 

findings.  
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The cultural background of Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants seems to be 

similar, because of the long-term influence of Confucian traditions in these two 

countries. Therefore, I first set up one of the research questions as cultural 

identity/national identity (or connection with the homelands), and then I also find it 

interesting to observe the changes of the second generation in the host country, for the 

local people always admire the school performance of the Asian children. The subject 

for the research on the second generation became significant, and thus I assumed it 

was the influence of cultural identity on social integration. Later on I designed two 

questionnaires to explore first and second generation Chinese and Vietnamese 

immigrants. Besides these two investigations, I also conducted field work in the form 

of in-depth interviews in Olomouc, located in southern Moravia. We interviewed 

eleven heads or directors of NGOs in Olomouc on the topic of civil society, including 

their opinions regarding international immigrants. Due to the larger population of 

Vietnamese immigrants, we more often took the example of the Vietnamese case to 

ask for their answers. In this dissertation, I use such information as part of my 

research, which intends to explain the border between the local society and 

international immigrants. 

I use Levitt‟s suggestion as my starting point to examine the influence of 

“cultural identity” from the homeland or family on social integration into the host 

country. He argues that the second generation should be affected by the norms, values 

and traditions of the family, and that the family‟s impact is stronger than the 

suggestion of many researchers, who emphasized the significance of the host 

countries. I examine some variables to form an index of “cultural identity”, but its 

connotation is broader than its ordinary definition. In brief, we conclude that the 

model of the first generation in the Chinese case is “high cultural identity and low 

social integration”, which is also reflected in second generation Chinese immigrants. 
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The situation of Chinese immigrants differs from Vietnamese immigrants. The model 

of the first generation in the Vietnamese case is “low cultural identity and high social 

integration”, while the second generation is “high cultural identity and high social 

integration”. The local people appreciate the second generation‟s excellent 

performance in school it seemingly demonstrates that the line between the local 

people and the second generation from the Asian countries blurring. In addition, their 

global mobility, at least from their homeland to the Czech Republic, confirms that 

eventually they will grow up without a constant and strong affiliation to their original 

country; therefore, they must learn how to balance their new life in the host country 

and the original one. Fortunately, more convenient and modern technology can be 

used to keep in the touch with the “homeland”, so I find the second generation of 

Vietnamese immigrants differs from their first generation in the model of “cultural 

identity”. Most of the respondents in the second generation were not born in the host 

country, so they might have a stronger connection to their original home. The research 

also finds that the second generation of Vietnamese immigrants can integrate more 

deeply into local life than their Chinese counterparts. There will be more and more 

foreign immigrants of the second generation living, studying and working in the host 

country. To understand more about the issue related to the second generation is 

becoming significant nowadays. 

    Many experts emphasize that language plays a vital part in social integration into 

the host countries for international immigrants. As for my research, I can confirm the 

importance of language ability, for we can find many Chinese first-generation 

immigrants in the Czech Republic do not speak well, and the level of their social 

integration is relatively low when compared with Vietnamese immigrants, even lower 

than their own second generation. However, the first generation of Vietnamese 

immigrants is better at learning the local language. I consider the first generation 
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Chinese immigrants‟ poor Czech language ability a result of their mentality toward 

social integration.. They consider themselves to be temporary residents in the new 

lands no matter how long they will stay in the host country, maybe several years or 

decades, and in their minds they are close to their homelands. They keep a stronger 

connection with their homelands in business as well as in their everyday life. They 

consider the quality of life of the new land to be, good, but why are they not willing to 

integrate themselves into local society more? They live within the confines of the 

immigrants‟ social community, albeit with a better standard of living. This way of life 

seems to be enough to be satisfied; they need not be concerned about what happens in 

the local community or about the history and culture of their new home. They have 

the ability to learn the local language well, but it is not necessary because even 

without the language fluency they have enough for them to live well in their new 

home. If language can be equal to the extension of one‟s national culture, the first 

generation of Chinese immigrants may wonder why they must cultivate their interest 

in this small nation, for China is becoming a world power and Chinese people should 

introduce and promote Chinese language and culture into the host countries, such as 

Confucian schools. Chinese immigrants maintain their national identity and 

connection with their homeland; therefore, their social integration into the local 

society is relatively low. On the contrary, Vietnamese immigrants also maintain a 

strong connection with their homeland, but are more willing to integrate into local 

society, so they put more effort into learning the local language than the first 

generation Chinese immigrants. Vietnamese immigrants express more concern about 

the local news and more interest in the local history and culture. I argue the main 

difference between the first generation of Chinese immigrants and the first generation 

of Vietnamese lies in their respective mentality, and not on their Czech language 

ability itself.  
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    When it comes to the issue of “mentality”, the Czech Republic is not a traditional 

country to receive international immigrants, and especially after the forty years of 

communist regime, Czech people feel anxious and unsafe when facing the flow of 

international immigrants pouring into to their hometowns. Therefore, many Czech 

people may be xenophobic when it comes to the “alien” people from outside, 

especially East Asians from the other side of the world.. Even the governmental 

departments see the Chinese and Vietnamese immigrants as potential criminals. The 

Czech Republic has entered the EU and it is becoming a destination of international 

migration, not only a place of transit for them; therefore, the Czech Republic must 

change their thoughts and make relative policies suitable for the requirements from 

the EU‟s regulations. Accompanying the development of the Czech Republic, Czech 

people also need to learn how to treat various kinds of cultures from different national 

immigrants. When Chinese and Vietnamese feel frustrated about their social 

integration, it is often the result of an unfriendly response or interaction from the local 

communities. Social integration of international immigrants always presents various 

levels of social problems in the host societies. Many EU countries confront the 

challenges of international immigration, including today‟s Czech Republic. If people 

relate the issue of international immigration to national security/insecurity, I think at 

least they should try their best to understand how international immigrants live in 

their countries and what they think; in a word, the contents of the daily life concerning 

international immigrants should be more important, and we should not always focus 

on negative reports about international immigrants. In fact, to understand more about 

their daily life or even their culture and history can reduce misunderstanding and 

promote social interaction and integration between the local society and international 

immigrants‟ communities, and this interaction inherently has the potential to 

positively affect national security. 
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Appendix A-1. Questionnaire-The First Generation of Chinese Immigrants (Chinese Version) 

 

第一代移民问卷 

 

问卷编号：_________________ 

访问日期：_______月________日 

访问时间：_______点______分~~________点________分 

访问地点：________________________________ 

1. 性别：(1) □男 (2) □女 

2. 出生年月：_____________年_____________月 

3. 婚姻状况：(1) □已婚 (2) □未婚 (3) □离异 (4) □鳏 (5) □寡 

4. 教育状况：(1) □未受教育 (2) □小学 (3) □初中  

             (4) □高中 (5) □大学(以上) (6) □其它(请说明_____________) 

5. 您中国的家在哪里：_______________省_______________县市/乡村 

6. 您什么时候来捷克：_______________年________________月 

7. 您在中国的主要工作(单选)：(1) □餐饮业 (2) □服饰业 (3) □零售业  

            (4) □其它(请说明_____________________________________) 

8. 您目前在捷克的主要工作(单选)：(1) □餐饮业 (2) □服饰业 (3) □零售业  

               (4) □其它(请说明________________)   (5) □没有工作 

9. 您如何找到目前的工作：(1) □亲戚介绍 (2) □中国朋友介绍 (3)□公司外派 

               (4) □自己找的 (5) □捷克朋友介绍  

               (6) □其它(请说明______________________) 

10. 请问您目前工作的职位：(1) □ 老板 / 董事长 (2) □ 经理 

               (3) □雇员 (4) □其它(请说明____________________) 

11. 您在捷克住哪里：_____________________________城市/乡村 

12. 除了捷克以外，您还有其它国家的生活或工作经验吗? (旅游除外) 

(1) □有(列举国家_________________________________) (2) □没有 

13. 捷克是您的目的地吗?(1) □是 (2)不是(您最后想要移民的地方__________) 

14. 您现在所持有的捷克签证类型：(1) □永居 (2) □长居 (3) □短签  

(4) □其它____________________ 

15. 方便问您现在每个月的工资情况吗? 

(1) □1万克朗以下      (2) □10001-15000克朗  (3) □15001-20000克朗 

(4) □20001-25000 克朗  (4) □25001-30000 克朗  (5) □30001-35000 克朗 

(6) □35001-40000 克朗  (7) □40001-45000 克朗  (8) □45001-50000 克朗 

(9) □50001-100000 克朗  (10) □100001 克朗以上  (11) □不方便说 

16. 您移民来捷克的原因?(可复选) 
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    (1) □来捷克找工作        (2) □原本是来捷克求学，后来就定居下来   

    (3) □捷克有家人，来团聚  (4) □捷克比较容易申请到签证 

    (5) □亲戚朋友介绍来捷克  (6) □其它(请说明_______________________) 

17. 您会说捷克语吗? (1) □很流利 (2) □普通  (3) □一点点 (4) □不会 

18. 您有多少捷克朋友? (1) □很多 (2) □一些  (3) 相当少  (4) □没有 

19. 您对捷克的历史文化感兴趣吗?  

    (1) □非常有 (2) □有 (3) □不太有 (4) □完全没有 (5) □不知道 

20. 您关心捷克当地的政治、社会或经济新闻吗? 

    (1) □非常关心 (2)□有关心 (3)□不太关心 (4)□完全不关心 (5)□不知道 

21. 您关心中国所发生的政治、社会或经济新闻吗? 

    (1) □非常关心 (2)□有关心 (3)□不太关心 (4)□完全不关心 (5)□不知道 

22. 您觉得是否能融入捷克的社会生活? 

   (1)□非常融入 (2)□能融入 (3)□不太融入 (4)□完全不能融入 (5)□不知道 

23. 您觉得捷克人对中国移民友善吗? 

   (1)□非常友善 (2)□还算友善 (3)□不太友善 (4)□非常不友善 (5)□不知道 

24. 您觉得捷克外事警察局会刁难您的签证（延签）或申请事项吗? 

   (1)□特别刁难 (2)□会刁难 (3)□不太刁难 (4)□完全不会刁难 (5)□不知道 

25. 您觉得捷克其它政府机关对您的态度如何? (1)□非常好 (2)□好  

(3)□一般 (4) □不太好  (5)□非常不好 (6)□没接触过 (7)□不知道   

26. 您觉得捷克政府对外国移民的社会福利如何? 

    (1) □非常好  (2) □好  (3) □不太好  (4) □非常不好 (5) □不知道 

27. 您觉得捷克居住的生活环境如何? 

    (1) □非常好  (2) □好  (3) □不太好  (4) □非常不好 (5) □不知道 

28. 您觉得在捷克做生意好不好赚钱? 

    (1) □非常好赚(请续答第 29 题)  (2) □好赚(请续答第 29 题) 

    (3) □不太好赚(请跳答第 30 题)  (4) □非常不好赚(请跳答第 30 题) 

    (5) □不知道(请跳答第 31 题) 

29. 您为何觉得在捷克做生意好赚钱?(可复选) 

    (1) □捷克人喜欢中国的东西   (2) □捷克人喜欢买便宜货 

    (3) □捷克人消费能力高       (4) □捷克的观光客多 

    (5) □捷克加入欧盟，市场更大 (6) □市场竞争比较小 

    (7) □其它(请说明____________________) 

30. 您为何觉得在捷克做生意不好赚钱?(可复选) 

    (1) □捷克人不喜欢中国的东西  (2) □捷克政府抽税太重 

    (3) □捷克人消费能力差        (4) □同行竞争压力大 

    (5) □捷克政府规矩限制太多    (6) □语言能力限制 

    (7) □其它(请说明___________________) 

31. 您平均每周工作几天? (1) □四天以内 (2) □五天 (3) □六天 (4) □每天  
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32. 您平均每天工作几个小时? (1) □4 小时以内 (2)□5-8 小时 (3)□9 小时以上 

33. 您有加入中国人的社团或同乡会吗? 

    (1) □有(请说明__________________________________)  (2) □没有 

34. 您有与其它中国人来往吗? 

    (1) □经常来往  (2) □有来玩  (3) □不太来玩  (4) □不来玩 

35. 您多久回中国一次? (1)□每年回去一次     (2)□每年回去二次以上  

    (3)□二、三年回去一次 (4)□从来没回去过 (5)□其它_______________ 

    (6) □不知道 

36. 您经常与国内亲戚朋友联系吗?  

    (1) □经常 (2) □偶尔 (3) □几乎很少 (4) □从不联系 

37. 您在捷克会收看中国的电视节目吗? 

    (1) □经常收看  (2) □偶尔会看  (3) □从不收看 

38. 您会收看捷克的电视节目吗?  

(1) □经常收看 (2) □偶尔会看 (3) □从不收看 

39. 您会参加中国大使馆为侨胞举办的活动吗? 

    (1) □经常参加 (2) □偶尔参加 (3) □从不参加  (4) □不知道有活动 

40. 您觉得身为中国人是否感到骄傲? 

    (1)□非常骄傲 (2)□骄傲 (3)□不太骄傲 (4) □一点都不骄傲 (5)□不知道 

41. 您平常或假日的休闲活动?(可复选) 

   (1) □到国外度假 (2) □在捷克国内度假 (3) □到电影院看电影  

   (4) □听音乐会或看歌剧 (5) □参观博物馆 (6) □到 Casino  

   (7) □游泳或打球 (8)□逛街购物 (9)□没什么休闲活动 (10)□其它_______ 

42. 您在捷克万一有紧急的事情或需要协助的时候，您都会请谁帮忙?(可复选) 

   (1) □住在捷克的亲戚 (2) □住在捷克的中国朋友 (3) □捷克朋友  

   (4) □警察  (5) □其它(请说明___________________________) 

43. 您对中国人的信任程度? (1) □非常高  (2) □高  (3) □一般 

   (4) □不太高  (5) □非常低 (6) □不知道 

44. 您对捷克人的信任程度? (1) □非常高  (2) □高  (3) □一般 

(4) □不太高  (4) □非常低 (5) □不知道 

45. 你在捷克有没有曾被歧视过?  (1) □有  (2) □没有  (3) □不知道 

46. 您对越南移民的印象如何?  

   (1) □非常好  (2) □好  (3) □不太好  (4) □非常不好 (5) □不知道 

47. 您有孩子吗? 

    (1) □有(年纪多大， _________/__________/__________岁)  

(2) □没有(请跳答第 61 题)  

48. 他(们)现在在捷克吗? (1) □是 (2) □不是(在哪里____________________) 

49. 他(们)会说捷克语吗? (1) □很流利 (2) □普通  (3) □一点点 (4) □不会 

50. 他(们)的中文程度? (1) □很流利 (2) □普通  (3) □一点点 (4) □不会 
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51. 他(们)会说其它国家的语言吗? (1) □会(请说明____________) (2) □不会 

52. 就您所知，他(们)对捷克的历史文化感兴趣吗?  

    (1) □非常有 (2) □有 (3) □不太有 (4) □完全没有 (5) □不知道 

53. 他(们)的朋友圈：  (1) □大部分是中国人 (2) □大部分是捷克人  

(3) □大部分是捷克人以外的外国人(请说明_____________________) 

    (4) □中国人与捷克人(外国人)都有 (5) □不知道 

54. 您(希望您)的孩子就读哪里的学校： 

    (1) □捷克当地的学校  (2) □捷克的外国人学校 (3) □捷克的私立学校 

    (4) □回国内就学      (5) □到西欧或澳美加就学  

(6) □其它(请说明_________________________)  (7) □不知道 

55. 他(们)在学校的成绩： 

(1)□优异 (2)□不错 (3)□一般 (4)□很糟 (5)□不知道 

56. 您现在需要借助您孩子的帮忙吗?(可复选) 

    (1) □不需要 (2) □帮忙翻译 (3) □帮忙看店或进货 

    (4) □教您捷克语 (5) □其它(请说明________________________________) 

57. 就您感觉，他(们)是否能融入捷克的社会生活? 

   (1)□非常融入 (2)□能融入 (3)□不太融入 (4)□完全不能融入 (5)□不知道 

58. 就您所知，他(们)喜欢中国文化吗? 

    (1) □相当喜欢 (2) □喜欢 (3) □不太喜欢 (4) □很不喜欢 (5) □不知道 

59. 就您所知，他(们)觉得身为中国人是否感到骄傲? 

    (1)□非常骄傲 (2)□骄傲 (3)□不太骄傲 (4)□一点都不骄傲 (5)□不知道 

60. 您希望您的孩子未来在哪里发展? 

    (1) □回国内  (2) □留在捷克 (3) □到西方先进国家  

(4) □尊重他们的选择 (5) □不知道 

61. 您有打算继续留在捷克工作或生活吗? 

    (1) □会永久留在捷克 (2) □先留捷克一段时日，再考虑是否回国工作 

(3) □有想要立即回国发展 (4) □退休后回国 (5) □不知道 

62. 您或者您的家人后悔来捷克吗？ 

(1) □有 (2) □曾经有过，现在没有 (3) □没有 (4) □不知道 
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Appendix A-2. Questionnaire-The Second Generation of Chinese Immigrants (Chinese 

Version) 

 

第二代移民问卷 

 

问卷编号：_________________ 

访问日期：_______月________日 

访问时间：_______点______分~~________点________分 

访问地点：________________________________ 

1. 性别：(1) □男 (2) □女 

2. 出生年月：____________年_____________月 

3. 你现在还在读书吗?(1) □是 (2) □不是 

4. 教育状况(请填写以下各阶段教育的学校名称)： 

    (1) □未受教育  

    (2) □小学(学校名称_____________________________) 

    (3) □初中(学校名称_____________________________) 

    (4) □高中(学校名称_____________________________) 

    (5) □大学(以上)毕业(学校名称)_____________________________) 

    (6) □其它(请说明______________________) 

5.  你在哪里出生? (1) □中国 (2) □捷克 (3) □其它国家(请说明__________) 

6.  你(父母)中国的家在哪里：_______________省-________________县市/乡村 

7.  你什么时候来到捷克：_______(公元)年______月；□从出生至今都住在捷克  

8.  你在捷克住哪里：_____________________________城市/乡村 

9.  你父亲目前在捷克的主要工作(单选)：(1) □餐饮业 (2) □服饰业  

(3) □零售业 (4) □其它(请说明___________________) (5) □没工作 

10. 你母亲目前在捷克的主要工作(单选)：(1) □餐饮业 (2) □服饰业  

(3) □零售业 (4) □其它(请说明___________________) (5) □没工作 

11. 你父亲的教育状况：(1) □未受教育 (2) □小学 (3) □初中  

          (4) □高中 (5) □大学(以上) (6) □其它(请说明_____________) 

12. 你母亲的教育状况：(1) □未受教育 (2) □小学 (3) □初中  

          (4) □高中 (5) □大学(以上) (6) □其它(请说明_____________) 

13. 你会说捷克语吗? (1) □很流利 (2) □流利 (3) □一般   

(4) □一点点 (5) □不会 

14. 你会说其它外国语言吗? (1) □英语 (2) □德语 (3) □法语  

          (4) □其它(请说明_________________)  (5) □都不会 

15. 你的中文程度?  (1) □很流利 (2) □流利 (3) □一般   

(4) □一点点 (5) □不会 
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16. 你在学校的成绩如何?  (1) □非常好 (2) □好 (3) □一般 (4) □非常不好 

17. 你放学之后的时间安排? (可复选)  

(1) □补习 (2) □帮父母工作 

          (3) □跟朋友去玩 (4) □到别地方打工 (5)其它(________________) 

18. 你去过哪些国家?(可复选)(1) □德国 (2) □奥地利 (3) □法国 (4) □英国 

          (5) □其它欧洲国家(________) (6) □其它国家(_________________) 

          (7) □都没有去过任何国家(请跳答第 20 题) 

19. 你去这些国家的目的? (可复选)   (1) □旅游 (2) □探亲 (3) □学习  

(4)□打工  (5) □其它(请说明_________________________) 

20. 你有多少捷克朋友? (1) □很多 (2) □一些  (3) 相当少  (4) □没有 

21. 你在捷克有多少中国朋友? (1) □很多 (2) □一些  (3) 相当少  (4) □没有 

22. 你对捷克的历史文化感兴趣吗?  

    (1) □非常有 (2) □有 (3) □不太有 (4) □完全没有 (5) □不知道 

23. 你对中国的历史文化感兴趣吗?  

    (1) □非常有 (2) □有 (3) □不太有 (4) □完全没有 (5) □不知道 

24. 你关心捷克当地的政治、社会或经济新闻吗? 

    (1) □非常关心 (2)□有关心 (3)□不太关心 (4)□完全不关心 (5)□不知道 

25. 你关心中国所发生的政治、社会或经济新闻吗? 

    (1) □非常关心 (2)□有关心 (3)□不太关心 (4)□完全不关心 (5)□不知道 

26. 你觉得是否能融入捷克的社会生活? 

   (1)□非常融入 (2)□能融入 (3)□不太融入 (4)□完全不能融入 (5)□不知道 

27. 你觉得你父母是否能融入捷克的社会生活? 

   (1)□非常融入(请跳答第 28 题) (2)□能融入(请跳答第 28 题)  

   (3)□不太融入(请续答第 27 题) (4)□完全不能融入(请续答第 27 题) 

   (5)□不知道(请跳答第 28 题) 

28. 你觉得你父母不能融入捷克社会的原因为何?(可复选)  

   (1) □语言能力差 (2) □工作时间太长 (3) □他们不喜欢捷克人  

(4) □他们都一直跟中国人在一起 (5) □其它(请说明___________________) 

29. 你觉得捷克人对中国移民友善吗? 

   (1)□非常友善 (2)□还算友善 (3)□不太友善 (4)□非常不友善 (5)□不知道 

30. 你觉得捷克外事警察局会刁难你的签证（延签）或申请事项吗? 

   (1)□特别刁难 (2)□会刁难 (3)□不太刁难 (4)□完全不会刁难 (5)□不知道 

31. 你觉得捷克其它政府机关对你的态度如何? 

  (1)□非常好 (2)□好 (3)□不太好 (4)□非常不好 (5)□没接触过 (6)□不知道 

32. 你觉得捷克政府对外国移民的社会福利如何? 

    (1) □非常好  (2) □好  (3) □不太好  (4) □非常不好 (5) □不知道 

33. 你觉得捷克居住的生活环境如何? 

    (1) □非常好  (2) □好  (3) □不太好  (4) □非常不好 (5) □不知道 
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34. 你多久回中国一次?   

    (1)□每年回去一次  (2)□每年回去二次以上  (3)□二、三年回去一次  

    (4)□从来没回去过  (5)□其它_______________ 

    (6)□不知道 

35. 你在捷克会收看中国的电视节目吗? 

    (1) □经常收看  (2) □偶尔会看  (3) □从不看 

36. 你会收看捷克的电视节目吗?(1) □经常收看 (2) □偶尔会看 (3) □从不看 

37. 你会参加中国大使馆为侨胞举办的活动吗? 

    (1) □经常参加 (2) □偶尔参加 (3) □从不参加  (4) □不知道有活动 

38. 你觉得身为中国人是否感到骄傲? 

    (1)□非常骄傲 (2)□骄傲 (3)□不太骄傲 (4) □一点都不骄傲 (5)□不知道 

39. 你想当捷克人吗?  

    (1)□非常想 (2) □想 (3) □不太想 (4) □一点都不想 (5) □不知道 

40. 你对现在中国的印象如何?(可复选) 

    (1) □经济发展越来越好 (2) □已经是世界上重要的国家了 

    (3) □落后、不文明  (4) □没有政治自由的极权国家   

    (5) □其它(请说明___________________________________________) 

41. 你平常或假日的休闲活动?(可复选) 

    (1) □到国外度假 (2) □在捷克国内度假 (3) □到电影院看电影  

    (4) □听音乐会或看歌剧 (5) □参观博物馆 (6) □到 Casino  

    (7) □游泳或打球 (8)□逛街购物 (9)□读书 (10) □没什么休闲活动  

 (11)□其它_______________________________________________ 

42. 你觉得你父母对你未来的期待?(1) □非常高 (2) □高 (3) □普通  

    (4) □不太高 (5) □非常低 (6) □不知道 

43. 你希望未来在哪里发展： (1) □中国  (2) □捷克 (3) □西方先进国家  

(4) □其它(请说明_________________________) (5) □不知道 

44. 您对中国人的信任程度?   (1) □非常高  (2) □高  (3) □一般  

(4) □不太高  (5) □非常低 (6) □不知道 

45. 您对捷克人的信任程度?   (1) □非常高  (2) □高  (3) □一般  

(4) □不太高 (5) □非常低 (6) □不知道 

46. 你在捷克有没有被歧视过?  (1) □有  (2) □没有  (3) □不知道 

47. 你对越南移民的印象如何?  

    (1) □非常好  (2) □好  (3) □不太好  (4) □非常不好 (5) □不知道 

48. 你觉得你们家的经济情况? (1) □非常好  (2) □好  (3) □一般 

    (4) □不太好  (5) □非常不好 (6) □不知道 

49. 请问你父亲目前工作的职位：(没工作者不必回答) 

    (1) □老板 / 董事长 (2) □ 经理 (3) □雇员 

    (4) □其它(请说明____________________) 
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50. 请问你母亲目前工作的职位：(没工作者不必回答) 

    (1) □老板或董事长 (2) □ 经理 (3) □雇员 

    (4) □其它(请说明____________________) 
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Appendix A-3. Questionnaire-The First Generation of Vietnamese Immigrants (Vietnamese 

Verson) 

Câu hỏi  d nh cho thế hệ đầu tiên của những người Việt Nam nhập cư 

v o     

 

  n   âu hỏi số :_________________  

N ày sang CHS, n ày ________ Th n  :_______Năm________  

thời gian nh p   nh______ :_______ ________  

Địa điểm nh p   nh :________________________________  

 

1. Giới tính: (1) □ Nam  (2) □ Nữ  

2 Ng y sinh :_____________ tháng. _____________ Năm  

3. Tình trạng hôn nhân: (1) □ đ  l p  ia đình (2) □  hưa l p  ia đình (3) □ ly 

dị  

4 Trình đ  văn h  :. (1) □ khôn   ó  i o dụ  (2) □ trường tiểu họ  (3) □ 

trường trung học 

            (5) □ Đại họ  (thêm) (6) □ kh   ____________________  

5.  iạ ch  của bạn tại Việt N m, nơi: 

t nh__________________Quận_____________ Quốc gia  ____________   

6. Thời gian bạn đã đến  éc:_______________ ng y 

________________ Năm 

7 Công việc chính của bạn tại Việt Nam: (1) □ Dịch vụ ăn uốn  (2) □ Dịch vụ 

quần  o  iầy   n  uôn (3) □ Quần  o / Giày   n lẻ (4) □ Dịch vụ dân sự (5) □ 

n ành tài  hính (6 ) □ Gi o dục  (7) □ nhân viên  ủa  ôn  ty  (8) □ 

____________________ kh   (9) □ khôn  hoạt động  

8. Công việc chính của bạn tại C ng hò   éc: (1) □ Dịch vụ ăn uống Dịch 
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vụ (2) □ Quần  o/ Giày   n  uôn (3) □ Quần / Giày   n lẻ (4) □ Dịch vụ dân sự 

(5) □ tài  hính ( 6) □ Gi o dụ  (7) □ nhân viên  ôn  ty (8) sinh viên  

   (9) □ kh   ____________________ (10) □ khôn  hoạt động  

9. L m thế n o bạn đã tìm thấy công việc hiện tại: (1) □  h  thân nhân  (2) 

□ ạn  è Việt Nam (3) □  ạn n ười Sé  giới thiệu (4) □  ó n ười tìm  ho mình 

(5)) □  ôn  ty  huyển nhượn  (6) □ kh   ____________________  

10. Hiện tại vị trí công việc của bạn l  gì: (1) □  hủ sở hữu / Chủ tị h (2) □ 

Mana er (3) □ Nhân viên  (4) □ kh   ____________________  

11. Bạn sống tại C ng hò   éc nơi: Thành phố 

_____________________________  

12. Ngo i   ng hò   éc, bạn c  những người thân quen khác đ ng sống 

hoặc l m việc tại nước ngo i, kinh nghiệm? (n oài đi du lịch ra)  

(1) □ Có (danh s  h     nướ  _________________________________) (2) □ 

khôn   

13. C ng hò   éc.c  ph i l  điểm đến của bạn ch n không? (1) □ Có (2) 

khôn  (nơi mà  ạn khôn  muốn nh p  ư __________)  

14. Bạn đã được loại thị thực n o    éc: (1) □ Thườn  Trú (2) □ v nh Trú 

(3) □ ký n ắn (4) Quốc tịch  (5) □ kh   ____________________  

15. Thu nhập bình quân m i tháng củ  bạn ?  

(1) □ ít hơn 1.000.000 CZK (2) □ 10.001-15.000 CZK (3) □ 15.001-20.000 CZK 

(4) □ 20.001-25.000 CZK (4) □ 25.001-30.000 CZK(5) □ 30.001-35.000 CZK  

(6) □ 35.001-40.000 CZK (7) □ 40.001-45.000 CZK (8) □ 45.001-50.000 CZK  

(9) □ 50.001-100.000 CZK (10) □ hơn 100.001  CZK (11) □ khôn  muốn nói  

 

16. Vì lý do gì bạn đã nhập cư v o C ng hò   éc?  

    (1) □ đến Cộn  hòa Sé  để tìm việ  làm (2) □  an đầu đến trườn  Sé , sau 
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đó định  ư  

    (3) □ đoàn tụ  ia đình tại Cộng hòa Sé  (4) □ Sé  dễ dàn  hơn để xin thị 

thực  

    (5) □ đến Cộn  hòa Sé  thăm n ười thân và  ạn  è (6) □ kh   

____________________  

17. Bạn n i tiếng  éc: (1) □ rất thôn  thạo (2) □  ình thườn  (3) □ một  hút 

(4) □ khôn   

18. Bạn c  b o nhiêu bạn bè  éc? (1) □ rất nhiều (2) □ Một số (3) rất ít (4) □ 

khôn   ó 

19. Bạn đ ng qu n tâm đến lịch sử v  văn h   củ   éc không?  

    (1) □ rất thí h(2) □ một  hút (3) khôn   □(4)  khôn   iết  

20. Bạn qu n tâm về các tin tức chính trị đị  phương, xã h i hoặc kinh tế 

 éc,?  

(1) □ rất quan tâm (2) □ một  hút (3) □ khôn  quan tâm mấy(4) □ khôn  hề 

quan tâm (5) □ khôn   iết  

21. Bạn qu n tâm về những gì đã x y r  trong các tin tức chính trị củ  xã 

h i hoặc kinh tế Việt Nam? (1) □ rất quan tâm (2) □ một  hút (3) □ khôn  

quan tâm mấy (4) □ khôn  hề quan tâm (5) □ khôn   iết  

22. Bạn nghĩ rằng người nước ngo i c  thể hò  nhập cu c sống tại xã 

h i  éc?  

(1) □ rất thành  ôn (2) □  ó thể thí h nghi(3) □ khôn  thể(4) □ tuệt đối khôn  

thể (5) □ khôn   iết  

23. Bạn nghĩ rằng người dân  éc thân thiện với những người di cư Việt 

Nam,?  

(1) □ rất thân thiện (2) □ kh  thân thiện (3) □ khôn  hoàn toàn thân thiện (4) □ 

khôn  thiện (5) □ khôn   iết  
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24. Bạn c  nghĩ rằng sẽ c  thêm những điều kh  khăn cho các bạn nếu 

    phức tạp h   thị thực cho các cơ dân nước ngo i nhập cư? 

(1) đặc biệt khó khăn □ (2) □ sẽ làm khó khăn (3) □ khôn  làm khó khăn mấy 4) 

□ sẽ khôn  làm khó khăn (5) □ khôn   iết  

25. Bạn c  nghĩ rằng các cơ qu n chính phủ C ng hò   éc đối sử với 

bạn tốt h y không ?(1) □ rất tốt (2) □ tốt  (3) Trung trung □ (4) □ khôn  ph i là 

tốt lắm (5) □ rất  h n (6) □ khôn   ó liên hệ (7) □ khôn   iết  

26. Bạn nghĩ sao về phúc lợi xã h i chính phủ  éc  cấp cho người nhập 

cư nước ngo i? (1) □ rất tốt (2) □ tốt (3) □ khôn  ph i là rất tốt lắm(4) □ rất 

xấu (5) □ khôn   iết  

27. Bạn nghĩ s o về môi trường sống C ng hò   éc?  

(1) □ rất tốt (2) □ tốt (3) □ khôn  ph i là rất tốt lắm (4) □ rất xấu (5) □ khôn  

biết  

28. Bạn c m thấy kinh do nh để kiếm tiền tại C ng hò   éc tốt hay 

không ?  

    (1) □ tr  lời bất kỳ  ì(Xin vui lòn  đến 29  ài đầu tiên) (2) □ tr  lời bất kỳ 

 ì(Xin vui lòn  đi đến  âu hỏi 29)  

    (3) □ khôn  ph i tr  bất kỳ chi tiết (xin vui lòn   ỏ qua  ho  âu hỏi 30) (4) □ 

lợi nhu n rất tốt (xin bỏ qua  ho  âu hỏi 30)  

    (5) □ khôn   iết (Xin vui lòn   ỏ qua  ho  âu hỏi 31)  

29. Tại sao bạn c m thấy kinh doanh tại C ng hò   écv  kiếm tiền tốt 

hơn nơi khác?  (1) □ n ôn n ữ tiến  Sé  dễ(2) □n ười dân Sé  muốn mua 

hàn   i  rẻ  (3) □ Dân Sé   hi tiêu  ao (4) □ Sé  nhiền kh  h du lịch (5) □ Sé  

gia nh p vào thị trườn  EU (6) □  ạnh tranh trên thị trường Sé  là tươn  đối 

nhỏ (7) □ kh   ____________________  

30. Tại sao bạn c m thấy để kiếm tiền v  kinh doanh tại  éc không tốt?  
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 (1) □n ười  Sé  khôn  thí h những đ  s n xuất tại Trung Quố  (2) □ Chính 

phủ Sé  đ nh thuế qu  cao (3) □ n ười tiêu thụ Sé   òn n hèo (4) □  p lực 

cạnh tranh cao (5) □ quy định Chính phủ Sé  qu   iới hạn (6) □ hạn chế n ôn 

ngữ  (7) □ kh   ___________________  

31. m i tuần bạn l m việc b o nhiêu ng y?. (1) □ kho n  bốn n ày (2) □ 5 

n ày (3) □ 6 n ày (4) □ 7 n ày  (5) □ kh   ____________________  

32. Bạn l m việc bao nhiêu giờ m t ng y? (1) □ 4  iờ (2) □ 5-8 giờ (3) □ 9 

giờ (4) □ kh   ____________________  

33. Bạn đã gi  nhập Hiệp h i củ  c ng đ ng h i Việt Nam chua?  iệp h i 

n o ? 

    (1) □ Có (xin  hi rõ __________________________________) (2) □ khôn   

34. Bạn c  về Việt Nam h y du lịch v  vui chơi gi i trí   đâu không?  

(1) □ thườn  xuyên đi du lị h (2) □ đi xem vở kị h (3) □ khôn   hơi (4) □ khôn  

 hơi  

35. Bạn thường về Việt Nam mấy lần? (1) □ m i năm một lần? (2) □ nhiều 

hơn hai lần một năm (3) □ hai hoặ   a năm một (4) □ khôn   ao  iờ (5) □ kh   

_________   (6) □ khôn   iết  

36 Bạn thường xuyên thăm thân nhân v  bạn bè của bạn trong nước?  

(1) □ thườn  xuyên (2) □ Đôi  khi(3) □ Rất ít (4) □ khôn   ao  iờ liên hệ  

37. Bạn xem truyền hình Việt Nam    éc không ?  

(1) □ thường xem (2) □ thỉnh tho n  xem (3) □ khôn   ao  iờ xem  

38. Bạn thích xem TV  éc?  

(1) □ thườn  xem (2) □ thỉnh tho n  xem (3) □ khôn   ao  iờ xem  

39. Bạn c  th m gi  v o hoạt đ ng  ại sứ quán Việt Nam tại  éc tổ 

chức?  

(1) tham  ia thườn  xuyên □ (2) □ thỉnh tho n  tham  ia (3) □ khôn   ao  iờ 
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tham  ia (4) □ khôn   iết     hoạt động nào 

40. Bạn c m thấy người dân Việt Nam tự h  o về mình không?  

(1) □ rất tự hào (2) □ niềm tự hào (3) □ khôn  tự hào (4) □ khôn   một  hút tự 

hào nào (5) □ khôn   iết  

41 Hoạt đ ng gi i trí thường của bạn hoặc  u lịch lúc c  ng y ngh  ?  

    (1) □ Du lị h ở nướ  n oài (2) Du lị h tại Cộn  hòa Sé  (3) □ đến rạp chiếu 

phim  

    (4) □  on ert hay opera (5) □   o tàn  (6) □  Casino  

    (7) □  ơi lội hoặc đi  hơi (8) □ mua sắm (9) □ khôn   ó hoạt động gi i trí 

(10) □ kh   _______  

42 Trong trường hợp bạn c  các vấn đề khẩn cấp hoặc khi cần sự giúp 

đỡ, bạn sẽ nhờ  i để giúp?  (1□) thân nhân  sống tại Cộn  hòa Sé  (2) 

□ ạn  è  Việt Nam đan  sống tại Cộn  hòa Sé  (3) □ ạn  è Sé  (4) □ C nh 

s t (5) □ kh   ____________________  

43 sự tự tin của bạn?. (1) □ rất  ao (2) □  ao (3) □thườn  (4) □ khôn  ph i là 

qu   ao (5) □ rất thấp (6) □ khôn   iết  

44. Bạn c  sự tin tư ng đối với người  éc (1) □ rất  ao (2) □  ao (3) □ 

thườn  (4) □ khôn   ao lắm(4) □ rất thấp (5) □ khôn   iết  

45. Bạn đã bị kỳ thị tại C ng hò   éc chư ?. (1) □ một lần(2) □ khôn   ó (3) 

□ khôn   iết  

46. Ấn tượng của bạn như thế n o về người nhập cư Trung Quốc?  

    (1) □ rất tốt (2) □ tốt (3) □ khôn  tốt lắm (4) □ rất xấu (5) □ khôn   iết  

47. Bạn c  con?  

    (1) □ Có (tuổi t  , _________ / __________ / __________ tuổi)  

    (2) □ Khôn  (Xin vui lòn   ỏ qua  ho  âu hỏi 61)  

48  on củ  bạn bây giờ đ ng sống   C ng hò   éc? (1) □  ó (2) □ Khôn  
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(nơi ____________________)  

49.  on củ  bạn n i  tiếng  éc ?.        (1) □ rất thôn  thạo (2) □  hun  

 ình (3) □ một  hút (4) □ khôn   

50.  on củ  bạn c  hiểu biết về Việt Nam?. (1) □ rất thôn  thạo (2) □  hun  

(3) □ một  hút (4) □ khôn   

51  on củ  bạn n i được những ngôn ngữ củ  các nước khác không ? 

(1)  ó □ (vui lòn   hi rõ ____________). (2) □ khôn   

52.  on cú  bạn c  b o giờ qu n tâm đến lịch sử văn h   củ   éc?  

    (1) □  ó (2) □  ó một  hút (3) □ khôn   ó (4) □hoàn toàn khôn  □ (5) khôn  

biết  

53. Bạn bè củ  con bạn: (1) □  hủ yếu là Việt Nam (2) □ Duy nhất  ạn Sé   

(3) □ Hầu hết     n ười nướ  n oài, n oài n ười Sé  (xin lưu ý 

_____________________)  

(4) □  ó    Việt Nam và Sé  (nướ  n oài) (5) □ khôn   iết  

54 Bạn muốn con bạn đi h c  .:  

  (1) □     trường họ  địa phươn  Sé  (2) □ trườn  nướ  n oài Sé  (3) □ học 

ở Việt Nam (5) □ tới Tây Âu hoặ  Ú  và trường Bắc Mỹ (6) □ kh   

____________________ (7) □ khôn   iết  

55.  ết qu  h c tập củ  con bạn 

(1) □ Tuyệt vời (2) □ tốt (3) trun   ình □ (4) □ xấu (5) □ khôn   iết  

56. Bây giờ bạn cần ph i giúp con bạn trong h c tập không?     

(1) □ khôn   ần (2) □  iúp dịch thu t (3) □  iúp mua đ  (4) □ dạy tiến  Sé  (5) 

□ kh   ____________________  

57. Bạn c  c m thấy con củ  bạn c  thể h i nhập v o đời sống xã h i 

 éc?  

(1) □ rất thành (2) □  ó thể được thí h hợp (3) □ khôn  thành (4) □ khôn   ó 
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thể thí h hợp (5) □ khôn   iết  

58. Qu n điểm củ  con bạn về văn h   Việt Nam?  

    (1) □ rất thí h (2) □ thí h(3) □ khôn  thí h (4) □  hét (5) □ khôn   iết  

59. on củ  bạn c m thấy như thế n o đối với Việt Nam, tự h o hay 

không? (1) □ rất tự hào (2) □ tự hào (3) □ khôn  tự hào mấy(4) □ khôn  một 

 hút tự hào (5) □ khôn   iết  

60. Bạn muốn cho con em của bạn sinh sống nơi n o để phát triển trong 

tương l i?  

    (1) □ trở về VN (2) □ ở Cộn  hòa Sé  (3) □ tới Tây Âu,  ắc Mỹ  

(4) □ tôn trọng sự lựa chọn của con (5) □ khôn   iết  

61. Bạn định   lại C ng hò   éc để tiếp tục l m việc v  sinh sống 

không? 

(1) □ ở lại v nh viễn tại Cộn  hòa Sé  (2) □ ở Cộn  hòa Sé  một thời gian, sau 

đó  ọ thể trở lại (3) □ muốn trở về nhà n ay l p tứ  (4) □ về hưu về VN (5) □ 

khôn   iết  

62. Bạn h y. Gi  đình của bạn c  tiếc khi nhập cư v o  éc không?  

(1) □ Có (2) □ Trướ   ó, và  ây  iờ khôn  (3) □ khôn   ó (4) □ khôn   iết 
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Appendix A-4. Questionnaire-The Second Generation of Vietnamese Immigrants Vietnamese 

Verson) 

Câu hỏi  d nh cho thế hệ thứ h i của những người Việt Nam nhập cư 

v o     éc 

 

  n   âu hỏi số :_________________  

N ày sang CHS, n ày ________ Th n  :_______Năm________  

thời gian nh p   nh______ :_______ ________  

Địa điểm nh p   nh :________________________________  

1. Giới tính: (1) □ Nam  (2) □ Nữ  

2. Ng y sinh :_____________ tháng. _____________ Năm  

3.  iện giờ bạn v n đ ng còn đi h c ?  (1) □ ó (2) □ khôn  

4. Trình đ  văn h   (vui lòng điền v o các gi i đoạn s u đây củ  giáo dục v  

tên trường):  

    (1) □ thất học  

    (2) □ trường tiểu họ  (Tên trườn _____________________________)  

    (3) □ Họ  n hề (tên trường _____________________________)  

    (4) □ Trun  họ  (Tên trường _____________________________)  

    (5) □ Đại học ( ao họ ) tốt nghiệp (tên  ủa 

trườn  )_____________________________) trường  

    (6) □ kh   ______________________  

5. Bạn được sinh r    quốc gi  n o ?(1) □ Việt Nam (2) □ Cộn  hòa Sé  (3) nướ  

kh   □ (vui lòn   hi rõ __________)  

6. Nh  bạn (cha mẹ) tại Việt N m, nơi :_____________t nh __________quận / 

l ng  

7. Bạn sinh sống tại C ng hò   éc nơi: Thành phố _______________________   

8.  ông việc chính củ  bố bạn tại c ng hò   éc ? (1) □ Dịch vụ ăn uống(2)  Dịch 

vụ □ Quần  o/ Giày -  n  uôn (3) □ Quần / Giày -  n lẻ (4) □ Dịch vụ dân sự (5) □ 

tài  hính ( 6) □ Gi o dụ  (7) □ nhân viên  ôn  ty ( 6) □ Sinh viên (7) □ khôn   ó 

 ôn  việ  

9.  ông việc chính củ  mẹ bạn tại c ng hò   éc ? (1) □ Dịch vụ ăn uống(2)  

Dịch vụ □ Quần  o/ Giày -  n  uôn (3) □ Quần / Giày -  n lẻ (4) □ Dịch vụ dân sự 

(5) □ tài  hính ( 6) □ Gi o dụ  (7) □ nhân viên  ôn  ty ( 6) □ Sinh viên (7) □ khôn  

 ó  ôn  việ  
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10. Trình đ  văn h   củ  bố bạn: (1) □ thất họ  (2) □ trường tiểu họ  (3) □ trường 

trung học (5) □ Đại học ( ao họ ) (6) □  họ  n hề  (7) □ kh   

____________________  

11. Trình đ  văn h   củ  mẹ bạn: (1) □ thất họ  (2) □ trường tiểu họ  (3) □ trường 

trung học (5) □ Đại học ( ao họ ) (6) □  họ  n hề  (7) □ kh   

___________________ 

12. Trình đ  tiếng  éc củ  bạn ? □ rất thôn  thạo (2) □ thôn  thạo(3) □  ình thườn  

(4) □ một ít (5) □ khôn   iết nói 

13. Bạn biết ngoại ngữ n o khác không ? (1) □ Anh (2) □ Đứ  (3) □  h p (4) □ 

tiến  kh  ____________________ (5) □ khôn   iết 

14. Bạn biết n i tiếng Trung không ? □ rất thôn  thạo (2) □ thôn  thạo(3) □  ình 

thườn  

(4) □ một ít (5) □ khôn   iết nói 

15.  ết qu  h c tập củ  bạn ? (1) □ rất tốt (2) □ tốt (3) □  ình thườn  (4) □ rất t i 

16. Bạn định l m gì s u khi h c xong ? (1) □ đi thự  t p (2) □  iúp  ố m  (3) □ đi du 

lị h  hơi (4) □ xin vào  ôn  ty địa phươn  (5) kh   ____________________ 

17. Bạn đã t ng đến những quốc gi  n o ? (1) □ Đứ  (2) □  o (3) □  h p (4) □ Anh 

    (5) □ nướ  Châu  u kh  , ________ (6) □ nướ  kh   _____________ 

18. Bạn đã đến những nước đ  với mục đích gì? (1) □ Du lị h (2) □ thăm n ười 

thân(3) □ họ  t p (4) □ đi làm thêm (5) □ kh   ____________________ 

19. Bạn c  nhiều bạn bè người Tiệp không ? 1) □ rất nhiều (2) □ vài n ười (3) rất ít 

(4) □ khôn  

20. Bạn c  b o nhiêu bạn bè người Việt tại   ng  ò   éc ?  1) □ rất nhiều (2) □ 

vài n ười (3) rất ít (4) □ khôn  

21. Bạn c  qu n tâm đến văn h   v  lịch sử củ  Tiệp ? 1) □  ó (2) □  một  hút (3) 

□ khôn  quan tâm  mấy(4) □ khôn  hề (5) □ khôn   iết 

22. Bạn c  qu n tâm đến văn h   v  lịch sử củ  Việt N m ? 1) □  ó (2) □  một 

 hút (3) □ khôn  quan tâm  mấy(4) □ khôn  hề(5) □ khôn   iết 

23. Bạn qu n tâm về các tin tức chính trị đị  phương, xã h i hoặc kinh tế  éc,?  

(1) □ rất quan tâm (2) □ một  hút (3) □ khôn  quan tâm mấy(4) □ khôn  hề quan 

tâm (5) □ khôn   iết  
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24. Bạn qu n tâm về những gì đã x y r  trong các tin tức chính trị củ  xã h i 

hoặc kinh tế Việt Nam? (1) □ rất quan tâm (2) □ một  hút (3) □ khôn  quan tâm 

mấy (4) □ khôn  hề quan tâm (5) □ khôn   iết  

25. Bạn nghĩ rằng người nước ngo i c  thể hò  nhập cu c sống tại xã h i 

 éc?  

(1) □ rất thành  ôn (2) □  ó thể thí h nghi(3) □ khôn  thể(4) □ tuệt đối khôn  thể 

(5) □ khôn   iết  

26. Bạn nghĩ rằng bố mẹ bạn c  thể hò  nhập cu c sống tại xã h i  éc?  

(1) □ rất thành  ôn (2) □  ó thể thí h nghi(3) □ khôn  thể (4) □ tuệt đối khôn  thể 

(5) □ khôn   iết  

27. Bạn nghĩ rằng bố mẹ bạn không thể hò  nhập cu c sống tại xã h i  éc? Tại 

sao?  (1) □ n ôn n ữ kém (2) □ làm việ  qu  nhiều (3) □ họ khôn  thí h n ười 

Tiệp 

(4) □ họ  hỉ quen n ười Việt Nam kh   (5) □ lý do kh   ___________________ 

28. Bạn nghĩ rằng người dân  éc thân thiện với những người di cư Việt Nam,?  

(1) □ rất thân thiện (2) □ kh  thân thiện (3) □ khôn  hoàn toàn thân thiện (4) □ 

khôn  thiện (5) □ khôn   iết  

29. Bạn c  nghĩ rằng sẽ c  thêm những điều kh  khăn cho các bạn nếu     

phức tạp h   thị thực cho các cơ dân nước ngo i nhập cư? 

(1) đặc biệt khó khăn □ (2) □ sẽ làm khó khăn (3) □ khôn  làm khó khăn mấy 4) □ 

sẽ khôn  làm khó khăn (5) □ khôn   iết  

30. Bạn c  nghĩ rằng các cơ qu n chính phủ C ng hò   éc đối sử với bạn tốt 

h y không ?(1) □ rất tốt (2) □ tốt  (3) Trung trung □ (4) □ khôn  ph i là tốt lắm (5) 

□ rất  h n (6) □ khôn   ó liên hệ (7) □ khôn   iết  

31. Bạn nghĩ sao về phúc lợi xã h i chính phủ  éc  cấp cho người nhập cư 

nước ngo i? (1) □ rất tốt (2) □ tốt (3) □ khôn  ph i là rất tốt lắm(4) □ rất xấu (5) □ 

khôn   iết  

32. Bạn nghĩ s o về môi trường sống C ng hò   éc?  

(1) □ rất tốt (2) □ tốt (3) □ khôn  ph i là rất tốt lắm (4) □ rất xấu (5) □ khôn   iết  

33. Bạn thường về Việt Nam mấy lần? (1) □ m i năm một lần? (2) □ nhiều hơn hai 

lần một năm (3) □ hai hoặ   a năm một (4) □ khôn   ao  iờ (5) □ kh   _________ 

(6) □ khôn   iết  
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34. Bạn xem truyền hình Việt Nam    éc không ?  

(1) □ thường xem (2) □ thỉnh tho n  xem (3) □ khôn   ao  iờ xem  

35. . Bạn thích xem TV  éc?  

(1) □ thườn  xem (2) □ thỉnh tho n  xem (3) □ khôn   ao  iờ xem 

36.  . Bạn c  th m gi  v o hoạt đ ng  ại sứ quán Việt Nam tại  éc tổ chức?  

(1) tham  ia thườn  xuyên □ (2) □ thỉnh tho n  tham  ia (3) □ khôn   ao  iờ tham 

 ia (4) □ khôn   iết     hoạt động nào 

37. Bạn c m thấy người dân Việt Nam tự h  o về mình không?  

(1) □ rất tự hào (2) □ niềm tự hào (3) □ khôn  tự hào (4) □ khôn   một  hút tự hào 

nào (5) □ khôn   iết  

38. Bạn c  muốn th nh công dân  éc không ?     (1) □ rất muốn (2) □   n  

muốn(3) □ khôn  muốn  (4) □ khôn  hề muốn (5) □ khôn   iết 

39. Bạn nghĩ s o về tình hình hiện n y   Việt N m ? (1) □ Kinh tế ph t triển rất 

nhanh (2) □ đ  thành một  ườn  quố  quan tron  trên thế  iới  (3) □ Khôn  ph t 

triển, n èo (4) □ Khôn  tự do (5) □ Kh   

( ___________________________________________) 

40. Hoạt đ ng gi i trí thường của bạn hoặc  u lịch lúc c  ng y ngh  ?  

    (1) □ Du lị h ở nướ  n oài (2) Du lị h tại Cộn  hòa Sé  (3) □ đến rạp chiếu 

phim  

    (4) □  on ert hay opera (5) □   o tàn  (6) □  Casino  

    (7) □  ơi lội hoặc đi  hơi (8) □ mua sắm (9) □ khôn   ó hoạt động gi i trí (10) □ 

kh   

41. Bố mẹ bạn mong muốn th nh công trong ương l i củ  bạn ? (1) □ rất  ao (2) 

□ cao(3) □  ình thườn   (4) □ khôn   ao lắm (5) □ thấp (6) □ khôn   iết 

42.  ự tin cậy củ  bạn đối với người Việt ? (1) □ rất  ao (2) □ cao (3) □  ình 

thườn  

(4) □ khôn   ao lắm (5) □ rất thấp (6) □ khôn   iết 

43. Bạn c  sự tin tư ng đối với người  éc (1) □ rất  ao (2) □  ao (3) □ thườn  (4) 

□ khôn   ao lắm(4) □ rất thấp (5) □ khôn   iết  

44. Bạn đã bị kỳ thị tại C ng hò   éc chư ?. (1) □ một lần(2) □ khôn   ó (3) □ 

khôn   iết  

45. Ấn tượng của bạn như thế n o về người nhập cư Trung Quốc?  

    (1) □ rất tốt (2) □ tốt (3) □ khôn  tốt lắm (4) □ rất xấu (5) □ khôn   iết  
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46. Bạn nghĩ s o về tình hình kinh tế củ  nh  bạn ? (1) □ rất tốt (2) □ tốt (3) □  ình 

thườn  (4) □ khôn  tốt lắm (5) □ n hèo (6) □ khôn   iết 

47.  ông việc hiện tại củ  Bố bạn ?     (1) □ Chủ nhân/ sếp (2) □ Mana er (3) □ 

nhân viên    (4) □ kh   ____________________ (5) □ khôn  đi làm 
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Appendix B-1. The Frequency of Questionnaire Survey: The First Generations of 

Chinese and Vietnamese Immigrants 

 

Interview Places of Chinese Immigrants (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Letenski 1 1.0 

Mustekk 10 9.5 

Sapa 37 35.2 

Tirkarska 40 38.2 

Chinese restaurant 2 1.9 

Chinese church 15 14.3 

Total 105 100.0 

 

Gender of Chinese Immigrants (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Male 77 55.8 

Female 61 44.2 

Total 138 100.0 

 

Gender of Vietnamese Immigrants (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Male 39 46.4 

Female 45 53.6 

Total 84 100.0 

 

Age of Chinese Immigrants (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

30 and below 53 39.3 

31-50 70 51.8 

51 and above 12 8.9 

Total 135 100.0 

 

Age of Vietnamese Immigrants (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

30 and below 39 47.3 

31-50 40 47.8 

51 and above 4 4.8 

Total 84 100.0 
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Matrimony of Chinese Immigrants (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Married 89 64.5 

Unmarried 41 29.7 

Divorce 8 5.8 

Total 138 100.0 

 

Matrimony of Vietnamese Immigrants (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Married 33 45.2 

Unmarried 28 38.4 

Divorce 12 16.4 

Total 73 100.0 

 

Education of Chinese Immigrants (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Primary School 13 9.6 

Junior High 38 27.9 

Senior High 51 37.5 

University 33 24.3 

Other 1 .7 

Total 136 100.0 

 

Education of Chinese Immigrants (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Primary School 11 16.7 

High School 49 74.2 

University 5 7.6 

Other 1 1.5 

Total 73 100.0 

 

Hometown of Chinese Immigrants (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Zhejiang province 61 43.9 

Fujian province 20 14.4 

Shandong province 6 4.3 

Shanghai 11 7.9 

Beijing 7 5.0 

Shaanxi province 8 5.8 

Sichuan province 5 3.6 

Others 21 15.1 

Total 139 100.0 
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When came to CZ (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

1980s 6 7.3 

1990s 51 34.3 

2000s 80 58.4 

Total 137 100.0 

 

When came to CZ (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

1980s 3 3.6 

1990s 30 35.7 

2000s 51 60.7 

Total 84 100.0 

 

Your job in China (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Restaurants 23 16.5 

Wholesale 20 14.4 

Retail  11 7.9 

Civil Officials 5 3.6 

Financial  3 2.2 

Education 9 6.5 

Enterprise 21 15.1 

Students 23 16.5 

Others 24 17.3 

Total 139 100.0 

 

Your job in Vietnam (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Wholesale 11 13.1 

Retail  8 9.5 

Civil Officials 3 3.6 

Financial  19 22.6 

Education 5 6.0 

Enterprise 8 9.5 

Students 6 7.1 

Others 24 28.6 

Total 84 100.0 
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Your job in CZ (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Restaurants 49 35.3 

Wholesale 56 40.3 

Retail  6 4.3 

Civil Officials 1 .7 

Education 1 .7 

Enterprise 8 5.8 

Students 3 2.2 

Others 13 9.4 

No Jobs 2 1.4 

Total 139 100.0 

 

Your job in CZ (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Restaurants 13 15.7 

Wholesale 17 20.5 

Retail  18 21.7 

Civil Officials 1 1.2 

Financial  16 19.3 

Enterprise 6 7.2 

Students 1 1.2 

Others 6 7.2 

No Jobs 5 6.0 

Total 83 100.0 

 

How did you get this job? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Relatives‟ Introduction 66 48.5 

Chinese Friends 34 25.0 

Czech Friends 2 1.5 

Me found 26 19.1 

Dispatching 2 1.5 

Others 6 4.4 

Total 136 100.0 

 

How did you get this job? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Relatives‟ Introduction 27 32.1 

Chinese Friends 22 26.2 

Czech Friends 4 4.8 

Me found 16 19.0 

Dispatching 7 8.3 

Others 8 9.5 

Total 136 100.0 
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Your Job Position (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Boss 51 37.8 

Manager 8 5.9 

Employee 69 51.1 

Others 7 5.2 

Total 139 100.0 

 

Your Job Position (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Boss 37 44.6 

Manager 4 4.8 

Employee 30 36.1 

Others 12 14.5 

Total 83 100.0 

 

Working experience in other countries (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Yes 15 10.9 

No 122 89.1 

Total 137 100.0 

 

Working experience in other countries (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Yes 15 20.0 

No 60 80.0 

Total 75 100.0 

 

CZ as Destination (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Yes 101 77.7 

No 29 22.3 

Total 130 100.0 

 

CZ as Destination (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Yes 68 84.0 

No 13 16.0 

Total 81 100.0 
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Type of Your Visa (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Permanent 70 51.1 

Long-term 57 41.6 

Short-term 9 6.6 

Others 1 .7 

Total 137 100.0 

 

Type of Your Visa (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Permanent 28 33.3 

Long-term 50 59.5 

Short-term 4 4.8 

Others 2 2.4 

Total 84 100.0 

 

Your Wage per month (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

CZK Frequency Percent (%) 

20000 and below 37 26.6 

2001-35000 52 37.4 

35001 and above 14 10.1 

No say 36 25.9 

Total 139 100.0 

 

Your Wage per month (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

CZK Frequency Percent (%) 

20000 and below 39 47.0 

2001-35000 27 32.5 

35001 and above 0 0 

No say 17 20.5 

Total 84 100.0 

 

Reasons of Immigrants to CZ (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

For Work 38 27.3 

For Study 8 5.8 

Family Gathering 23 16.5 

Easy to Get CZ Visa 2 1.4 

Introduction of 

Relatives and Friends 

68 48.9 

Others 6 4.3 
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Reasons of Immigrants to CZ (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

For Work 53 63.1 

For Study 10 11.9 

Family Gathering 20 23.8 

Easy to Get CZ Visa 0 0 

Introduction of 

Relatives and Friends 

1 1.2 

Others 0 0 

 

You Speak Czech? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

CZK Frequency Percent (%) 

Fluently 3 2.2 

Average 40 28.8 

A Little 85 61.2 

No 11 7.9 

Total 139 100.0 

 

You Speak Czech? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

CZK Frequency Percent (%) 

Fluently 15 18.1 

Average 60 72.3 

A Little 8 9.6 

No 0 0 

Total 83 100.0 

 

How Many Czech Friends? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

A Lot 5 3.7 

Some 46 33.8 

Quite a Few 55 40.4 

No 30 22.1 

Total 136 100.0 

 

How Many Czech Friends? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

A Lot 13 16.5 

Some 43 54.4 

Quite a Few 7 8.9 

No 16 20.3 

Total 79 100.0 
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Interest in Czech History and Culture (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 3 2.2 

Average 35 25.2 

Not so Much 62 44.6 

No Interest 29 20.9 

Don‟t Know 10 7.2 

Total 139 100.0 

 

Interest in Czech History and Culture (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 4 4.9 

Average 40 48.8 

Not so Much 13 15.9 

No Interest 25 30.5 

Don‟t Know 0 0 

Total 82 100.0 

 

Concern about CZ News? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 7 5.1 

Average 46 33.3 

Not so Much 56 40.6 

Not at All 22 15.9 

Don‟t Know 7 5.1 

Total 138 100.0 

 

Concern about CZ News? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 5 6.0 

Average 39 47.0 

Not so Much 23 27.7 

Not at All 10 12.0 

Don‟t Know 6 7.2 

Total 83 100.0 

 

Concern about Chinese News? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 43 30.9 

Average 77 55.4 

Not so Much 16 11.5 

Not at All 2 1.4 

Don‟t Know 1 .7 

Total 138 100.0 
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Concern about Vietnamese News? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 19 22.9 

Average 54 65.1 

Not so Much 7 8.4 

Not at All 2 2.4 

Don‟t Know 1 1.2 

Total 83 100.0 

 

Integration into CZ Society? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 1 .7 

Average 35 25.2 

Not so Much 65 46.8 

Not at All 33 23.7 

Don‟t Know 5 3.6 

Total 139 100.0 

 

Integration into CZ Society? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 14 16.9 

Average 61 73.5 

Not so Much 5 6.0 

Not at All 0 0 

Don‟t Know 3 3.6 

Total 83 100.0 

 

CZ People Friendly to Chinese Immigrants? (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 4 2.9 

Average 79 56.8 

Not so Much 44 31.7 

Not at All 8 5.8 

Don‟t Know 4 2.9 

Total 139 100.0 

 

CZ People Friendly to Vietnamese Immigrants? (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 1 1.2 

Average 11 13.3 

Not so Much 63 75.9 

Not at All 4 4.8 

Don‟t Know 4 4.8 

Total 83 100.0 
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CZ Living Environment? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Good 39 28.1 

Average 81 58.3 

Not so Good 14 10.1 

Not at All 2 1.4 

Don‟t Know 3 2.2 

Total 139 100.0 

 

CZ Living Environment? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Good 8 9.9 

Average 41 50.6 

Not so Good 27 33.3 

Not at All 2 2.5 

Don‟t Know 3 3.7 

Total 81 100.0 

 

Making Money in CZ? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Easy 2 1.5 

Average 13 9.6 

Not so Easy 80 58.8 

Not at All 29 21.3 

Don‟t Know 12 8.8 

Total 139 100.0 

 

Making Money in CZ? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Easy 4 6.1 

Average 4 6.1 

Not so Easy 6 9.1 

Not at All 7 10.6 

Don‟t Know 45 68.2 

Total  100.0 

 

How Long You Work per Week? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Four Days and below 8 5.9 

Five Days 13 9.6 

Six Days 34 25.0 

Seven Days 81 59.5 

Total 136 100.0 
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How Long You Work per Week? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Four Days and below 4 5.1 

Five Days 29 36.7 

Six Days 30 38.0 

Seven Days 16 20.3 

Total 136 100.0 

 

How Long You Work per Day? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Four Hours and below 8 5.9 

5-8 Hours 54 39.7 

9 Hours and above 74 54.4 

Total 136 100.0 

 

How Long You Work per Day? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Four Hours and below 2 2.4 

5-8 Hours 32 39.0 

9 Hours and above 48 58.5 

Total 82 100.0 

 

Join the Chinese Associations? (1
st
 Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Yes 18 13.6 

No 114 86.4 

Total 132 100.0 

 

Join the Vietnamese Associations? (1
st
 Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Yes 2 2.4 

No 80 97.6 

Total 82 100.0 

 

Keeping Relation with Other Chinese Immigrants? (1
st
 Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Often 77 55.8 

Average 40 29.0 

Sometimes 17 12.3 

No Relation 4 2.9 

Total 138 100.0 
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Keeping Relation with Other Vietnamese Immigrants? (1
st
 Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Often 24 29.3 

Average 21 25.6 

Sometimes 25 30.5 

No Relation 12 14.6 

Total 138 100.0 

 

How Often Back to China? (1
st
 Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Once per year 28 20.3 

Above Twice per year 14 10.1 

Once per two or three 

years 

58 42.0 

Never 22 15.9 

Don‟t Know 4 8.7 

Total 138 100.0 

 

How Often Back to Vietnam? (1
st
 Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Once per year 12 14.5 

Above Twice per year 6 7.2 

Once per two or three 

years 

45 54.2 

Never 4 4.8 

Don‟t Know 3 3.6 

Others 13 15.7 

Total 83 100.0 

 

Keeping Touch with Relatives and Friends in China? (1
st
 Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Often 118 84.9 

Sometimes 16 11.5 

Seldom 3 2.2 

Never 2 1.4 

Total 139 100.0 

 

Keeping the Touch with Your Relatives and Friends in Vietnam?  

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Often 23 27.7 

Sometimes 27 32.5 

Seldom 17 20.5 

Never 16 19.3 

Total 83 100.0 
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Watching Chinese TV Programs in CZ? (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Often 101 72.7 

Sometimes 31 22.3 

Never 7 5.0 

Total 139 100.0 

 

Watching Vietnamese TV Programs in CZ? (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Often 39 47.0 

Sometimes 43 51.8 

Never 1 1.2 

Total 83 100.0 

 

Watching CZ TV Programs? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Often 13 9.4 

Sometimes 75 54.0 

Never 51 36.7 

Total 139 100.0 

 

Watching CZ TV Programs? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Often 7 8.4 

Sometimes 34 41.0 

Never 42 50.6 

Total 83 100.0 

 

Participating in the Activities by Chinese Embassy? (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Often 6 4.3 

Sometimes 35 25.2 

Never 34 24.5 

No Information 64 46.0 

Total 139 100.0 

 

Participating in the Activities by Vietnamese Embassy? (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Often 1 1.2 

Sometimes 41 49.4 

Never 36 43.4 

No Information 5 6.0 
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Total 83 100.0 

 

 

Are You Proud of Being A Chinese? (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 24 17.4 

Average 83 60.1 

Not So Much 18 13.0 

Not at All 6 4.3 

Don‟t Know 7 5.1 

Total 138 100.0 

 

Are You Proud of Being A Vietnamese? 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 20 24.4 

Average 33 40.2 

Not So Much 1 1.2 

Not at All 2 2.4 

Don‟t Know 26 31.7 

Total 82 100.0 

 

Trust Chinese? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very High 7 5.1 

High 23 16.7 

Average 92 66.7 

Not So High 8 5.8 

Very Low 6 4.3 

Don‟t Know 2 1.4 

Total 138 100.0 

 

Trust Vietnamese? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very High 11 13.4 

High 26 31.7 

Average 16 19.5 

Not So High 25 30.5 

Very Low 3 3.7 

Don‟t Know 1 1.2 

Total 82 100.0 
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Trust Czech People? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very High 7 5.1 

High 22 16.1 

Average 78 56.9 

Not So High 24 17.5 

Very Low 6 4.4 

Total 137 100.0 

 

Trust Czech People? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very High 2 2.4 

High 2 2.4 

Average 40 48.2 

Not So High 28 33.7 

Very Low 11 13.3 

Total 83 100.0 

 

Feel Discriminated? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Yes 51 37.0 

No 80 58.0 

Don‟t Know 7 5.1 

Total 138 100.0 

 

Feel Discriminated? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Yes 23 27.7 

No 29 34.9 

Don‟t Know 31 37.3 

Total 83 100.0 

 

Your Impression toward Vietnamese Immigrants? (1
st
 Chinese) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Good 4 2.9 

Good 26 18.8 

Not so Good 73 52.9 

Very Bad 8 5.8 

Don‟t Know 27 19.6 

Total 138 100.0 
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Your Impression toward Chinese Immigrants? (1
st
 Vietnamese) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Good 4 4.8 

Good 16 19.3 

Not so Good 33 39.8 

Very Bad 1 1.2 

Don‟t Know 29 34.9 

Total 83 100.0 

 

Where to Send Your Children for Study? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

CZ Public School 29 39.7 

Foreign Schools in CZ 5 6.8 

CZ Private School 1 1.4 

Back to China  12 16.4 

To Western Countries 10 13.7 

Others 5 6.8 

Don‟t Know 11 15.1 

Total 73 100.0 

 

Where to Send Your Children for Study? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

CZ Public School 1 2.6 

Foreign Schools in CZ 15 38.5 

CZ Private School 10 25.6 

To Western Countries 4 10.3 

Others 9 23.1 

Total 39 100.0 

 

Their Presentation in School? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Good 19 27.5 

Good 27 39.1 

No Good No Bad 19 27.5 

Very Bad 1 1.4 

Don‟t Know 3 4.3 

Total 69 100.0 
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Their Presentation in School? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Good 8 20.5 

Good 25 64.1 

No Good No Bad 2 5.1 

Very Bad 2 5.1 

Don‟t Know 2 5.1 

Total 39 100.0 

 

Their Integration into CZ Society? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 2 3.1 

Average 28 43.8 

Not so Much 17 26.6 

Not at All 1 1.6 

Don‟t Know 16 25.0 

Total 64 100.0 

 

Their Integration into CZ Society? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 4 10.5 

Average 21 55.3 

Not so Much 3 7.9 

Not at All 2 5.3 

Don‟t Know 8 21.1 

Total 38 100.0 

 

Where is their future You Hope? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Back to China 8 10.5 

Stay in CZ 14 18.4 

To the Western Countries 11 14.5 

Respect Their Choices 37 48.7 

Don‟t Know 6 7.9 

Total 76 100.0 

 

Where is their future You Hope? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Back to Vietnam 8 20.5 

Stay in CZ 11 28.2 

To the Western Countries 5 12.8 

Respect Their Choices 14 35.9 

Don‟t Know 1 2.6 

Total 39 100.0 
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Are They Proud of Being A Chinese, as You Know? (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 15 22.1 

Average 35 51.9 

Not So Much 4 5.9 

Not at All 3 4.4 

Don‟t Know 11 16.2 

Total 68 100.0 

 

Are They Proud of Being A Vietnamese, as You Know? (1
st
 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 26 66.7 

Average 12 30.8 

Not So Much 0 0 

Not at All 1 2.6 

Don‟t Know 0 0 

Total 39 100.0 

 

Your Future? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Stay in CZ for ever 28 20.6 

Stay in CZ, and then Consider if 

Back to China 

69 50.7 

Back to China at once 3 2.2 

Back to China after Retirement  12 8.8 

Don‟t Know 23 16.9 

Others 1 7 

Total 136 100.0 

 

Your Future? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Stay in CZ for ever 10 11.9 

Stay in CZ, and then Consider if 

Back to Vietnam 

38 45.2 

Back to Vietnam after Retirement  26 31.0 

Don‟t Know 10 11.9 

Total 84 100.0 

 

Ever Regret to Come to CZ? (1
st
 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Yes, Regret 15 11.0 

Ever Regret, Now Ok 23 16.9 

No Regret 86 63.2 

Don‟t Know 12 8.8 

Total 136 100.0 
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Ever Regret to Come to CZ? (1
st
 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Yes, Regret 3 3.6 

Ever Regret, Now Ok 19 22.6 

No Regret 32 38.1 

Don‟t Know 30 35.7 

Total 84 100.0 
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Appendix B-2. The Frequency of Questionnaire Survey: The Second Generations of 

Chinese and Vietnamese Immigrants 

 

Gender of Chinese Immigrants (2
nd

 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Male 18 50.0 

Female 18 50.0 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Gender of Vietnamese Immigrants(2
nd

 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Male 18 40.0 

Female 27 60.0 

Total 45 100.0 

 

Age of Chinese Immigrants(2
nd

 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

20 and below 14 38.9 

21-29 19 52.8 

30 and above 3 8.3 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Age of Vietnamese Immigrants(2
nd

 Generation) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

20 and below 7 14.9 

21-29 36 76.6 

30 and above 4 8.5 

Total 47 100.0 

 

Still in School? (2nd Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Yes 17 48.6 

No 18 51.4 

Total 35 100.0 
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Still in School? (2nd Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Yes 9 21.4 

No 33 78.6 

Total 42 100.0 

 

Your Education (2
nd 

Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Primary School and below 6 16.7 

Junior High School 9 25.0 

Senior High School 9 25.0 

University and above 10 27.8 

Others 2 5.6 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Your Education (2
nd 

Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Primary School and below 18 39.1 

Junior High School 2 4.3 

Senior High School 9 19.6 

University and above 8 17.4 

Others 9 19.6 

Total 46 100.0 

 

Your Birthplace (2nd Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

China 33 91.7 

CZ 2 5.6 

Others 1 2.8 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Your Birthplace (2nd Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Vietnam 39 88.6 

CZ 4 9.1 

Others 1 2.3 

Total 44 100.0 
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Hometown of Your Parents (2nd Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Zhejiang 

province 

27 77.1 

Shanghai 2 5.7 

Beijing 2 5.7 

Others 4 11.4 

Total 35 100.0 

 

Your Family‟s Economy? (2
nd 

Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Good  4 11.1 

Good 11 30.6 

Average 20 55.6 

Don‟t Know 1 2.8 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Your Family‟s Economy? (2
nd 

Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Good  2 4.3 

Good 9 19.1 

Average 26 55.3 

Not Good 2 4.3 

Very Bad 6 12.8 

Don‟t Know 2 4.3 

Total 47 100.0 

 

Your Father‟s Job Position (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Boss 22 62.9 

Employee 8 22.9 

Others 4 11.4 

No Job 1 2.9 

Total 35 100.0 

 

Your Father‟s Job Position (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Boss 26 56.5 

Manager 1 2.2 

Employee 2 4.3 

Others 4 8.7 

No Job 13 28.3 

Total 46 100.0 
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How Long You Stay in CZ (2nd Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

11 Years and above 11 30.6 

6-9 Years 11 30.6 

1-5 Years 14 38.8 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Where You Live in CZ (2nd Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Prague 31 86.0 

Others 5 14.0 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Where You Live in CZ (2nd Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Prague 31 67.4 

Others 15 32.6 

Total 46 100.0 

 

Your Father‟s job in CZ (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Restaurants 18 50.0 

Wholesale 8 22.2 

Retail  3 8.3 

Enterprise 1 2.8 

Others 5 13.9 

No Job 1 2.8 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Your Father‟s Job in Vietnam (Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Restaurants 10 22.7 

Wholesale 6 13.6 

Retail  7 15.9 

Civil Officials 4 9.1 

Financial  5 11.4 

Education 2 4.5 

Enterprise 10 22.7 

Total 44 100.0 
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Your Father‟s Education (2
nd 

Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Primary School and below 4 11.5 

Junior High School 13 37.1 

Senior High School 7 20.0 

University and above 6 17.1 

Others 5 14.3 

Total 35 100.0 

 

Your Father‟s Education (2
nd 

Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Primary School and below 15 32.0 

Junior High School 20 42.6 

Senior High School 1 2.1 

University and above 8 17.0 

Others 3 6.4 

Total 47 100.0 

 

You Speak Czech Language? (2
nd 

Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Fluently 5 14.3 

Fluently 5 14.3 

Average 12 33.3 

A Little 13 37.1 

Total 35 100.0 

 

You Speak Czech Language? (2
nd 

Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Fluently 9 19.1 

Fluently 19 40.4 

Average 15 31.9 

A Little 1 2.1 

Not at all 3 6.4 

Total 47 100.0 

 

Your Foreign Languages? (2
nd 

Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

English 25 73.5 

German 4 11.8 

Others 2 5.9 
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Your Foreign Languages? (2
nd 

Vietnames Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

English 24 51.1 

German 4 8.5 

French 5 10.6 

Others 2 4.3 

 

Your Chinese Language? (2
nd 

Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Fluently 18 51.4 

Fluently 11 31.4 

Average 6 17.1 

Total 35 100.0 

 

Your Chinese Language? (2
nd 

Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Fluently 2 4.3 

Fluently 5 10.6 

Average 9 19.1 

A Little 3 6.4 

Not at all 28 59.6 

Total 47 100.0 

 

Your Presentation in School? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Good 2 5.9 

Good 11 32.4 

No Good No Bad 20 58.8 

Very Bad 1 2.9 

Total 34 100.0 

 

Your Presentation in School? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Good 4 8.9 

Good 17 37.8 

No Good No Bad 21 46.7 

Very Bad 3 6.7 

Total 45 100.0 
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Activities after School? (2
nd 

Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Taking Extra Lessons 6 16.7 

Help Parents 20 60.6 

Plating with Friends 18 54.5 

Part Time Job 3 9.1 

Others 4 12.1 

 

Activities after School? (2
nd 

Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Taking Extra Lessons 5 10.9 

Help Parents 16 34.8 

Plating with Friends 3 6.4 

Part Time Job 7 15.2 

Others 15 32.6 

 

Visiting Foreign Countries? (2
nd 

Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Germany 14 38.9 

Austria 17 47.2 

France 10 27.8 

Britain 4 11.1 

Other European Countries 15 41.7 

Other Countries 1 2.8 

None 10 27.8 

 

Visiting Foreign Countries? (2
nd 

Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Germany 24 47.8 

Austria 7 15.2 

France 12 26.1 

Britain 8 17.4 

Other European Countries 3 6.4 

Other Countries 7 14.9 

None 1 2.1 

 

Purposes of Visiting Foreign Countries? (2
nd 

Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Travelling 21 84.0 

Visiting Family 11 44.0 

Learning  4 16.0 

Part Time Job 1 4.0 

Others 1 4.0 
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Purposes of Visiting Foreign Countries? (2
nd 

Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Travelling 23 50.0 

Visiting Family 17 37.0 

Learning  4 8.7 

Part Time Job 2 4.3 

Others 4 8.7 

 

How Many Chinese Friends in CZ? (2nd Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Many 17 47.2 

A Few 16 44.4 

Very Few 3 8.3 

Total 36 100.0 

 

How Many Vietnamese Friends in CZ? (2nd Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Many 22 46.8 

A Few 21 44.7 

Very Few 4 8.5 

Total 47 100.0 

 

How Many CZ Friends in CZ? (2nd Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Many 5 13.9 

A Few 13 36.1 

Very Few 13 36.1 

No 5 13.9 

Total 36 100.0 

 

How Many CZ Friends in CZ? (2nd Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Many 13 27.7 

A Few 22 46.8 

No 12 25.5 

Total 47 100.0 

 

Interest in Czech History and Culture (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 1 2.8 

Average 12 33.3 

Not so Much 15 41.7 

No Interest 5 13.9 

Don‟t Know 3 8.3 

Total 36 100.0 
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Interest in Czech History and Culture (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 8 17.0 

Average 23 48.9 

Not so Much 13 27.7 

Not at All 2 4.3 

Don‟t Know 2 2.1 

Total 47 100.0 

 

Interest in Chinese History and Culture (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 7 19.4 

Average 14 38.9 

Not so Much 10 27.8 

Not at All 3 8.3 

Don‟t Know 2 5.6 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Interest in Vietnamese History and Culture (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 20 42.6 

Average 19 40.4 

Not so Much 5 10.6 

Not at All 1 2.1 

Don‟t Know 2 4.3 

Total 47 100.0 

 

Concern about CZ News? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 2 5.7 

Average 9 25.7 

Not so Much 14 40.0 

Not at All 6 17.1 

Don‟t Know 4 11.4 

Total 35 100.0 

 

Concern about CZ News? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 4 8.5 

Average 25 53.2 

Not so Much 13 27.7 

Not at All 4 8.5 

Don‟t Know 1 2.1 

Total 47 100.0 
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Concern about Chinese News? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 6 16.7 

Average 13 36.1 

Not so Much 15 41.7 

Not at All 1 2.8 

Don‟t Know 1 2.8 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Concern about Vietnamese News? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 8 17.0 

Average 27 57.4 

Not so Much 11 23.4 

Not at All 1 2.1 

Total 47 100.0 

 

Integration into CZ Society? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 17 47.2 

Not so Much 15 41.7 

Not at All 2 5.6 

Don‟t Know 2 5.6 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Integration into CZ Society? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 4 8.5 

Average 30 63.8 

Not so Much 7 14.9 

Not at All 2 4.3 

Don‟t Know 4 8.5 

Total 47 100.0 

 

Your Parents‟ Integration into CZ Society? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 8 22.9 

Not so Much 22 62.9 

Not at All 2 5.7 

Don‟t Know 3 8.6 

Total 35 100.0 
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Your Parents‟ Integration into CZ Society? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 3 6.4 

Average 21 44.7 

Not so Much 15 31.9 

Not at All 3 6.4 

Don‟t Know 5 10.6 

Total 47 100.0 

 

Why Your Parents‟ Can‟t Integrate? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Poor Czech Language 18 72.0 

Long Time for Work 5 20.0 

They Dislike Czech 5 20.0 

Always Be with Chinese 7 28.0 

 

Why Your Parents‟ Can‟t Integrate? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Poor Czech Language 17 40.5 

Long Time for Work 11 26.2 

They Dislike Czech 6 14.3 

Always Be with 

Vietnamese 

5 11.9 

Others 3 7.1 

 

CZ People Friendly to Chinese Immigrants? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 0 0 

Average 14 38.9 

Not so Much 14 38.9 

Not at All 5 13.9 

Don‟t Know 3 8.3 

Total 36 100.0 

 

CZ People Friendly to Vietnamese Immigrants? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 1 2.1 

Average 12 25.5 

Not so Much 30 63.8 

Not at All 3 6.4 

Don‟t Know 1 2.1 

Total 47 100.0 
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CZ Living Environment? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Good 1 2.8 

Good 28 77.8 

Not so Good 5 13.9 

Not at All 1 2.8 

Don‟t Know 1 2.8 

Total 36 100.0 

 

CZ Living Environment? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Good 1 2.1 

Good 17 36.2 

Not so Good 23 48.9 

Not at All 2 4.3 

Don‟t Know 4 8.5 

Total 47 100.0 

 

How Often Back to China? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Once per year 12 33.3 

Once per two or three 

years 

12 33.3 

Never 7 19.4 

Others 5 13.9 

Total 36 100.0 

 

How Often Back to Vietnam? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Once per year 2 4.3 

Above Twice per year 3 6.4 

Once per two or three 

years 

17 36.2 

Never 11 23.4 

Others 8 17.0 

Don‟t Know 6 12.8 

Total 83 100.0 

 

Watching Chinese TV Programs in CZ? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Often 24 66.7 

Sometimes 9 25.0 

Never 3 8.3 

Total 36 100.0 
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Watching Vietnamese TV Programs in CZ? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Often 20 42.6 

Sometimes 21 44.7 

Never 6 12.8 

Total 47 100.0 

 

Watching CZ TV Programs? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Often 6 16.7 

Sometimes 22 61.1 

Never 8 22.2 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Watching CZ TV Programs? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Often 10 21.7 

Sometimes 21 45.7 

Never 15 32.6 

Total 46 100.0 

 

Participating in the Activities by Chinese Embassy? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Often 1 2.8 

Sometimes 10 27.8 

Never 13 36.1 

No Information 12 33.3 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Participating in the Activities by Vietnamese Embassy? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Often 2 4.3 

Sometimes 15 31.9 

Never 26 55.3 

No Information 4 8.5 

Total 47 100.0 

 

Are You Proud of Being A Chinese? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 13 36.1 

Average 12 33.3 

Not So Much 7 19.4 

Not at All 2 5.6 

Don‟t Know 2 5.6 
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Total 36 100.0 

 

Are You Proud of Being A Vietnamese? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 15 31.9 

Average 18 38.3 

Not So Much 6 12.8 

Not at All 1 2.1 

Don‟t Know 7 14.9 

Total 47 100.0 

 

Want to Be a Czech? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 1 2.8 

Much 2 5.6 

Not So Much 13 36.1 

Not at All 19 52.8 

Don‟t Know 1 2.8 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Want to Be a Czech? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Much 8 17.0 

Much 18 38.3 

Not So Much 9 19.1 

Not at All 5 10.6 

Don‟t Know 7 14.9 

Total 47 100.0 

 

China‟s Impression? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Economy Getting Better 23 63.9 

Already Important in the World 20 55.6 

Backward and No Civilization 1 2.8 

No Political Freedom 1 2.8 

Others 3 8.3 

 

Vietnam‟s Impression? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Economy Getting Better 26 55.3 

Already Important in the World 2 4.3 

Backward and No Civilization 7 14.9 

No Political Freedom 8 17.0 

Others 5 10.6 
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Parents‟ Expectation to You? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very High 8 22.2 

High 13 36.1 

Average 9 25.0 

Not so High 1 2.8 

Don‟t Know 5 13.9 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Parents‟ Expectation to You? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very High 13 27.7 

High 4 8.5 

Average 8 17.0 

Not so High 10 21.3 

Very Low 4 8.5 

Don‟t Know 8 17.0 

Total 47 100.0 

 

Where Your Future Development? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

In China 14 38.9 

In CZ 13 36.1 

The West 5 13.9 

Others 5 13.9 

Don‟t Know 9 25.0 

 

Trust Chinese? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very High 1 2.8 

High 10 27.8 

Average 21 58.3 

Not So High 1 2.8 

Very Low 1 2.8 

Don‟t Know 2 5.6 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Trust Vietnamese? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very High 7 14.9 

High 12 25.5 

Average 21 44.7 

Very Low 5 10.6 

Don‟t Know 2 4.3 

Total 47 100.0 
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Trust Czech People? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

High 4 11.1 

Average 10 27.8 

Not So High 12 33.3 

Very Low 6 16.7 

Don‟t Know 4 11.1 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Trust Czech People? (Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very High 2 4.3 

High 3 6.4 

Average 29 61.7 

Not So High 3 6.4 

Very Low 8 17.0 

Don‟t Know 2 4.3 

Total 47 100.0 

 

Feel Discriminated? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Yes 22 61.1 

No 7 19.4 

Don‟t Know 7 19.4 

Total 36 100.0 

 

Feel Discriminated? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Yes 20 44.4 

No 18 40.0 

Don‟t Know 7 15.6 

Total 45 100.0 

 

Your Impression toward Vietnamese Immigrants? (2
nd

 Chinese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Good 1 2.8 

Good 9 25.0 

Not so Good 14 38.9 

Very Bad 3 8.3 

Don‟t Know 9 25.0 

Total 36 100.0 
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Your Impression toward Chinese Immigrants? (2
nd

 Vietnamese Immigrants) 

 Frequency Percent (%) 

Very Good 3 6.5 

Good 15 32.6 

Not so Good 6 13.0 

Very Bad 2 4.3 

Don‟t Know 20 43.5 

Total 46 100.0 

 

 

 


